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Abstract

Optical on-chip data transmission enabled by silicon photonics (SiPs) is considered a
promising candidate for future on-chip communication as the high-bandwidth, low-
latency, and relatively-distance-independent nature of photonics overcomes the tech-
nological limitations of the electrical interconnects currently used in Chip Multipro-
cessors (CMPs). Present SiP technologies, however, impose static power overheads
that often eliminate their performance and dynamic power benefits. Consequently,
many research efforts have been focusing on both the technology and the architec-
tural level to solve this static power problem and to unleash the full potential of SiPs.
This thesis proposes and evaluates novel architectural approaches to allow for a more
power-efficient utilisation of optical links in networks-on-chip (NoCs).
First, it carries out a thorough review and analysis of the state-of-the-art optical NoC
(ONoC) architectures and a comparison of current electrical and optical interconnect
technologies in terms of latency and power consumption. Then, it proposes ‘Amon’,
a novel all-optical NoC based on wavelength-selective routing that decreases static
optical power by exhibiting a topology with lower path losses and fewer wavelength
switches. Moreover, Amon features an improved destination-reservation mechanism
and backend modifications to further improve performance and power efficiency. Af-
terwards, it introduces ‘Lego’, a novel hybrid NoC combining electrical and optical
interconnects in an architecture in which high quantities of low-bandwidth optical links
provide high bisection bandwidth with reduced power consumption due to lower over-
all optical losses. A distance-based routing mechanism ensures that optical links are
used for large enough distances to hide their serialisation delay and an electrical NoC
for local traffic otherwise. Finally, it presents a novel subchannel scheduling scheme
and arbitration mechanisms for shared optical buses to improve bandwidth utili-
sation and power efficiency compared to the state of the art by scheduling contending
nodes both in time slots and subchannels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

While technology scaling provides designers with billions of transistors on a single
chip, power consumption constraints prevent the continued scaling of single proces-
sor performance. In order to maintain performance scaling while coping with power
constraints and design complexity, an industry-wide shift towards CMPs has occurred,
with tens or hundreds of cores on a single chip. Processor designs are therefore in-
creasingly turning into communication-centric systems in which the NoC is a decisive
determinant of power and performance. In fact, the NoC can consume up to 30% of the
total power budget in modern CMPs [PDB14]. As this problem is expected to exacer-
bate with increasing NoC sizes, many research efforts have investigated and proposed
novel NoC architectures to improve power efficiency and scalability.
One of the main reasons for the NoC’s high energy consumption is the inherent tech-
nological limitation of electrical interconnects to scale energy and delay at the same
rates as transistors. These technology trends are illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2,
which outline the significant gaps between these two components for shrinking feature
sizes. Although repeaters can speed up signals on electrical wires, this measure also
increases power consumption. The latency of electrical interconnects is thus limited by
the power budget and may prohibit further performance and power scaling of CMPs by
increasing the number of cores. It is commonly expected that electrical interconnects
alone will not be able to satisfy power and performance demands of future many-core
systems [ON12]. Consequently, sooner or later, they have to be augmented, or even
replaced, by more advanced interconnect technologies capable of delivering higher
bandwidth within lower power budgets.
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Breakthroughs in SiPs have made CMOS compatible components available that enable
the integration of optical data transmission on the same chip as electronic components,
thereby allowing optical links to be used for chip-to-chip, chip-to-DRAM, or on-chip
communication. Computing systems could now leverage the benefits of transmitting
data optically, which are high bandwidth density, signal propagation of light in silicon,
and low-energy data transmission. In addition, as opposed to electrical interconnects,
optical link length has a low impact on latency and energy as no additional circuitry is
required to drive a signal [BCB+14]. All these properties make optical data transmis-
sion a promising candidate for future on-chip communication with increasing demands
for scalability, bandwidth, and power efficiency.
However, significant challenges arise when implementing optical links in NoCs, both
due to the immaturity of SiP devices and the inherent technological requirements of
optics. Providing bandwidth to the NoC currently comes at the cost of considerable
static power overheads. These overheads can become large enough to lead to ineffi-
cient designs that cancel out all the benefits of optical data transmission. Moreover,
since chips work electrically, data conversion must take place from the optical to elec-
trical domain and vice versa, which imposes additional circuitry, latency, and energy.
In addition, NoC proposals must be practical, feasible, and should be benign to VLSI
implementation with a clear concept of layout and packaging constraints.
Growing research efforts dedicated to optical NoCs (ONoCs) have been focusing on
both the technology level and on the architectural level in recent years, with promising
results showing that both fields are crucial for power-efficient ONoC designs and thus
essential to merit its widespread commercial adoption. The thesis at hand contributes
to the field of ONoC architectures by identifying benefits and shortcomings of the state
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of the art and by exploring novel approaches to implement optical links in NoCs.
Generally, SiPs open up a whole new field of exciting opportunities in the on-chip in-
terconnect domain. Exploring novel ideas on how to efficiently integrate optical links
into the on-chip communication fabric is challenging, but the benefits can be signif-
icant. Recent NoC proposals that implement optical interconnects have shown large
improvements in power efficiency compared to early studies in this field, and numer-
ous research groups have been investigating new architectures based on improved or
novel SiP devices.
This thesis proposes novel architectural approaches of ONoCs, which require a detailed
understanding of the communication demands of CMPs, the benefits and drawbacks of
both optical and conventional electrical interconnects, and what is feasible and practi-
cal. In addition, it considers the most recent advances in SiPs, their impact on ONoC
designs, and opportunities for future architectural approaches.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis investigates novel architectural approaches to utilise optical interconnects in
NoCs in more power-efficient ways. In particular, it makes the following contributions:

• Provides a review of all relevant NoC proposals since the advent of ONoCs and
classifies them based on the taken approaches to implement optical links for on-
chip communication. In doing so, it discusses their main findings, limitations,
and pitfalls, identifies key research areas, and hints at possible future work.

• Improves the state of the art of wavelength-routed all-optical NoCs by proposing
a novel topology ‘Amon’ that allows for fewer path losses and microrings, and
in turn reduced static power. In addition, novel modifications of the destination-
reservation mechanism performed on the control network offer improved latency
and throughput. Compared to state-of-the-art proposals, Amon reduces power
consumption by 21% and the destination-reservation mechanism improves la-
tency by 75% on realistic workloads. In addition, an evaluation of decreasing
the number of injection channels into the NoC (i) as well as increasing the num-
ber of ejection channels (ii) is conducted in terms of power and performance.
Results show that these approaches halve static power (i) and eliminate the sus-
ceptibility of ONoCs to traffic hotspots without noticeable area overheads (ii).
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• Proposes a novel approach to combine electrical and optical links in a NoC topol-
ogy to reduce power consumption while achieving the same performance goals.
Studying the relation between laser power and link bandwidth on optical buses
reveals an exponential relationship between these two metrics, mainly caused
by SiP device losses. Implementing a higher quantity of low-bandwidth optical
links in a topology provides similar bisection bandwidth at lower power con-
sumption. To mitigate the serialisation delay imposed by low-bandwidth optical
links, a distance-based routing approach is proposed in which optical links are
only used for larger distances, and an electrical network is used for local traf-
fic. This approach can achieve up to 3.25× higher power efficiency on synthetic
traffic compared to alternative approaches while imposing insignificant latency
overheads on realistic workloads. Area overheads can be up to 80% compared
to a baseline electrical mesh, but does not seem to impede an efficient layout or
design feasibility.

• Proposes a novel bandwidth sharing mechanism that offers higher throughput
on shared optical buses – a key building block for ONoCs – without incurring
noticeable power overheads. Rather than scheduling requesting nodes sequen-
tially on the bus, the possibility to tune microrings individually is leveraged to
allow multiple requesters to transmit data on the bus both in parallel and sequen-
tially by utilising time slots and subchannels. Both a centralised and distributed
arbitration mechanisms for subchannel scheduling is developed. Although in-
creasing complexity of the arbitration mechanism, subchannel scheduling more
than doubles throughput compared to the state-of-the-art sequential scheme Lu-
miNOC without power overheads. Merely packet latency for low injection rates
is increased (10-30% depending on bus bandwidth).

• Evaluates the design options of performing bus arbitration on the same bus as
data transmission by re-using the transmission medium versus performing bus
arbitration on a separate control bus. Simulation results suggest that, although
a parallel bus introduces additional resource overheads, the throughput gains of
performing bus arbitration in parallel to data transmission outweigh these over-
heads significantly. In fact, power efficiency is doubled when a parallel control
bus is used in combination with subchannel scheduling.
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1.3 Publications

Much of the work in this thesis has appeared (or will appear) in the following publica-
tions:

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, Amon: An Advanced Mesh-like Opti-

cal NoC, IEEE 23rd Annual Symposium on High-Performance Interconnects
(HOTI), 2015

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, A Survey on Design Approaches to

Circumvent Permanent Faults in Networks-on-Chip, ACM Computing Surveys
(CSUR), 2016

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, A Survey on Optical Network-on-Chip

Architectures, To appear in: ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 2017.

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, Designing Low-Power, Low-Latency

Networks-on-Chip by Optimally Combining Electrical and Optical Links, IEEE
23rd International Symposium on High-Performance Computer Architecture
(HPCA), 2017.

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, Subchannel Scheduling for Shared Op-

tical On-chip Buses, To appear in: IEEE 25th Annual Symposium on High-
Performance Interconnects (HOTI), 2017.

In addition, based on the work presented in this thesis, following papers are in progress
to be submitted as extensions to the publications listed above:

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, Advanced Backend Modifications and

Destination-reservation Mechanisms to Improve Power-efficiency in Wavelength-

routed Optical NoCs, Planned for submission to: OSA Journal of Optical Com-
munications and Networking (JOCN).

• S. Werner, J. Navaridas, and M. Luján, Assessing Parallel Bus Arbitration for

Shared Optical Buses with Subchannel Scheduling, Planned for submission to:
OSA Journal of Optical Communications and Networking (JOCN).
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1.4 Outline

Chapter 2 provides a technology review of SiP components and discusses basic optical
buses – the backbone of any higher-order NoC topology – along with a discussion on
design challenges.
Chapter 3 reviews the state of the art of ONoC proposals in the literature. In particular,
it studies all-optical NoCs (i.e. NoCs communicating optically only), hybrid NoCs that
combine electrical and optical links in the topology, and bandwidth sharing techniques
that aim to maximise bandwidth utilisation. Besides, it provides a discussion of avail-
able simulation platforms and modelling tools, and a brief overview of other important
active research areas in the domain of ONoCs.
Chapter 4 discusses Amon, the contribution to the realm of all-optical NoC archi-
tectures along with its topology, routing algorithm, switch design, and laser power
distribution network. Subsequently, it presents the proposed destination-reservation
mechanisms and backend modifications.
Chapter 5 evaluates a novel distance-based approach to combine electrical and optical
links in a NoC topology, which advocates using low-bandwidth optical links for low-
power long-distance communication, and electrical links for local communication to
outbalance the serialisation overheads of the low-bandwidth optical links. The novel
topology ‘Lego’ demonstrates the efficiency of this approach.
Chapter 6 analyses the suitability of shared optical buses as on-chip interconnects for
current SiP device technologies and future projections, followed by a description of
subchannel scheduling and the arbitration techniques implementing it. Subsequently,
it provides a discussion on performing bus arbitration on the same bus as data trans-
mission versus on a parallel control bus, as well as a study evaluating the bus proposals
within a realistic NoC.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis contributions and outlines opportunities for
future work.



Chapter 2

Silicon Photonics: Technology Review

2.1 Introduction

The pace at which SiP devices and materials have been evolving – and the various
scales at which they can be deployed – has sparked much excitement in the scien-
tific community; however, these attributes also make it increasingly difficult to keep
up with the state of the art of this technology and to identify which devices are the
most suitable and promising at which scale. For instance, while some devices may
be ideal for chip-to-chip communication, they may be unsuitable for on-chip commu-
nication where design constraints differ. This section discusses the SiP devices that
are currently considered the most suitable for the on-chip domain and explains the
concept of optical on-chip data transmission along with optical buses – the backbone
of higher-order ONoC topologies. Subsequently, it summarises design challenges of
implementing ONoCs, and analyses how they compare to electrical interconnects.

2.2 Devices

SiP devices enable the integration of optical data transmission on-chip. This thesis
focuses on optical NoCs based on microring resonators (MR)[BDHVV+12], which
are currently the SiP devices that offer the highest bandwidth density and energy effi-
ciency [BRNB16]. Additionally, their compact footprint (ring radii can be as small as
2-3 µm [NFA11] [RBP+17]) allows for large-scale integration. Aside from MRs, other
SiP devices to guide and manipulate light have also been successfully demonstrated –
most notably Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZIs) [LLR+07], broadband ring res-
onators (BRR) [BCB+14], directly modulated vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
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(VCSELs) [WML+13], or arrayed waveguide grating routers (AWGRs) [KII+03] –
but are currently considered less suitable for intra-die, on-chip communication due to
several limitations, such as impractical area footprint (AWGR [GPAY17]), incompati-
bility with wavelength-division multiplexing (VCSELs [HB14]), long reconfiguration
times (BRR [HJH14]), or lack of wavelength selectivity (MZIs [RBP+17]) – all key
properties that will be explained in more detail in the following.
MRs form the basis of modulators, switches, and wavelength-selective filters, which
are the key components to encode/decode optical data and guide light across the chip.
Each MR is designed and dimensioned to respond to one particular wavelength, re-
ferred to as resonance wavelength. MRs are susceptible to manufacturing mismatches
and temperature variations, which can shift their resonance wavelength and make them
non-functional. To prevent that, each MR is equipped with an integrated heater that
controls its resonance wavelength by changing the ambient temperature [GLM+11].

2.2.1 Wavelength-selective Filters

Figure 2.1a depicts an example layout of a MR (as widely found in the scientific lit-
erature [BCB+14]), which is typically placed next to waveguides – an optical wire
carrying optical signals. Light travels through the waveguide from the ‘In’ port to the
‘Through’ port. If the MR is in resonance with the wavelength of the optical signal,
it filters the signal and ‘drops’ it to the ‘Drop’ port. If off resonance with the optical
signal’s wavelength, the signal will simply pass the MR through the ‘Through’ port
without getting filtered. Figure 2.2 illustrates how MRs can function as switches to
steer optical signals from one waveguide to another. It is also possible to drop multi-
ple wavelengths by implementing multiple MR filters (filter banks) for switching, as
shown in Figure 2.3, where each filter responds to a different wavelength. This func-
tionality allows to steer optical signals through an optical network and forms the basis
of any MR based switching topology.

2.2.2 Electrical to Optical Data Conversion

Modulators perform the electrical-to-optical (EO) data conversion by encoding electri-
cal bits onto optical signals. Figure 2.1b illustrates a simplified layout of a MR-based
modulator. An optical signal on wavelength λx entering from the ‘In’ port is first
captured by the MR (if in resonance). Then, bits are typically modulated onto the op-
tical signal by using simple ON/OFF keying, which was shown to enable modulation
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(a) Basic MR layout with inte-
grated heater

(b) MR modulator (c) MR filter at the receiver

Figure 2.1: Microring Resonator: Utilisation Scenarios

Figure 2.2: Wavelength switch: optical sig-
nals in resonance with the MR filters are cap-
tured and dropped while off-resonance signals
remain unaffected.

Figure 2.3: MR filter bank for
switching multiple wavelengths

speeds of 10 Gb/s or higher at low energy consumption [DLF+09]. Although more
advanced modulation techniques exist (e.g. Quadrature Amplitude Modulation), they
require more complex transmitter and receiver circuitries and are therefore often re-
garded as less suitable for the on-chip domain [GPAY17]. Modulation is performed by
a P-I-N diode that injects/depletes charge carriers to shift the MR’s resonance wave-
lengths in/out, thus enabling ON/OFF keying [LBCB10]. Finally, the modulated signal
will then exit the MR through its ‘Through port’.
Electrical data (i.e. bits) is typically first encoded and conditioned (e.g. for error cor-
rection purposes) prior to modulation [BCB+14]. Serialisation circuitry might be nec-
essary if the core frequency and modulation speed differ. Common modulation data
rates are 10 Gb/s, and MRs enabling up to 40 Gb/s have been demonstrated [GTER11].
Core frequencies in CMPs or NoC routers, on the other hand, are normally lower to
achieve higher power efficiency (typically less than 5 GHz). In such cases, a serialiser
is used to up-convert the data rate (e.g. by combining multiple input wires) [BCB+14].
Finally, a driver circuit controls the SiP modulator as it typically has different electrical
requirements than the CMOS circuitry of the digital logic [BCB+14].
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2.2.3 Optical to Electrical Data Conversion

MRs are also deployed at the receiver side. In order to receive data, an optical signal
must be fed into a photodetector which converts photons into electrical currents, thus
performing optical-to-electrical (OE) data conversion [BCB+14]. Photodetectors typ-
ically respond to a wide light spectrum and are not wavelength-selective. Therefore,
in order to receive data modulated on a certain wavelength, photodetectors are placed
on a waveguide at the Drop port of a MR that selectively filters only the desired wave-
length (see Figure 2.1c). Current photodetector technologies output electrical currents
that are below the level necessary to drive voltages for operating digital logic, which is
why amplifiers are needed [BCB+14]; however, Heck et al. [HB14] suggest that tran-
sistor capacitances might be small enough to be directly driven by a photodetector for
technologies below 22 nm, which would eliminate the need for amplifiers. The follow-
ing steps of deserialisation and decoding mirror the functionality of the serialiser and
encoder at the sender side, respectively. Although necessary, these conversion steps
– both at the sender and receiver side – do not introduce considerable latency (tens of
picoseconds [KH12]). Larger serialisation degrees, however, have an impact on energy
consumption of the serialisation circuitry in the electrical backends, particularly if link
utilisation is high [GPAY17], and should thus be considered carefully.

2.2.4 A Basic Optical Link

Figure 2.4 illustrates the SiP building blocks necessary to perform optical on-chip data
transmission between a sender and receiver [SCK+12]. Figure 2.5 summarises the
required steps to generate and receive an optical signal as described by Bergman et
al. [BCB+14]. A laser source, typically off-chip for current technologies, emits light at
different wavelengths (λ1..λn) which is guided into the chip in an optical fiber and cou-
pled into the on-chip waveguide. A waveguide can accommodate multiple wavelengths
(with an estimated practical limit of <64λ within one waveguide for current technolo-
gies [PSDLL11]), which allows to transmit data in parallel on different wavelengths
on the same waveguide. This property is referred to as dense wavelength-division
multiplexing (DWDM), and is the reason for the superior bandwidth density of optical
links. Since each MR responds to one particular wavelength, n modulators are required
to transmit data on n wavelengths, often referred to as modulator bank [BCB+14]. The
modulated wavelengths traverse the waveguide until they are extracted at the receiver,
which requires a filter bank of n wavelength-selective filters that guide the wavelengths
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Figure 2.4: A Basic Optical Link for Data Transmission [SCK+12]

Figure 2.5: Optical Transmission Steps [BCB+14]

to a photodetector for OE data conversion each. Link bandwidth is determined by the
number of wavelengths on the link and the modulation rate. For instance, 64λ and 10
Gb/s modulators/detectors achieve a link bandwidth of 640 Gb/s (or 128 bits/cycle at
a core frequency of 5 GHz).

2.3 Optical Buses

While Figure 2.4 illustrates a simple optical link with one sender-receiver pair, modern
CMPs with core counts in the tens or hundreds require more sophisticated commu-
nication infrastructures, such as crossbars, buses, or NoCs. Luckily, being able to
accommodate a number of different wavelengths on the same waveguide provides a
number of intriguing design opportunities.
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Figure 2.6: Basic Optical Bus Architectures [BCB+14]

2.3.1 Basic Optical Buses

Figure 2.6 depicts the basic optical bus architectures [BCB+14], each of them entail-
ing different benefits and trade-offs. The Single-Writer-Single-Reader (SWSR) bus is
a basic optical link between a sender and a receiver on which, as described above, the
sender modulates its data on n wavelengths in parallel using DWDM.
On a Multiple-Writer-Single-Reader (MWSR) bus, each sender modulates its data on a
dedicated, non-overlapping subset of wavelengths, allowing multiple senders to trans-
mit data simultaneously to a receiver on the same waveguide. With n wavelengths
provided by the laser source, up to n senders could send data to the receiver, each on
its own wavelength. In a contention-free crossbar consisting of MWSR buses, each
receiver would have a designated waveguide.
The Single-Writer-Multiple-Reader (SWMR) bus allows one sender to broadcast data
on the entire optical bandwidth to all senders attached to the bus simultaneously. This
provides a compact and efficient broadcast network without the requirement to split
the bandwidth between multiple senders (as in the MWSR bus).
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2.3.2 Control Network Assisted Optical Buses

It is widely accepted that implementing an entire NoC with the previously discussed
bus designs only would require a high number of optical links which is impractical and
leads to high power consumption. SWSR buses merely enable point-to-point connec-
tions. Implementing topologies with SWSRs buses would require (N− 1)×N buses
and in turn high laser power, which Section 2.4 will discuss in more detail. The main
drawback of MWSR buses is that the available bandwidth is split between the senders
which reduces the bandwidth-per-sender, or a considerable number of wavelengths has
to be provided to offer the same bandwidth as in an SWSR bus. However, as discussed
earlier, the number of wavelengths within a waveguide for current technologies has
practical limits (∼64), and high quantities of wavelengths within a single waveguide
increases laser power significantly due to high optical losses. SWMR buses improve
power efficiency by allowing efficient data communication to multiple receivers simul-
taneously, without having to split bandwidth between the senders (as there is only one);
however, in SWMR buses, the laser source has to drive all receivers of the bus simul-
taneously at all times, thereby requiring more output power to drive all photodetectors
(see next section for more details).
Two previously proposed designs tackle these problems, namely the Multiple-Writer-
Multiple-Reader (MWMR) bus [LBGP14] [BP14], and the reservation-assisted SWMR
(R-SWMR) bus [PKK+09]. Both proposals take advantage of the possibility of turn-
ing on and off MRs by using the integrated heaters to shift the MR’s resonance levels.
In the MWMR (see Figure 2.6), also referred to as ‘shared optical bus’, multiple
senders and receivers are connected to the same waveguide and have MRs to send
and receive on the entire available optical bandwidth. As simultaneously transmitting
nodes would overwrite each others’ data, bus arbitration has to be performed prior to
data transmission, just as in traditional electrical on-chip buses. Bus arbitration can
be performed in an either distributed or centralised fashion, either on the same bus
on which data transmission takes place [LBGP14], or on a separate bus [KSKK15],
and can be performed either electrically or optically. All of these design choices come
along with design benefits and trade-offs, which is currently an active research area
for ONoCs. After arbitration, only the nodes that take part in the communication tune
in their MRs, while all other nodes detune theirs to prevent interfering with the data
transmission. The performance results of Li et al. [LBGP14] suggest that the latency
overheads of this time-division-multiplexing (TDM) approach are acceptable in the
on-chip domain. In addition, the power savings are large since 1) wavelength sharing
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allows for fewer total wavelengths in a NoC and in turn laser power and 2) the number
of receivers the laser has to drive is always one [LBGP14].
The R-SWMR bus addresses the problem of high laser power in SWMR links intro-
duced by the large number of receivers that the laser source has to drive. The ideal
number of receivers for minimal laser power is one. To ensure that this is the case at
all times, the R-SWMR is supplemented with a separate, low-bandwidth SWMR bus
on which the sender broadcasts a reservation packet prior to data transmission to in-
form all connected nodes about the prospective destination. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show
the R-SWMR bus during the destination reservation and data transmission phase, re-
spectively. The reservation packet contains the destination address to notify the nodes
about the next destination and a packet length indicator from which destinations can
extract the duration of the data transmission. Initially, all nodes have their MR filters
detuned on the data bus. Upon reception of the reservation packet, the destination
tunes in its MR filters while all other nodes keep theirs detuned. After data reception,
the destination detunes its MRs again. Thanks to this mechanism, the laser power on
the data bus is significantly reduced as only one receiver is driven by the laser source
at any time.
The latency and power overheads of using a separate SWMR bus prior to data trans-
mission are small. Only very little bandwidth is required on the reservation bus to
enable reservation of destinations at minimum latency since the reservation packets
are small: (log x) bits are required to decode the destination ID, and (log s) bits for
encoding the packet lengths, where x denotes the number of destinations on the bus and
s the number of packets lengths supported by the NoC (which is typically low 1). Most
ONoCs assume 10 Gb/s modulation speeds and 5 GHz core clock rate, which would
lead to (log x+ log s)/2 wavelengths required to modulate the reservation packet in
just one core clock cycle.

2.4 Design Challenges and Technological Implications

A shift away from electrical to optical interconnects requires the latter to outperform
the former significantly to justify the costs and risks typically associated with adopting
a new technology. Unfortunately, aside from all its benefits, ONoCs pose a number
of critical design challenges that can have a high impact on their power efficiency.

1most CPU architectures have two packet sizes, one for cache line transfers and one for control and
coherence traffic [LBGP14] [HGK10]
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(a) Reservation-assisted SWMR bus during destination reservation phase.

(b) Reservation-assisted SWMR bus during data transmission phase.

Figure 2.7: Reservation-assisted SWMR bus with x receivers and s number of sup-
ported packet lengths. The optical bandwidth required on the reservation bus to allow
minimal, one-cycle data modulation of the reservation packet is (log x + log s)/2, as-
suming modulation speeds of twice the core data rate (e.g. 5 GHz and 10 Gb/s).

Therefore, numerous research groups have been addressing these issues both on the
technology and architectural level.
In order to design NoCs that utilise SiPs efficiently, a detailed knowledge of the power
requirements of SiP devices and their performance metrics is essential. This section
outlines the benefits and trade-offs of optical on-chip data transmission that designers
must consider to make efficient use of its high-bandwidth capabilities. As conventional
electrical interconnects are the competing technology, we compare optical to electrical
links throughout this section.
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2.4.1 Power Consumption

Electrical wires consume both static (leakage) and dynamic power. Although leak-
age power has become increasingly important due to the high integration densities of
shrinking technology nodes [PDB14], increasing bandwidth demands, link lengths,
and network sizes mean dynamic power is still a major contributor to the total power
consumption [SCK+12]. Optical links, on the other hand, are static power dominated.
Therefore, once a path is established and static power paid for, data transmission is
very low energy and relatively-distance-independent [BCB+14].
The static power required at the laser source and for MR heating consumes the vast
majority in ONoCs, and can hurt the power efficiency of ONoCs significantly, espe-
cially for applications that exhibit low NoC utilisation. A detailed analysis of what
impacts laser and MR heating power and how it can be kept at a minimum are thus
essential to design power-efficient ONoCs.

MR Heating Power

As discussed earlier, MRs respond to one particular wavelength based on their geome-
try and ambient temperature. MR heating (or ‘tuning’ / ‘trimming’) is required to miti-
gate temperature variations and post-manufacturing geometric mismatches, which can
cause the resonant wavelength of MRs to shift to incorrect levels. Integrated heaters
can shift/control the MR’s resonant wavelength ‘towards the red’ through heating or
‘towards the blue’ through current injection [NFA11]. Since MRs form the basis of
most ONoCs, appropriate tuning is necessary to ensure correct network functionality.
This section reviews state-of-the-art MR tuning techniques and its impact on recently
proposed ONoC architectures.
Assumptions with regard to MR heating power vary significantly across studies in the
scientific literature, partly due to varying assumptions of the utilised MR tuning tech-
nique and assumptions on temperature variations. The vast majority of recent ONoC
proposals, however, estimates heating power by multiplying a fixed assumed heating
power per MR by the total number of MRs in the NoC (i.a. [PKM10] [KH12] [HJH14]).
These studies assume a temperature range of 20 K and 1 µW/K tuning power per MR,
i.e. in total 20 µW/MR. Other studies assume 16 µW/K per MR with a temperature
range of 10 K [CAJ15]. To reduce MR heating, instead of shifting a MR’s resonant
wavelength to its original wavelength channel, Georgas et al. [GLM+11] propose to
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shift it merely to the next closest channel and perform bit-reordering to maintain cor-
rect functionality. Athermal MR devices capable of maintaining correct functional-
ity in the face of temperature variations (e.g. with cladding materials) have also been
demonstrated [GCL13], most recently even with CMOS-compatible fabrication pro-
cesses [FSB+15]. Although currently exhibiting a fairly large area footprint of 25 µm
radius [FSB+15] (vs. ∼3 µm radius for regular MRs [NFA11]), advances in these de-
vices are very exciting as they eliminate the need for MR heating altogether.
Nitta et al. [NFA11] demonstrated that tuning using current injection can easily lead to
instabilities and thermal runaways. Utilising heating only is thus often considered the
more practical approach [DH15a] and has been assumed in previous studies [JBK+09];
however, it has also been acknowledged that, without a mechanism to tune MRs back
towards the blue, MRs must be designed to operate at temperatures higher than the heat
dissipated from the electronic layer could ever lift them [NFA11]. Although that could
lead to designs in which MRs must be constantly heated above the chip’s temperature,
rather simple techniques were shown to reduce the total heating power significantly:
for instance, Parka [DH15a] proposed placing an insulation layer in a 3D stacked chip
between the electrical and photonic die to isolate the MRs from the heat dissipated on
the electrical layer. This approach shows highly promising results as it can lower the
heating power by ∼4× and ∼5× for two different die cooling techniques.
Note that, although the vast majority of recent publications on ONoCs assume a fixed
value for heating per MR (in particular 20 µW/MR), Nitta et al. [NFA11] revealed
that accurately determining MR heating power is actually more complex than assum-
ing a perfectly linear relationship between MR count and heating power, and is also
significantly impacted by other factors, such as die area, ambient temperature of the
chip, and the rate at which heat can be transferred outside the chip. In the absence
of fully-integrated power/thermal simulation environments, however, assuming a fixed
per-MR tuning power is considered to provide reasonable estimates [NFA11]. Besides,
note that technological aspects, such as the thermal conductivity of the material sur-
rounding the MR and its thermal tuning coefficient, influence MR tuning power, too.
Nevertheless, since each MR requires heating, it is reasonable to assume that there
will always be a relationship between the MR count of the NoC and heating power.
ONoC designs should thus aim to keep the number of MRs as low as possible. Sun et
al. [S+15] provide more details on the technology level of MR heating techniques.
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Figure 2.8: Optical Path Losses on a SWMR Bus

Laser Power

Numerous factors have a direct impact on the power required at the laser source (Plaser),
which can be calculated with Equation 2.1 [LBGP14].

Plaser = Nwv×Le×Psense×10ILmax/10 (2.1)

Nwv denotes the number of wavelengths that the laser source must provide. Le rep-
resents the wall-plug efficiency of the laser, i.e. the ratio between the electrical input
power and the optical output power of a laser. Psense signifies the optical power required
at the photodetector to correctly detect photons and convert them into electrons. Cur-
rent devices exhibit values between 8 µW and 20 µW [ZPL+11, MNM+12]. If a laser
source has to drive more than one photodetector on a link, the laser power required at
each photodetector is added up [SCK+12]. As Psense and Le are technology dependent,
novel architectures cannot reduce the impact of these metrics. Novel NoC designs,
however, can improve the total optical path losses (ILmax) and Nwv significantly. In
particular, ILmax and the employed laser technology deserve particular consideration
since a detailed knowledge of them is essential to implement power-efficient and tech-
nologically practical NoCs.

Optical Path Losses Optical losses on the path from the laser source to the pho-
todetector degrade the optical signal and require the laser to provide sufficient output
power to mitigate these losses and to drive the photodetector at satisfactory bit error
rates. Laser power must thus be provided based on the path that causes the highest
insertion loss (i.e. ILmax) . Figure 2.8 depicts the loss incurred by different SiP devices
on an optical signal on a SWSR bus. Coupling losses degrade the optical signal when
it is coupled from an off-chip fiber into an on-chip waveguide. Losses are also incurred
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at the modulator, for traversing the waveguide, for passing through a MR without get-
ting dropped (‘MR-through’ loss), for getting dropped by a MR (‘MR-drop’ loss), and
at the photodetector.
As described in the previous section, receivers require MR filters to filter optical signals
and drop them onto the waveguide leading to the photodetector. Dropping a wave-
length introduces significant path losses and should be considered carefully. While
indispensable at the receiver side, the amount of dropping a wavelength due to switch-
ing in the network fabric may be reduced by smart network designs. MR-through
losses are much lower per MR than MR-drop losses for current technologies (50-
100× [OMS+12, GMS+14, LSZP14]); however, they can become significant in bus
architectures that require placing a large number of MRs adjacent to a waveguide. For
instance, considering the SWMR bus in Figure 2.8, for wavelength λn to reach receiver

x, it has to pass (n×x) MR filters. The number of wavelengths and receivers thus con-
siderably contributes to the total path losses in this case, and designers must be aware
of the devices on optical paths and their impact on ILmax.
Losses are also introduced by SiP devices when guiding optical signals through the net-
work. Waveguide propagation losses denote the losses per mm, which are exacerbated
with increasing core counts and die sizes. Waveguide bending may be required in the
physical layout to route waveguides across the chip. Waveguide crossings are difficult
to avoid and must also be carefully considered, although recent research demonstrates
significant technological improvements [LSZP14]. Optical splitters are used to dis-
tribute optical signals over a number of waveguides. Splitter losses – although low
in absolute value – can accumulate and become increasingly critical in NoCs that re-
quire high splitting degrees, e.g. when a large number of links exist, but only few laser
sources can be coupled into the chip due to packaging constraints. Aside from optical
device losses, non-linear effects in optics also contribute to the total loss and increase
along with the amount of optical power injected into a waveguide [LBGP14].
There seems to be little consensus between the publications in the scientific literature
since the assumed loss values of the SiP devices vary significantly across different
studies and are often a mix between projections/speculations and demonstrated de-
vices [DH15b]; however, some of the loss values can have a decisive impact on the
efficiency of an ONoC and could potentially make less favourable designs with one
technology assumption more favourable with other assumptions. For instance, while
some studies assume 0.3 dB/mm waveguide propagation loss [GMS+14] [CAJ15],
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others use 0.0271 dB/mm [BS11] [OOTR+17], which is an order of magnitude dif-
ference. Both waveguide technologies exist, have been successfully demonstrated,
and could be deployed in future ONoCs. This applies to many different devices
loss parameters: for example, MR-drop losses of 1.5-0.5 dB can be found in lit-
erature [LBGP14] [OOTR+17] [HJH14], so can MR-through losses of 0.01-0.0001
dB [JBK+09] [LBGP14] [CAJ15]. Therefore, we strongly believe that the most useful
approach is to evaluate ONoC proposals with both aggressive and conservative tech-
nological assumptions to identify the impact on the power efficiency of a topology, or
even perform design sweeps across a range of device parameters.

On-chip vs. Off-chip Lasers Advances in on-chip laser technologies based on Ger-
manium [CACP+12] and/or Indium phosphide [FPC+06][PB06] enabled to integrate
DWDM-compatible lasers with compact footprint into the photonic die. This enables
to batch process lasers along with the photonic die and eliminates the need for laser
source coupling, which reduces both coupling loss and packaging costs. In addition,
since integrated on chip, it is possible to switch lasers on and off within nanoseconds,
which would pave the way for adaptive laser control mechanisms that can have tremen-
dous potential to reduce laser power (up to 92% [DH15b]). Combining this promising
technology with advances ONoC architectures is discussed in more detail in Section
7.4 on future work.
Although imposing higher packaging costs and coupling losses, off-chip lasers benefit
from higher temperature stability which results in higher wall-plug efficiencies. For
instance, while state-of-the-art on-chip laser technologies exhibit laser efficiencies of a
maximum of 15% [KNK+13], for off-chip lasers they could be as high as 30% [HB14].
The technology that ultimately offers the higher power efficiency depends on both the
actual coupling losses and the wall-plug efficiencies. The vast majority of studies cur-
rently assume an off-chip laser source as they are currently more mature, provide sig-
nificantly higher manufacturing yield than on-chip lasers, and can be replaced easily if
defective [DH15b]. In addition, many studies do not count laser power of the off-chip
laser towards the processor power budget (and thermal design power); however, Heck
et al. [HB14] note that laser power should still be considered carefully since it does
have an impact on the total overall system efficiency.
In either case, designers should be aware that the number of lasers that can be cou-
pled into the chip is low since it is either limited by packaging constraints and cost
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(off-chip), or by area, layout, and temperature constraints (on-chip) [CZC+14]. Imple-
menting a large number of optical links would thus require the light to be distributed
across the chip using splitters, which introduces additional losses. In addition, given
the direct dependency of laser power on the number of wavelengths and ILmax, ONoCs
should be designed so that the total number of wavelengths required in the NoC is low,
and paths should be designed with device losses in mind to minimise ILmax. Although
devices are constantly evolving, there is currently no clear roadmap for SiPs regarding
device losses. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that optical losses will remain a
crucial issue in the near future and must be addressed rigorously in the NoC design
and layout.

Dynamic Power Consumption

Global electrical wires have become increasingly energy-consuming in many-core ar-
chitectures [And14], as they require repeaters, regenerators or buffers to provide satis-
factory signal integrity and latency, with increasing energy consumption for longer link
lengths. Figure 2.9 plots the energy required to transmit a 64-bit packet over an electri-
cal and optical link with increasing link length, modelled with DSENT [SCK+12] with
a 22 nm technology. Both links have a link bandwidth of 64 bits/cycle and are clocked
at 5 GHz with 10 Gb/s modulators on the optical link. Optical links consume energy in
the backend circuitries and for modulation/detection. For short distances, the electrical
link is more energy-efficient as it does not require EO and OE conversions; however,
for link length > 0.5 mm, the relatively-distance-independent energy consumption of
optical data transmission dominates electrical links. From a dynamic energy perspec-
tive, it is therefore beneficial to utilise electrical links for short distances. For instance,
in a 64-core chip, tile widths/lengths are often between 1-2 mm [BSP+16, VTL+16],
meaning that only communication to direct neighbours should be electrical in this case.
A trend towards growing core counts and die sizes would make optical data transmis-
sion increasingly beneficial in terms of energy/dynamic power, particularly for com-
munication between nodes located at large distances to each other. Note that the exact
values of Figure 2.9 on the optical link can vary for different SiP devices if higher
losses are assumed; however, the relative trend, i.e. low distance dependency of optical
data transmission, would not change. In addition, router traversal of a 64-bit packet
in 22 nm at 5 GHz requires ∼2 pJ, which is similar to the energy needed to traverse
an electrical link of 1.3 mm - further emphasising the significance that electrical links
have on total energy consumption of NoCs.
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2.4.2 Latency and Throughput

According to Ho et al. [Ho06], electrical signal propagation takes 131 ps/mm in an
optimally repeated wire at 22 nm. At 5 GHz, one hop over an electrical link in a
NoC is therefore commonly accepted to take one clock cycle (note that this is also
subject to clock frequency, layout, final link lengths, etc.). Optical links, on the other
hand, require EO and OE conversions and signal propagation delay in the waveguide
(tprop). Signal propagation of light in silicon waveguides, however, has been identified
to be 10.45 ps/mm (based on models utilising International Roadmap for Semiconduc-
tors (ITRS) predictions [HCC+06]), which is particularly beneficial for long-distance
communication, especially because optical links, as opposed to electrical links, do not
require repeaters/pipelining to drive and/or speed-up the signal. Figure 2.10 plots the
transmission delay on an optical link vs. the link length. In addition to waveguide
propagation delay, latency includes the delay for the EO backend (9.5 ps), modulator
(14.2 ps), detector (0.22 ps), and OE backend (4.0 ps) [CCH+07]. We observe that
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distances/link lengths on chip have very little impact on the overall latency of optical
links, and long distances can be traversed within one core clock cycle.
The major contributor to latency is data modulation, i.e. the time it takes to serialise
a packet based on the available bandwidth and link data rate. This is outlined in Fig-
ure 2.11, which lists the impact on the delay of different packet sizes common in the
on-chip domain, with different numbers of wavelengths typically required in ONoCs.
We assume a link propagation delay and delay through the backend circuitries of one
cycle for simplicity, and a typical link data rate of 10 Gb/s (modulators/detectors) and
5 GHz core clock frequency. With this configuration, two bits can be modulated on
one wavelength in one core clock cycle – leading to one core clock cycle modulation
delay of a 64-bit Packet with 32λ. These values are an important guideline in order
to ideally trade-off power required for increasing number of wavelengths and latency.
For instance, increasing link bandwidth from 16λ to 32λ decreases latency only by
one clock cycle to transmit a 64-bit packet, but more than doubles laser power. Band-
widths lower than 8λ introduce too much latency in relation to the power benefits. This
illustrates that designers should always carefully balance optical bandwidth and laser
power based on the actual bandwidth demands.
In order to minimise packet latencies, these delays must be carefully compared to the
electrical delay. Although electrical links do not need EO and OE conversions, the
only energy-efficient way of reaching distant cores is through several hops in a topol-
ogy, which introduces router delay and contention in the NoC. Router traversal delay
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depends on the clock frequency, and high clock frequencies of 5 GHz may need up to
5 pipeline stages (e.g. Intel’s TeraFLOPS design [VHR+07]). If we assume aggres-
sively pipelined routers that can be traversed in two clock cycles (assuming enough
link bandwidth), one hop would take 3 cycles. While this delay adds up for each addi-
tional hop to reach a destination, hardly any delay is added on optical links when the
distance increases (assuming direct connections). Optical links are thus the preferred
choice in terms of latency and energy if distances are large enough.

2.4.3 Physical Layout and Integration

Manufacturing SiPs is still a niche market and usually imposes tight constraints. The
costs associated with laser source coupling in the chip packaging process limits the
number of laser sources available for a NoC, which has to be considered by design-
ers when proposing a NoC topology. For instance, designing topologies that require
a large number of links that need to be provided with light leads to large amounts of
splitting and in turn higher insertion loss. If a NoC topology requires different wave-
lengths in different links, either one laser source for every wavelength set is necessary
or wavelengths need to be distributed using MR filters, which incurs additional loss.
The impact of the number of wavelengths in a NoC on the required laser power may
also have another undesired side effect: the maximum attainable output power of cur-
rent multi-wavelength laser is limited, which means that one laser source may not be
able to supply the entire NoC with light at sufficient power levels. Also, based on
the coupling point of the laser and NoC layout, potentially large distances must be tra-
versed on chip to provide a waveguide with light. Moreover, the more laser sources are
required by the system, the higher the cost. It is therefore essential for the efficiency
of a design that a detailed analysis of the physical layout/floorplan is conducted when
proposing a (logical) topology.
The placement and spacing of SiP components is important to mitigate crosstalk noise.
Although advances in materials and device technologies lead to compact SiP compo-
nents, the spacing required between components makes their placement and layout
non-trivial. If every tile has to be provided with modulators and receivers for optical
communication, sufficient space must be available to place and interface these devices.
Recent work assumes 5 µm clearance between MRs to avoid crosstalk [LBGP14],
which imposes a tighter limit on the number of MRs that can be provided to each
tile with common tile dimensions of 1-2 mm. As mentioned before, integrating opti-
cal components on-chip is widely envisioned to be implemented by placing them on
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a separate layer using 3D integration; however, while this decreases the interferences
between the SiP and CMOS components, the spacing considerations still exist since
each MR is driven by a through-silicon via (TSV), which can have a diameter of 10
µm [SZZ+14] [DH15a].
Apart from spacing issues, routing waveguides should avoid excessive waveguide cross-
ings since they increase ILmax. Recent studies have compared a number of different
ONoC designs and revealed that minimising waveguide crossings in the layout can lead
to longer waveguide lengths and in turn propagation losses [RGBB13]. In addition, it
is important to study how logical topologies can be mapped to a physical layout as the
number of unavoidable waveguide crossings also depends on the topology.
Finding the ideal physical layout also depends on the utilised device technologies, in
particular their loss values: for instance, for technologies with high losses for waveg-
uide crossings and low waveguide propagation losses, it may be more efficient to im-
plement longer waveguides if that allows to minimise the number of waveguide cross-
ings. Given the young age of ONoCs, many past proposals required designers to find
an efficient/ideal physical layout for a given topology manually. However, recent years
have seen a rise of numerous automatic synthesis and layout tools that assist design-
ers to explore the design space, to minimise ILmax, and in turn significantly improve
ONoC designs [BRSB13].

2.5 Summary

All in all, designing optical NoCs requires a very careful apportioning of the optical
resources in order to keep static power low and to result in feasible and layout-friendly
designs. The fact that static power can grow sharply as the number of optical links
and number of wavelengths is increased means designers need to find architectures
that make the most out of the available resources. The number of wavelengths in a
NoC does not only increase laser power but also MR heating power since each MR
responds to one particular wavelength. To reduce static power, one design objective
should be to efficiently utilise the available optical bandwidth. Although optical data
transmission offers low latency over wide distances, decreasing bandwidth to reduce
static power leads to serialisation latencies that should be considered carefully to obtain
performance goals. Finally, the number of laser sources and their output power for
current technologies is limited in on-chip networks. NoC topologies should thus have
a clear notion of how light is distributed across the chip and the incurred loss overheads.



Chapter 3

Optical Network-on-Chip Design:
State of the Art

3.1 Introduction

The scientific literature is replete with studies aiming to explore the most efficient use
of optical links in the on-chip communication fabric. Novel architectural approaches
are constantly appearing and demonstrate that advanced NoC designs can be decisive
for power efficiency. Given the vast design space and opportunities that SiPs have to
offer to designers, novel architectural approaches are evolving to obtain higher effi-
ciency than the state of the art. The biggest challenge tackled by all designs is to make
efficient use of optical resources to keep static power at acceptable levels while meeting
performance goals. A large number of different approaches have been proposed, which
can roughly be categorised into 1) all-optical NoCs utilising optical data transmission
only, 2) hybrid NoCs that utilise both electrical and optical links, and 3) bandwidth
sharing and bus arbitration techniques that leverage TDM. This chapter introduces re-
cent proposals within these categories and points out to what fields the thesis at hand
contributes. In addition, it discusses currently available simulators and modelling tools
for ONoCs used by the community and their capabilities and shortcomings. Finally,
this chapter presents the interested reader with recent studies dealing with SiPs on
larger scales than on-chip interconnects, research in design synthesis tools, and adap-
tive laser control mechanisms, which are, aside from NoC architectures, fundamental
to the widespread adoption of ONoCs in the future.

42
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3.2 All-optical Networks-on-Chip

3.2.1 Motivation

With increasing core counts, die sizes, distances on chip, and a lack of technology scal-
ing of electrical interconnects, the question arises whether we will soon reach a point
at which a complete technology shift from electrical to all-optical NoCs, i.e. NoCs per-
forming optical data transmission only, could offer the highest power efficiency. The
benefits of performing data transmission all-optical are clear: low energy even for large
distances, high-speed optical data transmission, and high bandwidth density through
DWDM. At the same time, electrical NoCs are very distance sensitive as a large num-
ber of hops, i.e. link and router traversals, may be necessary to reach a destination,
leading to additional latency and energy for each hop, network congestion, buffer re-
quirements at intermediate nodes, and poor scalability for increasing number of nodes.
To make all-optical NoCs superior to electrical NoCs, designs must exhibit low static
power by decreasing the number of wavelengths, path lengths, and MR requirements.
Several different approaches have been proposed in recent years. This section will
review previously proposed ideas and analyse their strengths and weaknesses.

3.2.2 All-optical NoC Proposals

Contention-free Wavelength-routed Optical NoCs

Contention-free, all-to-all communication requires an optical crossbar, which could
simply be implemented by using SWMR or MWSR buses with one bus assigned to
each sender (SWMR) or receiver (MWSR); however, this scales the waveguide count
linearly with the number of nodes, causing large numbers of MRs and optical links,
and in turn unacceptable power overheads.
Wavelength-routed optical NoCs (WRONoCs) overcome this issue by implementing
wavelength-selective filters to route optical signals through the network according to
their wavelength. A sender selects a wavelength for modulation based on the destina-
tion it wants to address. Wavelengths are re-used across all senders, and each sender
uses a different wavelength to address a destination. An N-node WRONoC thus re-
quires N different wavelengths in the NoC – one for each destination – to enable each
sender to transmit data to each receiver. To avoid data corruption of two optical signals
sent on the same wavelengths on the same waveguide, switches based on MR filters
are implemented to provide collision-free paths between any source-destination pair.
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Figure 3.1: Folded Crossbar [RGBB13] Figure 3.2: Snake [RGBB13]

The (wavelength-based) routing algorithm is thus embedded in the MR switches and
thus deterministic.
Several WRONoC topologies have been proposed, such as the λ-Router [BGB+07],
the folded crossbar or Snake [RGBB13]. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the latter two.
MR filters are placed as shown in the figures to drop wavelengths so that the optical
signals are forwarded to the correct destinations. Senders will choose the wavelength
assigned to the destination for data modulation, which will then be routed through the
network to the destination. Multiple source-destination pairs will communicate on the
same wavelengths, which are all guaranteed collision-free paths through the NoC. Each
sender needs to have modulators to be able to address each destination. Realistically,
more than one wavelength is required to provide the NoC with sufficient throughput.
For instance, just one wavelength per sender would result in a link bandwidth of 2
bits/cycle for 5 GHz core frequency and 10 Gb/s modulators. Therefore, a set of wave-
lengths (λ-set) is assigned to each node for data transmission.
Since every node requires (N− 1)×λ modulators, the number of MRs required just
for modulation is (N− 1)×N×λ in an all-to-all contention-free WRONoC, and that
is not factoring in the MRs for performing wavelength-selective routing (depends on
topology) and filtering at the receiver ((N− 1)×λ). In addition, a laser (or multiple
lasers) must provide N × λ wavelengths to the NoC. The contention-free switching
of WRONoC crossbars, therefore, comes at poor scalability with regard to laser and
MR heating power. Although the number of wavelengths in these NoCs could be re-
duced by increasing the number of waveguides (spatial-division multiplexing), this ap-
proach is limited by layout constraints and area overheads and does not fundamentally
solve the power consumption and scalability issue. Therefore, these kinds of all-optical
NoCs are only practical for CMPs of smaller scales (16 cores and less [OOTR+17]).
Ye et al. [YXH+13] propose a WRONoC for 3D mesh-based ONoCs that allows for a
regular topology and light-weight, non-blocking optical routers with dimension-order
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routing as known from electrical NoCs; however, just like the previous designs, its
topology consists of all-to-all optical switches, which lead to large MR requirements,
and relying on a high amount of wavelength switching considerably contributes to the
overall path losses and in turn laser power. Aurora [LQJ+15] also provides a mesh
structure and thus has similar drawbacks.
Ramini et al. [RGBB13] studied whether topologies that use switching elements (i.e.
MR filters) to perform routing are absolutely necessary, or whether ring topologies that
rely on spatial division multiplexing (SDM), i.e. communication spread across several
different waveguides, rather than MR switching can provide higher efficiency, partic-
ularly as their design imposes fewer waveguide crossings. Their results reveal that op-
tical ring topologies, although simpler, offer poor scalability with regard to waveguide
lengths (and in turn propagation losses) by relying on SDM for routing and have high
connectivity requirements, which translate to higher power as the number of nodes in-
creases. Note that their study is based on waveguide propagation loss of 0.15 dB/mm;
however, since then, waveguides with significantly lower loss have been demonstrated
(0.0271 dB/mm [BS11]), which may make ring topologies more favourable. A com-
parison of these two types of topologies with more advanced technology parameters
has not been published yet, but would certainly be interesting as ring topologies require
no MRs for switching and in turn less MR heating.
All in all, contention-free WRONoCs suffer from very limited scalability due to high
MR tuning power which renders these approaches infeasible for larger number of
cores. However, contention-free operation is often unnecessary to satisfy on-chip com-
munication demands, and deploying some sort of resource sharing can help to alleviate
the power consumption and scalability issue of WRONoCs. This approach has been
evaluated by a number of recent proposals that utilise different forms of resource shar-
ing, and will be discussed in the following.

Control Network Based Wavelength-routed Optical NoCs

WRONoCs discussed in the previous section have high demands in both laser and
MR heating power with poor scalability as they provide all-to-all contention-free paths
through the entire NoC and need one dedicated wavelength set for each destination. A
number of proposals identified these limitations and presented numerous novel ideas
to improve the scalability of WRONOCs by lowering the number of wavelengths and
MRs in the NoC [LBTO+11] [KAH11] [KH12] [HJH14].
The basis of these approaches is a separate control network on which nodes must check
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for availability of a destination and reserve it prior to data transmission by exchang-
ing request (REQ) and acknowledgement (ACK) packets. This effectively reduces the
number of receivers at the destination nodes from (N − 1)× λ to just λ, since only
one source can transmit to a destination at any given time. This allows collision-free
operation without the need for providing all-to-all contention-free paths.
In addition, the number of wavelengths of contention-free WRONoCs were identified
to be impractically high in terms of laser source requirements and laser power. There-
fore, a splitting of the address space has been proposed, i.e. multiple destinations share
the same λ-set as their address. This can lead to situations in which different sender-
receiver pairs communicate on the same wavelength simultaneously. To prevent data
collision, more sophisticated switching topologies are required to provide collision-
free paths under any circumstances. However, the total number of MRs is actually
decreased compared to crossbar WRONoCs since in total fewer wavelengths must be
routed through the NoC.
Based on these techniques, several studies further improved these types of WRONoCs
by decreasing the number of λ-sets necessary for addressing, effectively reducing the
total number of wavelengths in the NoC which in turn decreases laser power and/or the
number of lasers coupled into the chip. CoNoC [KH12](Figure 3.3) uses N/2 λ-sets for
addressing, i.e. two nodes share the same λ-set address. As this can lead to situations
in which two sender-receiver pairs communicate on the same λ-set (‘collision’), their
topology is equipped with ‘cross-links’ that are selected by the sender based on its dis-
tance to the receiver and provide collision-free paths through the NoC. QuT [HJH14]
further improves CoNoC by proposing a collision-free topology and routing algorithm
with both ‘cross’- and ‘bypass’-links that allow for collision-free communication with
four destinations sharing the same λ-set for addressing, thereby reducing the number
of λ-sets to N/4. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the topologies of these designs and routing
examples (enabled by MR filters) that provide collision-free paths when two senders
modulate on the same λ-sets to transmit to destinations that share the same λ-set. This
illustrates how MRs can be utilised to design sophisticated ONoC architectures that
improve overall design efficiency significantly.

3.2.3 Summary

All in all, while some studies suggest that for smaller network sizes (< 16 nodes)
contention-less WRONoCs are more power efficient than arbitrated ONoCs (mainly
because arbitration overheads are more significant in smaller NoCs)[RTB14], they are
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Figure 3.3: CoNoC: a ring topology
complemented with cross links pro-
vides paths for two optical signals
on the same wavelength to traverse
the NoC simultaneously without col-
lision.
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Figure 3.4: QuT: both cross and by-
pass links added to a ring topology
provide paths for up to four signals
on the same wavelength to traverse
the NoC simultaneously without col-
lision.

not suitable for higher number of nodes as they scale poorly in terms of MR count and
number of wavelengths and make inefficient use of the available bandwidth. However,
arbitrated WRONoCs based on control networks were shown to significantly reduce
both the number of wavelengths and MRs, making them a more suitable candidate for
NoCs of larger scale. In fact, the most recent study (QuT) outperforms a large number
of alternative state-of-the-art ONoCs in terms of power consumption. Although state-
of-the-art designs offer topologies capable of decreasing laser power and MR heating
significantly, they still require too much static power overall and should be improved
by more advanced designs.
In addition, although rigorous evaluations under synthetic traffic have been conducted,
none of the discussed control network based proposals was evaluated with realistic traf-
fic workloads. Emerging multi-threaded applications in CMPs, however, often exhibit
structural and transient hotspots, i.e. some nodes receive or transmit a disproportionally
large amount of packets either over the entire course of execution (structural hotspot),
or temporarily in some of the application phases (transient hotspot) (as identified by
Gratz et al. [GK10]). These hotspots could have a large impact on control network
based WRONoCs in which a destination can only receive data from one sender at
a time, potentially leading to high contention and in turn large performance degrada-
tions. A simulation study stressing these NoCs with realistic traffic would be important
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to identify the impact of realistic workloads on these NoCs.
Another shortcoming of the previous proposal is that they do not explicitly assume
a laser power distribution network (LPDN) – a term introduced by Ortı́n-Obón et al.
[OOTR+17] denoting the network that distributes the light for data transmission to
each source – and report laser power of different switching topologies only for the
highest optical loss path [KAH11][KH12][HJH14]. However, each node in the NoC
must be provided with light to transmit data to every other node which would require
one dedicated laser source at each node. This approach is impractical as laser source
coupling is a major cost factor in the packaging process. Most recent studies thus ex-
plicitly assume and analyse a LPDN [OOTR+17] and reveal that the LPDN adds to
the total loss and requires a detailed analysis, especially for NoCs of larger sizes in
which light must be distributed to a high number of nodes. Besides, although laser
technologies are currently improving at a fast pace, the output power per laser is lim-
ited. Assessing the total power required per laser is thus important to identify what
is technologically feasible, and what the laser output power demands of a WRONoC
topology are. For instance, if the laser power demands of a WRONoC are too high to
be served by just one laser, multiple lasers must be coupled into the chip which in turn
increases design cost.
Section 4 tackles these issues by proposing novel extensions to QuT’s destination-
reservation mechanism which allows to parallelise the control packet exchange on the
control network to ongoing data transmission on the data network, thereby signifi-
cantly improving performance. In addition, ‘Amon’ is introduced, a novel WRONoC
topology tailored to a mesh-based layout to reduce path losses and simplify layout,
with fewer MRs necessary to perform routing compared to QuT and novel architec-
tural modifications to the switch backends to reduce both the impact of traffic hotspots
and power consumption. Moreover, a detailed analysis and example layout of a LPDN
for Amon is presented.
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3.3 Hybrid Networks-on-Chip

3.3.1 Motivation

A number of recent studies have revealed that discarding electrical interconnects in
NoCs altogether actually leads to unnecessary inefficiencies regarding both perfor-
mance and power for the current state of electronic and SiP technologies. This is at-
tributed to the fact that there are situations in which electrical interconnects are, despite
their shortcomings, more efficient than their optical counterparts. There are numerous
reasons to assume that the first step of integrating optical data transmission on-chip
will probably be to utilise a NoC that features both electrical and optical links in its
topology. These benefits include not only power and latency, but also design cost and
integration challenges.
The deciding factor to make emerging technologies more pervasive in commercial
products is cost. While the fabrication of electrical interconnects is a mature process,
SiP processes are considered to lag roughly ten years behind (recent prototypes use
a 45 nm technology which dates back to 2007 [OMS+12, GMS+14, LSZP14]). In
addition, since SiPs are a niche market with low volumes, their production imposes
additional cost overheads and may only be justified by high-end applications. There-
fore, unless optical data transmission for very short distances is significantly beneficial
to electrical interconnects, and these benefits are urgently required by current applica-
tions, there will be very little motivation for engineers to take the risk of moving to
a new technology that entails bigger feature sizes, more challenging integration, and
design cost. Since electrical interconnects can still satisfy current demands for short
distances, replacing them with optical links that can only provide marginal benefits
for short distances seems unlikely to happen. Supplementing short-distance electrical
links with optical links for larger distances seems a more natural step forward.
Another important consideration is that electrical interconnects consume significant
amounts of dynamic power consumption. Optical interconnects, on the other hand,
have very low dynamic power but large static power demands for MR heating and at
the laser source. While static power overheads can be mitigated for communication-
intensive workloads, it becomes more significant for applications that feature frequent
periods of idleness. Unfortunately, this is the case for a number of application do-
mains, such as scientific computing with compute-intensive execution phases [DH14],
or even in server computing (utilisation rates can be around 30% [BH07]). In order
to be suitable to a wide range of application domains, static power in NoCs should
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therefore be kept to a minimum. This can be achieved by offloading traffic to electrical
interconnects, i.e. utilising both technologies in a hybrid NoC design. The following
section discusses the proposals in literature dedicated to revealing the most efficient
way of doing so.

3.3.2 Hybrid NoC Proposals

Network Topologies Implementing Both Electrical and Optical Links

Many hybrid NoC proposals revolve around the idea of implementing both an electri-
cal and optical network and utilise them in a distance-based fashion in which electrical
links are utilised for short, and optical links for long distances. To do this efficiently,
a number of nodes are typically grouped into clusters. Intra-cluster communication
is executed over an electrical network, whereas inter-cluster communication requires
the sender to first send the packet over the optical network to the cluster in which the
destination resides. Once the destination cluster is reached, the local electrical network
is used to forward the packet to its destination within the cluster.
Meteor [BP14] utilises this approach and evaluates such a NoC for varying cluster
sizes. Based on their results, the most efficient way is to cluster 16 nodes (4×4 sub-
meshes) for a 64-node NoC with a 8×8 layout. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Gate-
way routers for accessing the optical NoC for inter-cluster communication constitute
the access points of each cluster to the optical network, which consists of four MWMR
buses of 64λ bandwidth each. Each gateway router has access to all four of these buses.
Atac [KMP+10](Figure 3.6) proposes both a 64-node and 1024-node version. In the
former, the cluster size is one, i.e. each node has access to the optical network, which
is a global crossbar with 32 SWMR buses of 64λ bandwidth each. Rather than deal-
ing with fixed clusters, nodes transmit data on the optical network if the destination
is further than four hops away. Otherwise, the electrical NoC is used. Providing all-
to-all global optical communication, however, is highly inefficiently due to large static
power overheads. Atac’s 1024-node version comes closer to the previous approach
as it utilises the same network as in the 64-node case, but clusters 16 nodes at each
access point. Their original proposal performs intra-cluster communication over a 2D
electrical mesh; however, they refine this in a follow-up study by replacing the mesh
with a more efficient star network [KSC+12].
Firefly [PKK+09], as shown in Figure 3.7 for 64 nodes, concentrates four cores at each
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Figure 3.5: Meteor Figure 3.6: Atac Figure 3.7: Firefly

router, and defines fixed clusters containing four routers each. Intra-cluster communi-
cation is executed over an electrical 2D mesh. Each router in a cluster has a dual in
every other cluster, with which they are connected optically (e.g. C0R0, C1R0, C2R0,
and C3R0) and together form what the authors refer to as ‘Assembly’. For inter-cluster
communication, packets are therefore sent over the optical network to the router in the
Assembly that resides in the same cluster as the destination. From that point, pack-
ets are forwarded to the destination on the electrical mesh. Optical links connecting
the nodes of an Assembly are implemented as R-SWMR buses, as introduced earlier.
The formation of Assemblies decreases the number of nodes that form a crossbar and
thereby reduces the total number of MRs. Electrical links are efficiently utilised for
short distances. Concentrating four nodes at each router requires higher bandwidth on
the links to avoid early saturation. This increases bandwidth requirements on the opti-
cal links and, in turn, laser power. Their evaluation results show that the traffic pattern
has a large impact on performance, with localized patterns being more benign.
ORNoC [LBTO+11] deploys a similar topology as Firefly in the sense that cores are
grouped in clusters and perform intra-cluster communication on an electrical mesh net-
work. Inter-cluster communication takes place through the optical network ORNoC,
consisting of an optical ring on which wavelength assignment is performed automati-
cally for contention-free use of shared optical resources. Each cluster contains a gate-
way router through which all nodes of a cluster can access the optical NoC. Packets
are routed to/from the gateway over the electrical intra-cluster mesh when a destination
resides in a different cluster.
HOME [MYW+10] is a hierarchical hybrid NoC that utilises a packet-switched elec-
trical mesh network for local intra-cluster communication, and a circuit-switched op-
tical network for inter-cluster communication. Four nodes are clustered at one HOME
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router through which both the electrical and optical networks are interfaced.
Phastlane [CKA09] routes packets on optical links not based on distance, but based on
packet size. It combines a packet-switched mesh network with an optical, contention-
free crossbar on which it transmits cache lines over several hops in one cycle. The
optical crossbar utilises a simple, predecoded source routing approach.

Combining Electrical Routers with Optical Links

A number of proposals use electrical interconnects only as local links to connect nodes
to their input router, utilise optical links for global interconnects, and intermediate
electrical routers to implement the routing functionality.
Joshi et al. [JBK+09] propose a three-stage SiP Clos (PClos) that uses point-to-point
optical links for low-energy, long-distance data transmission between the Clos stages.
Both the routers and the links between the cores and routers are electrical – connec-
tions between routers are optical. Clos networks have high path diversity and show
constant performance across all traffic patterns; however, each message has to pass
through all router stages, which is inefficient for applications that leverage locality
of cores or perform near data processing [BCM+14]. BLOCON [KC11] is a buffer-
less implementation of PClos that features a scheduling algorithm and path allocation
scheme for managing routing in the Clos. It lowers latency and improves throughput,
but also has higher MR heater and laser power compared to PClos.
A similar approach as PClos is taken in PROPEL [MK10], which also utilises optical
links for data transmission between intermediate routers. In a mesh-like layout, each
node can send and receive data to/from every other node in the same row and column,
where a MWSR bus is dedicated to each node. If a destination does not reside in the
same row or column as the sender, XY-routing is performed: the packet is first routed
to the router in the same row that resides in the same column as the destination node,
and is subsequently forwarded to the destination over the column link connecting the
intermediate router and the destination. Four cores are clustered at each node, and
16λ bandwidth is provided between any two routers. Since PROPEL basically imple-
ments optical crossbars in each X and Y direction, scaling it up directly would lead to
large optical resource requirements. Consequently, the authors propose E-PROPEL, a
256-node solution that clusters four 64-node PROPELs which provides more efficient
bandwidth scalability.
MPNOC [ZL10] concentrates four cores at each router and implements four clusters
of 64 nodes (or 16 routers). MPNOC utilises a 3D approach where 16 decomposed
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optical crossbar slices are placed on a separate optical layer each to minimise the num-
ber of waveguide crossings. Each slice is thereby a 16×16 crossbar that connects all
tiles from one cluster to another (inter-cluster communication), or all tiles from same
cluster (intra-cluster communication). Crossbars are composed of MWSR buses, one
for each receiver.
PHiCIT [RJS15] contrasts with the previous proposals in the sense that it divides the
NoC into equally-sized clusters but uses a 2D electrical mesh for inter-cluster com-
munication and optical crossbars for local, intra-cluster communication. The authors
argue that inter-cluster communication has low activity during application execution,
however, these few messages demand high throughput as they are required for main
memory, task migration, or internal synchronisation traffic. For high throughput, elec-
trical links are cheaper in the sense that they provide higher throughput for much less
data-independent power, which makes them more suitable for these types of traffic pat-
terns. Clusters, on the other hand, are organised by computation complexity, commu-
nication requirements, and functional relationship of IP cores, leading to much higher
traffic demands, making optical crossbars more suitable, particularly for small clus-
ter sizes. Their design is superior to a baseline electrical mesh and an optical mesh
NoC, based on their evaluation results. However, both of these NoCs were shown to
be inefficient, and PHiCIT seems to be tailored to particular traffic patterns and mi-
croarchitecture, which may limit the suitability of this approach to systems where the
application domain is known a priori (e.g. like in embedded systems).

3.3.3 Summary

Most hybrid NoC designs proposed in the scientific literature identified that electrical
links are more suitable for short-distance communication, and optical links for longer
distances. Optical links are often deployed to decrease the diameter (i.e. average hop
count) of a topology as long-distance connections are easier to implement than with
electrical links and do not incur distance-related energy overheads. In addition, many
designs try to attain high bandwidth utilisation of the optical links to de-emphasise
their static power overheads. Often, multiple nodes are clustered around an optical link
which they use through some sort of hub router. Chapter 5 contributes to the research
area of hybrid NoCs by proposing a novel distance-based approach of combining elec-
trical and low-bandwidth optical links in a topology that aims to utilise both intercon-
nect technologies in a way that they ideally balance out each other’s drawbacks. The
effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated with a novel NoC architecture.
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3.4 Bandwidth Sharing and Arbitration Techniques

3.4.1 Motivation

Next to novel approaches to improve all-optical and hybrid architectures on the NoC-
level, the static power overheads associated with optical bandwidth scaling requires
an explicit focus on maximising bandwidth utilisation of optical buses to achieve high
power efficiency. Bandwidth sharing has been identified by many as an efficient ap-
proach to doing so: multiple nodes can send on the same optical bandwidth on the
same waveguide and use this bandwidth in a TDM fashion to maximise link utilisa-
tion. An example of this approach is the shared optical bus introduced in Section 2.3.2.
The number of nodes sharing optical bandwidth, as well as the total bandwidth to be
shared, is very sensitive to optical losses and power consumption. Therefore, recent
proposals in literature investigated efficient ways of sharing bandwidth between nodes.
Sharing optical bandwidth and utilising it in a TDM fashion requires arbitration prior to
data transmission to ensure correct, uncorrupted delivery of data. Latency and energy
imposed by arbitration can have a considerable impact on the overall performance and
efficiency. Arbitration techniques that impose as little overhead as possible and that
are suitable to the on-chip domain have therefore received attention by the research
community, too.

3.4.2 Bandwidth Sharing and Arbitration Proposals

Token Ring Arbitration

Token ring arbitration with optical tokens has been studied by a number of proposals
[VSM+08][VBSL09][PKM10][MKL12]. Corona [VSM+08] has an optical crossbar
on which a node is permitted to send data by contending for the bus on an optical token-
ring arbitration network, implemented as a MWSR bus. The authors further deep-
ened this study with a detailed analysis of a channel-based and a slot-based distributed
token-based arbitration, and their suitability for optics [VBSL09]. Their schemes vary
priorities dynamically to ensure fairness. In FlexiShare [PKM10], a reduced number of
channels are globally shared for which arbitration is performed with separate channels
and buffers, leading to slight additional power and area overheads. Their token-stream
mechanism for channel arbitration and credit distribution, however, is highly efficient
as it halves the amount of utilised channels compared to a conventional crossbar under
balanced, distributed traffic. R-3PO [MKL12] utilises a token-based control network
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to handle accesses in a 3D NoC with an optical crossbar. Generally, the main issue with
token ring arbitration is that it leads to an increase in latency with increasing number
of nodes due to longer waiting times for receiving a token, thus providing limited scal-
ability. A number of alternative arbitration schemes have been proposed to alleviate
this problem.

Alternative Distributed Arbitration Schemes

Featherweight [PKM11] is a light-weight arbitration scheme with QoS support that
implements a feedback-controlled, adaptive source throttling scheme to asymptotically
approach weighted max-min fairness among all nodes. It provides large power reduc-
tions while providing freedom from starvation with negligible throughput loss.
In ‘Channel Borrowing’ [XYM12], each channel is allocated to an owner node, but can
also be utilised by a few other nodes during idle time. Each node has a statically as-
signed channel to avoid starvation and can borrow an additional idle channel to boost
bandwidth and improve network utilisation. The authors propose a selection policy
for choosing a channel to be borrowed that enables low probability of conflict, and a
distributed arbitration mechanism to resolve contention of multiple nodes wishing to
borrow the same channel.
‘Wavelength Stealing’ [ZKS+13] enables opportunistic channel sharing without incur-
ring any arbitration overheads by implementing collision recovery. Similar to ‘Channel
Borrowing’, each node has one dedicated channel to each destination on which service
is always guaranteed, essentially implementing a point-to-point network. In addition,
senders can steal access to channels owned by other senders to that same destination
they want to transmit data to, enabled by placing additional modulator MRs along the
shared waveguides. Service on the stolen channels is not guaranteed and is performed
arbitration-free: owners of the channels are not notified about the ‘theft’ and collisions
that arise from it are corrected at the destination node using erasure coding.
GASOLIN [LYM15] proposes pipelined distributed global arbitration for MWMR
crossbars that allows the arbitration process to be parallelised and simplifies arbiter
design. The distributed arbiters implemented at each node share global request infor-
mation to identify free channels and maximise bus utilisation. Compared to token-
based arbitration, GASOLIN reduces the number of channels by 50%.
SUOR [WXY+14] implements a bidirectional ring waveguide that is divided into mul-
tiple non-overlapping sections that can be utilised independently, thereby supporting
multiple transactions simultaneously. Their hybrid control network consists of agents
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– one for each node – through which nodes can access the ring waveguide. Agents
communicate with processing nodes optically with low delay and share information
with each other over short electrical wires with high connectivity.
LumiNOC [LBGP14] implements a shared optical bus on which wavelengths are used
for both data transmission and arbitration (referred to as ‘in-band’ arbitration), thereby
saving the overheads of a separate arbitration network. Their buses have an arbitra-
tion phase prior to the data transmission phase, and form a double-back waveguide on
which sending nodes will also receive the packet they were transmitting. This waveg-
uide is important in their arbitration phase: all nodes are synchronised at the beginning
of the arbitration phase, and every node on the bus is assigned to one unique subset
of wavelengths for receiving. For arbitration, nodes modulate an arbitration flag con-
taining the destination address, source address, and packet size indicator on every other
node’s wavelength set. The source address fields are 1-hot encoded, i.e. if a node wants
to use the bus it sets the bit corresponding to its address to ‘1’ in the source address
field. By the time all arbitration flags have been received by all nodes, the source ad-
dress field will be analysed to see whether there is only one node who wants to use the
bus or whether there has been a collision (i.e. >1 bit set to ‘1’ in the source address
field). In case there is only one sender, each node knows who the destination is (en-
coded in the destination address field), and the packet length from which they can infer
the duration of data transmission. Nodes will use this information to either 1) detune
their MR filters if they are not a receiver or 2) tune in their MR filters for the duration of
transmission. If data collision occurs, all contending nodes enter a dynamic scheduling
phase in which all senders are scheduled sequentially on the entire optical bandwidth
in which they first transmit an abbreviate arbitration packet to inform its destination
to tune in followed by the actual data transmission. After data transmission, all nodes
tune in their MR filters and enter the arbitration phase again. Results show that this
approach leads to large power savings and good throughput.
Kakoulli et al. [KSKK15] used the same arbitration approach as LumiNOC, but per-
form arbitration on a parallel control bus. Although this increases resource require-
ments and power consumption, it was shown to significantly improve throughput and
latency. In fact, their results indicate that the fairly small power overheads of a parallel
control bus are justified by the large performance gains, suggesting that parallel bus ar-
bitration is the overall more power-efficient design approach in terms of performance-
per-Watt. If resources are not tightly constrained, adding a separate control bus is a
superior solution to in-band arbitration.
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3.4.3 Summary

Designs that enable an efficient use of optical bandwidth allow a NoC to achieve the
same performance goals while requiring less total bandwidth, which has a large im-
pact on static optical power and is, therefore, a key research area for efficient NoC
design. An arbitration mechanism should ideally enable low latency overheads while
enabling an efficient use of the available bandwidth, and various intriguing approaches
have been proposed in the recent literature. This thesis contributes to this research area
by proposing a novel bandwidth sharing and arbitration technique that offers large
throughput benefits to shared optical buses by allowing bus utilisation on both time
slots and subchannels. In addition, it evaluates the benefits of performing bus arbi-
tration on a separate bus in addition to a data transmission bus. While many of the
discussed proposals investigate arbitration techniques on the NoC level, the study in
this thesis is dedicated to optical buses as they are typically the backbone of higher-
order ONoC topologies. Therefore, advances on the buses would carry over to improve
a NoC’s efficiency as a whole. These proposals are presented in Chapter 6.

3.5 Performance Simulation and Power Modelling

Either new electrical NoC simulation infrastructures or extensions to existing ones
are necessary to study and evaluate NoCs with SiPs in a meaningful way. Unfor-
tunately, given the fairly young age of ONoCs, there is a lack of sophisticated sim-
ulation tools, particularly open-source tools, that would allow to evaluate NoC pro-
posals in terms of power, performance, and area. However, the absence of such
tools has been acknowledged by the community and numerous efforts have been con-
ducted to implement open-source simulation infrastructures for both electronic and SiP
NoCs [SCK+12] [CHB+10] [RBW+16]. This section will review the proposed simu-
lators in recent years and discuss their capabilities and limitations.
Gem5 [BBB+11] is one of the most widely used simulators in the community since it
is cycle-accurate and can simulate complete CMPs ranging from the microarchitectural
level up to allowing full-system simulations. Many of the ONoC proposals discussed
in this chapter utilise a TDM approach. Therefore, it must be possible to implement
contention-resolution schemes, which requires event-based, cycle-accurate simulators
to model a NoC accurately. There have been ONoC studies that utilise Gem5 and com-
pute energy requirements of the SiP components through analytical models and tech-
nology assumptions [CAJ15] [GPABY16] [GPAY17]. Laer et al. [VLJW13] aimed to
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extend Gem5 to support TDM based WRONoCs; however, while their extension was
reported successful for up to 16 cores, higher core counts led to unreliable results for
which the cause could not be identified due to the high complexity of Gem5 (according
to the authors). Any efforts to extend Gem5 for TDM based ONoCs have thus been
dropped. Besides, Gem5 is capable to simulate systems up to 64 cores and thus not
suitable for studies that aim to investigate NoCs of larger scales.
Other studies evaluating ONoCs based on TDM use in-house simulators (e.g. ocin tsim
[Pra10] [LBGP14] or Phoenixsim [HJH14][CHB+10][RBW+16]) that have not been
made available to the public. LioeSim [MYH+14] was another effort to design a plat-
form capable of simulating both electrical and optical NoCs, as well as their inter-
action. For realistic traffic studies, they support the use of workload traces of real
applications, which is a reasonable design trade-off between accuracy and simulation
time. However, according to the authors, this project has been terminated, too, and
no official version has been released to the public (to the best of our knowledge).
Without the availability of such simulation infrastructures, the most reasonable and
accurate approach seems to be to utilise analytical power and energy models from
demonstrated SiP devices and backend circuitries and to integrate them into cycle-
accurate simulators for traditional electrical NoCs – an approach that has been taken
by a large number of studies to estimate dynamic, leakage, laser, and MR heating
power (i.a. [RGF+14] [DPS+14][DH15b][CAJ15][GPABY16][GPAY17]).
Deploying fixed energy values for SiP devices and circuitries gives a good estimate
of the potential of ONoCs in the future. To obtain higher accuracy, however, mod-
elling tools capable of capturing the interaction between transistor technology nodes,
SiP technologies, and data rates, as well as power optimisations and trade-offs be-
tween SiP devices and driver specifications are needed [SCK+12]. For that purpose,
Sun et al. [SCK+12] proposed DSENT, which is the first (and state-of-the-art) NoC
modelling tool for energy, power, and area estimations for both electrical and opti-
cal NoCs. DSENT is open-source and was shown to provide the highest accuracy
and newest technology nodes amongst all available NoC modelling tools [SCK+12].
However, it also has limitations: while capable of accurately modelling all basic bus
architectures (see Chapter 2), it cannot model more WRONoC topologies or optical
switches. In addition, it is merely a modelling tool and not a network simulator, i.e. on
its own, DSENT is not able to extract dynamic power estimates for workload traces.
Nevertheless, energy values of the electrical and SiP components can be obtained with
DSENT and manually integrated into a network simulator to estimate dynamic power.
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The same applies to laser power and MR heating power extracted with DSENT.
TDM and contention-resolution may not always be required in ONoCs (e.g. hybrid
NoCs based on buses or contention-free switching topologies). In these cases, it is
appropriate to utilise simulators that are not cycle-accurate, and instead use different
synchronisation strategies to trade-off accuracy with simulation speed. Graphite is
such a simulator and offers a large-scale CMP simulation infrastructure. Most impor-
tantly, Graphite integrates DSENT into its simulation framework, which offers accu-
rate dynamic power estimations while allowing for both synthetic and realistic work-
load simulation (e.g. SPLASH-2 [WOT+95] and PARSEC benchmarks [BKSL08]). If
cycle-accurate simulation is not required, Graphite in combination with DSENT most
likely represents the most accurate and practical open-source simulation infrastructure
for conducting ONoC studies.

3.5.1 Simulation Tools Used in This Thesis

Chapter 4 presents the novel WRONoC switching topology Amon based on destination-
reservation, i.e. requires contention-resolution at the destination nodes and in turn
cycle-accurate simulation to provide accurate performance estimates. The state-of-the-
art control network based WRONoC (i.e. QuT [HJH14]) utilises Phoenixsim, which
is not open-source (as discussed earlier). Their Phoenixsim version is based on the
widely deployed OMNet++ discrete-event simulation platform [Var99]. We, there-
fore, opted to use HNOCS [BIZCK12], which is an event-driven, cycle-accurate NoC
simulator also based on OMNet++, and used analytical models to estimate laser, MR
heating, and dynamic power. This approach has also been taken by QuT and thus al-
lows for a fair comparison.
Chapter 5 discusses a novel approach of combining electrical and optical links in a
hybrid NoC design. This proposal, and the alternative NoCs it is compared to, do
not require TDM and can be modelled accurately without cycle-accurate simulations.
Therefore, the simulation study in this chapter was conducted with Graphite, which is
ideal for this purpose and allows to evaluate all NoCs within a CMP simulation infras-
tructure with accurate power estimations with DSENT.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses different bus arbitration and bandwidth sharing approaches,
which also require contention-resolution. Since there is no need to rely on analytical
models to have fair comparisons (like in Chapter 4), the study in this chapter utilises
DSENT for all power estimations as it has been argued that it provides higher accuracy
than fixed analytical models [SCK+12]. Performance simulations were conducted with
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HNOCS since a cycle-accurate, event-based simulator is required to accurately model
bus arbitration.

3.6 Other Research in the Realm of ONoCs

The emergence of SiPs has led to a large number of exciting research challenges and
opportunities, and is by no means restricted to network architecture. Although this dis-
sertation focuses on NoCs, SiPs is applicable to all scales from NoCs to interconnect-
ing components in 2.5D integrated circuits [TZ14, YGS16, GPABY16], processor-to-
DRAM [BJO+09, BSK+10, UMC+10], chip-to-chip [DPS+14], and intra-rack com-
munication in data centres [LLK+10, CHTB11, PKD+10]. A lot of research on the
technology-side is dedicated to bringing down laser power and MR heater power. Laser
power is targeted by developing off-chip lasers with higher wall-plug efficiencies and
coupling devices with lower coupler losses [BCB+14].
On-chip lasers [LSCA+10] have gained much attention since they would eliminate
coupling losses altogether, decrease packaging costs, and allow for adaptive laser
sources that can quickly be switched on and off based on traffic demands, allowing for
adaptive bandwidth scaling [KSC+12, LBLO+14, PTDS15, KK16]. Particularly the
latter property has gained much attention due to its large potential of decreasing laser
power, and a number of proposals have thus targeted efficient laser control schemes to
adapt optical bandwidth dynamically to the NoC demands [DH14, DH16b, DH16a].
In fact, power results of studies targeting adaptive lasers are so promising that we be-
lieve that ONoC architectures should be designed so that they can easily be extended
to incorporate adaptive laser mechanisms.
Technologies decreasing MR heater power requirements include novel heating tech-
niques [S+15], the utilisation of insulation layers in 3D integrated circuits [DH15a],
and athermal devices that are robust to temperature variations [GCL13] [FSB+15].
An increasing number of studies focus on design automation and place&route tools
for WRONoCs [BRBS16][PRG+16][OORVYB16][OOTR+17] which were shown to
provide significant improvements to ILmax and thus laser power.



Chapter 4

Assessing All-optical Network-on-Chip
Design

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, WRONoCs (wavelength-routed optical NoCs) based on
MR filters and wavelength-selective routing are currently considered the only techno-
logically sensible approach to enable all-optical on-chip communication. In particular,
control network based WRONoCs represent the most power-efficient and scalable ar-
chitecture as they reduce the number of receivers per destination to one, require fewer
MRs for wavelength-routing, and decrease the total number of wavelengths in the NoC
by reusing wavelength-addresses across multiple destinations. Aside from these bene-
fits, a number of outstanding challenges regarding the switching topology, destination-
reservation mechanism, and the laser power distribution network must be addressed to
make control network based WRONoCs the preferred choice for future on-chip com-
munication.
A WRONoC’s switching topology determines how optical signals are routed through
the NoC and has a decisive impact on power consumption. Recently proposed topolo-
gies provide large power reductions compared to previous designs [KH12][HJH14];
however, state-of-the-art WRONoCs still require significant amounts of MR heating
and laser power which must be further lowered to make them a power-efficient and
practical design solution. In particular, novel topologies are necessary that further
minimise optical path losses, the number of MRs for wavelength-routing, and the total
number of wavelengths in the NoC.

61
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The destination-reservation performed on the control network prior to data transmis-
sion is required as each destination has only one ejection channel, and largely deter-
mines latency and throughput – particularly for workloads exhibiting traffic hotspots.
State-of-the-art approaches [KH12][HJH14] make senders back-off and retransmit con-
trol packets if a destination is occupied, which can lead to unnecessary waiting times
that seem inefficient for NoCs that typically require low-latency communication. Eval-
uating the performance improvements of advanced destination-reservation mechanisms
for realistic application workloads is particularly important as this has been neglected
by the previous studies that propose the state-of-the-art designs.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, these proposals also neglect to study a LPDN (laser
power distribution network) and report laser power only for the highest optical path
loss and assume one laser provided to each node. Laser source coupling, however, is a
critical cost factor in the packaging process and the number of laser sources is typically
low. To propose WRONoCs that are more practical (and realistic), a separate LPDN
should be considered and analysed along with its path losses and layout.
Throughout this study we observed that the injection and ejection backends of the
switches typically used in WRONoCs are the main limiting points of the design as a
single ejection channel drastically reduces throughput, while having multiple injection
channels increases the power budget significantly without providing any substantial
benefits. Exploring novel architectures modifying the switch backends could therefore
improve the overall power efficiency of WRONoCs.
This chapter investigates all of these research questions and makes the following novel
contributions:

• ‘Amon’, a novel control network based WRONoC including all design aspects,
i.e. a VLSI friendly grid-like switching topology, routing algorithm, practical
switch design, and a detailed analysis of the LPDN and its impact on the over-
all NoC. Amon reduces laser power by 21% and MR heating power by 16%
compared to the state-of-the-art proposal QuT [HJH14] for 64 nodes.

• A novel destination-reservation mechanism that improves the one proposed in
QuT by simplifying the transmission protocol and parallelising data and con-
trol transmissions to maximise throughput. This proposal improves throughput
by 40% on synthetic workloads and latency by 50% on PARSEC workloads,
while saving 45% dynamic power by discarding negative acknowledgements and
packet retransmissions.
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• A backend extension that adds ejection channels to each switch to allow nodes
to receive optical signals from each incoming link simultaneously rather than
from just one source at a time. This approach resolves the susceptibility of con-
trol network based WRONoCs to traffic hotspots and reduces packet latency by
50% on PARSEC traces (on average). Power overheads of these extensions are
negligible, even if added homogeneously to each node in the NoC (< 0.1%).

• A mechanism in the switch backends of Amon that leverages MR tuning to dy-
namically select the injection waveguide prior to data transmission, which re-
duces the number of injection channels from four to one and, in turn, achieves
power reductions by 43% and 60% for conservative and aggressive SiP technol-
ogy parameters, respectively. Although increasing packet latency by 20% (on
average for PARSEC traces), latency is still much lower than in QuT and a 2D
Mesh (75% on average).

• The proposed destination-reservation mechanism and the two backend modifi-
cations of the injection and ejection channels are investigated for Amon, but are
applicable and equally significant to other WRONoC architectures.

4.2 AMON: An Advanced Mesh-like Optical NoC

Amon is an all-optical WRONoC design that consists of a data network and a control
network for data transmission and destination reservation, respectively (like the NoCs
discussed in Section 3.2.2). Once a destination is reserved, data is transferred through
the network according to a deterministic routing algorithm which is implemented in
hardware with MR filters that will forward optical signals to their destinations. Data
reservation is necessary because each node in Amon has only one ejection channel, i.e.
can only receive data from one sender at a time. Amon adopts many efficient attributes
of QuT – the state-of-the-art control network based WRONoC design – but offers a
topology that requires fewer MRs, reduces path lengths, and features a more efficient
destination-reservation mechanism. This section first introduces Amon’s data network,
and along with that its routing algorithm and switch microarchitecture, followed by a
discussion on the laser power distribution network and control mechanisms.
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4.2.1 Data Network

Logical Topology

Senders modulate data packets on the wavelength (λ) or on a set of multiple λ (λ-set)
that is assigned to the destination that shall be addressed. The modulated λ-set will
then be routed through the network and filtered at the destination. The λ-set size deter-
mines the number of λs on which senders can modulate their data (e.g. 8λ, 16λ, etc.),
and in turn link bandwidth on the data network. Like in QuT, the number of λ-sets for
addressing is split into N/4, i.e. four destinations in the NoC are addressed by the same
λ-set, in order to maintain QuT’s design efficiency regarding laser power and number
of required laser sources.
Figure 4.1 shows the topology of the data network for 48 nodes. Amon consists of four
Submeshes in which each node has a unique λ-set address within its Submesh. λ-sets
for addressing are re-used across the Submeshes. All links are bidirectional (imple-
mented with two separate waveguides) unless indicated by arrows. As four nodes
share the same λ-set address, up to four nodes could be transmitting data modulated
on the same λ-set simultaneously through the network.
Optical signals in NoCs like Amon would collide if nodes transmitted data simulta-
neously on the same λs on the same path or if their paths were crossing. In Amon,
collision-free paths are always guaranteed as there is only one λ-set address per Sub-
mesh, and physically separated waveguides to send data between Submeshes. For that
purpose, Amon relies on the following different links:
Mesh links (shown in black): are the links used for forwarding optical signals within
a Submesh.
Intermesh links (shown in blue): are used for data transmission to nodes in other Sub-
meshes. They use separate waveguides parallel to the Submesh links in the sender’s
Submesh, and logically merge into the Submesh links of the destination’s Submesh.
Amon’s data network can be scaled very flexibly as it does not require a square mesh.
Its only limitation is that all Submeshes must have the same size due to row and column
connections through the Intermesh links. Therefore, the 48-node Amon in Figure 4.1
could also be composed by 3×4, 6×2 or 2×6 Submeshes. The following section will
illustrate how the different links in Amon are used to implement Amon’s collision-free
routing algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: Data network topology for a 48-Node Amon with 4×3 Submeshes.

Wavelength Routing

Amon uses MRs to route optical signals according to their wavelength. Therefore, all
routing paths in Amon are predefined and effectively perform deterministic routing.
Data is injected into the network based on the relative position between the sender and
receiver. From a sender’s perspective, a destination can either be
In the same Submesh: packets will be injected into the local Submesh and routed
using static dimension-order routing (DOR).
In a different Submesh: packets will be injected into the Intermesh links leading to
the destination’s Submesh. Once in the desired Submesh, the local Submesh is used as
above.
This simple behaviour is directly implemented in hardware (see the router architecture
in the next section) and requires very simple computation at injection time: λ-set =
destination id % (N/4) and Submesh = destination id / (N/4). With typical power of 2
number of nodes, this can be further simplified to bit operations (the 2 most significant
bits define the Submesh and the remaining bits define the λ-set). Figure 4.2 shows
routing examples on a 64-node Amon:
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(i) Red path – Node 43 (N43) sends to Node 10 (N10): N43 injects data into its In-
termesh link to the west and on the λ-set λ10 to address N10. Once the optical signal
reaches N10’s Submesh, the MRs at N6 will route the signals down in Y-direction to
N10. Node 10 has MR filters that respond to λ10 at its ejection channel to eject the
optical signal from the network into its photodetector.
(ii) Green path – Node 0 (N0) sends to Node 63 (N63): N0 modules data on λ15 to
address N63 on the Intermesh link leading to N63’s Submesh, i.e. the Intermesh link to
the east. Again, once the Submesh is reached, the optical signal is forwarded in DOR
fashion, leading it to N63 where it will finally be ejected.
(iii) Pink path – Node 20 (N20) sends to Node 31 (N31): routing within the Submeshes
is as explained in the previous examples: N20 injects its optical signal on λ15 on the
Submesh link to the east. N23 implements MR filters to drop the optical signal to the
2D Mesh link to the south where it finally will be ejected by N31.
As we will show later in more detail when we discuss Amon’s physical layout, switch-
ing optical signals with MR filters significantly adds to ILmax, and thus laser power.
Therefore, one goal is to minimise the amount of switching required between any
source-destination pair. We achieve this by implementing DOR as follows: in (i), the
Intermesh link leading from the south-west to the north-west Submesh does not stop at
N4: it goes straight through the Submesh, all the way to N7. This way, there only needs
to be MRs switching the signal either up or down, depending on the λ-set. For in-
stance, N6 implements MR filters to route λ10 down to N10. This means that Intermesh
links from a Submesh are extended to be the Submesh links in another one (see Section
4.2.1 for more details). The logical distinction is made for the sake of simplicity.

Router Microarchitecture

This section deals with the different types of MRs required to enable the routing algo-
rithm and give a close-up of two representative switch designs for illustration. Each
switch in Amon has three different types of MR filters that serve different purposes:
Injection MRs (I) enable nodes to inject modulated optical data signals into the net-
work. A node needs injection MRs to send data to nodes residing in the different
Submeshes, as well as in its own Submesh. Therefore, it must be possible to inject
data into the Intermesh links and the Submesh links. Each node thus needs three injec-
tion MRs for each Intermesh link, and two-to-four injection MRs for Submesh links
depending on its location within its Submesh (i.e. corner vs. middle node).
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Figure 4.2: Wavelength Routing Examples in Amon

Ejection MRs (Ej) allow to eject the optical signals of a node’s λ-set address. Ejec-
tion MRs are placed on the Submesh links entering from each cardinal direction (if
applicable) to eject the signals from each possible direction.
Switching MRs (S) perform the actual routing through the network by providing the
necessary turns for the optical signals as described in the routing algorithm. There-
fore, they are strategically placed between waveguides to drop optical signals from
one waveguide to another.

Example Switches There are two different basic switch designs in Amon:
i) Switches located in the bottom row of the top Submeshes (e.g. Figure 4.2 Nodes
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12/13/14/15 and 28/29/30/31) and the top row of the bottom Submeshes (e.g. Fig-
ure 4.2 Nodes 32/33/34/35 and 48/49/50/51). These switches have incoming and out-
going links on three of the four cardinal directions.
ii) Every other switch has incoming and outgoing links from every cardinal direction.
The design of each switch can be inferred based on the following two switch designs
by adjusting the MR filters based on the location within a Submesh. Since Amon’s
topology is symmetric, the switching in each Submesh is the same, just mirrored.

Switch 33. Figure 4.3a illustrates a close-up of Switch 33 in a 64-node Amon
example, which is located in the top row of the Submesh in the south-west (see Fig-
ure 4.2). The injection MRs are drawn in blue. As described above, Node 33 must be
able to inject its modulated optical signals into each of the Intermesh links (I1, I2, I3)
and Submesh links, and thus places MRs on the corresponding waveguides. In addi-
tion, ejection MRs must be placed on each link entering from each cardinal direction.
Since Switch 33 resides in the top row of the Submesh, it only needs three ejection
MRs as there is no incoming link from the north. S1, S2, and S3 represent the MRs
that provide the turns necessary in this switch, which are illustrated at the right-hand
side in Figure 4.3a:
S1 provides the turns of optical signals entering the switch from the west that are mod-
ulated on λ-sets of destinations located below Switch 33, i.e. λ5, λ9, and λ13 for Node
37, 41, and 45, respectively.
S2 provides the turns of optical signals coming into the switch from the east destined
for nodes located south of Switch 33 (same λ-sets as in S1).
S3 provides the turns for optical signals entering the switch from the south destined for
nodes located east of Switch 33, which are modulated on λ2 and λ3 for Node 34 and
35, respectively. S4 provides the turns for the optical signals incoming from the south
and destined for Node 32, i.e. λ1.

Switch 37. Figure 4.3b illustrates a close-up of Switch 37 in a 64-node Amon.
Similar to Switch 33, injection MRs must be placed on all Intermesh and Submesh
waveguides so that Node 37 can sent data to each node in the network. Ejection MRs
are placed on the Submesh waveguides of each cardinal direction. Switch 37 is located
in the middle of the Submesh and must, therefore, provide more turns than Switch 33
(as it is not located in the top row). The following MRs are necessary to implement the
switching:
S1.1 provides the turns for case S1, i.e. signals entering from the west for nodes located
south to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ9, and λ13 for Node 41 and 45, respectively.
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(a) Switch 33 (in Submesh South-West)

(b) Switch 37 (in Submesh South-West)

Figure 4.3: MR Switching in a 64-node Amon

S1.2 provides the turns for case S1, i.e. signals entering from the west for the node
located north to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ1 for Node 33.
S2.1 provides the turns for case S2, i.e. signals entering from the east for the nodes
located south to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ9, and λ13 for Node 41 and 45, respectively.
S2.2 provides the turns for case S2, i.e. signals entering from the east for the node lo-
cated north to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ1 for Node 33.
S3.1 provides the turns for case S3, i.e. signals entering from the south for the nodes
located east to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ6 and λ7 for Node 38 and 39, respectively.
S3.2 provides the turns for case S3, i.e. signals entering from the south for the node
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located west to Node 37, i.e. it filters λ4 for Node 36.

Which λ-sets are filtered by these MRs thus depends on the turns that must be pro-
vided and the location of the switch in the Submesh. The same applies to the injection
MRs: each injection MR that provides the injection to nodes located in another Sub-
mesh must be able to filter all λ-sets in that Submesh (i.e. N/4) since the node must be
able to address each destination in that Submesh. For injection within the Submesh,
however, the number of injection MRs depends on the relative location of the switch.
For instance, in Switch 37, the MR placed on the Submesh waveguide to the east for
I4 also only needs to filter the λ-set of the nodes located east to Node 37, which is just
Node 36 (i.e. λ4).
In total, each node needs injection MRs for the λ-set of each node in the NoC apart
from itself (i.e. (λ× (N− 1))). Ejection MRs have to filter out the λ-set representing
the node’s address, and therefore only λ MRs are required per ejection point.

Layout

Figure 4.4 illustrates an example layout of Amon’s data network for one Submesh.
Since Amon is symmetric, the whole layout can simply be obtained by placing the
same waveguides for every other Submesh. Intermesh links (in red) from all other
Submeshes must be routed to the destination Submesh, in which they will logically
become Submesh links (although physically being the same waveguide). We illustrate
this by changing the colour of the waveguide from red to black. In addition to the
Intermesh waveguides, two more waveguides in the middle columns of the Submesh
must be routed from the north to the south since there is no Intermesh link entering the
Submesh from the north that could provide the Submesh waveguide to route packets
to the south.
The Submesh links in the left and right most columns leading from the north to south
are provided by the Intermesh links entering the Submesh from the west and east,
respectively, that originated from the top Submeshes. For instance, the path from Node
19 to 44 consists of just one waveguide, namely the Intermesh link originating in Node
19. When that waveguide reaches Node 32, a turn must be provided to the south of the
Submesh, leading to Node 44. This is more efficient than dropping the optical signal
from the Intermesh link to a separate waveguide leading the signal to the south since
dropping a wavelength introduces considerably more loss than a bend (up to 100×
[HJH14]). Moreover, at Node 32, the only turns a signal coming from the east could
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Figure 4.4: Waveguides in the physical layout for Submesh South-West in Amon

take at this point is to the south. This is, for instance, not the case at all other nodes on
that path, i.e. 33, 34, and 35: at these points, the signal could either go straight through
the switches or being switched to the south.

4.2.2 Laser Power Distribution Network

Previous studies neglect to provide a sample layout, or even mention, the LPDN, i.e.
the network on which the light is distributed to all nodes; however, most recently pub-
lished work has shown that the LPDN plays a significant role to the overall power
consumption in WRONoCs and deserves detailed attention [OOTR+17]. As men-
tioned above, a LPDN is theoretically not necessary if each node can be supplied with
one dedicated laser source; however, in NoC sizes of moderate to large scale (e.g. 64
nodes), this would require a large number of lasers to be coupled into the chip, which is
impractical, complicates layout [HJH14], and causes high cost overheads in the pack-
aging process. In fact, NoCs should always aim to work with as few laser sources as
possible to minimise cost. Having fewer laser sources – ideally 1 – is the more realistic
design point and requires to distribute the light from the entry points into the chip to
the nodes’ injection channels over the LPDN.
Just like in electronics, it was shown that design synthesis tools can reduce path lengths
and layout significantly, leading to optimised designs with considerably decreased
ILmax and in turn laser power (up to 94% reductions for some topologies [BRBS16]).
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Both Amon’s data network and LPDN should, therefore, be considered a feasible de-
sign point rather than an optimised layout; however, a layout proposal is generally
necessary to estimate the insertion losses in ONoCs.
Figure 4.5 illustrates a potential LPDN to provide each node with light. The wave-
lengths can either be provided by a multi-wavelength comb laser or by an array of
single-wavelength lasers, depending on how much output power per wavelength is re-
quired by the NoC and can be supplied by the laser. To minimise the path from the
coupling point of the off-chip laser to each node (and their injection channels), light
is coupled into the middle of the chip into what is referred to as a ‘power waveguide’
and distributed in an H-tree fashion like in clock distribution networks. Optical split-
ters distribute light by splitting it over multiple waveguides, thereby incurring splitting
losses of 0.1-0.2 dB [HJH14] [GMS+14]). In addition to that, splitting light from one
waveguide to two output waveguides halves the optical power going down each path
for 50:50 splitters, which translates to a 3 dB (50%) signal degradation.
Ideally, optical splitters would split the power ratio going down each of the links based
on the actual power requirements of each link; however, Ortı́n-Obón et al. [OOTR+17]
note that using different splitting ratios based on the power requirements of each link
does not necessarily lead to the most power-efficient design. In addition, the authors
note that highly unbalanced splitting ratios may result in issues during the manufac-
turing process caused by process variations, and suggest to opt for the most common
and reliable splitting ratio for light distribution, which is 50% down each path (i.e. 3
dB signal degradation). Note, however, that efficient place&route tools for WRONoCs
and LPDNs are an active research area [OOTR+17] [BRBS16] which may provide
optimised designs in the future.

4.2.3 Control Network

As mentioned earlier, Amon’s data network must be supplemented with a control net-
work for destination-reservation since each node has only one ejection channel, mean-
ing that it can only receive data from one sender at a time. While this architectural
approach allows for large resource and power savings in the data network, it requires
to prevent multiple senders from transmitting data to the same destination at the same
time. For that reason, nodes must first check the availability of a node on the control
network which should ideally impose as little power overheads as possible and min-
imise the latency overheads incurred by destination reservation.
Early proposals envisioned to perform destination-reservation on an electrical control
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Figure 4.5: Light Distribution in Amon for the Data Network

network [KH12]; however, destination-reservation occurs globally, i.e. each node must
be able to check the availability of each destination in the NoC, which incurs both la-
tency and energy overheads when executed electrically, effectively cancelling out any
performance gains on the data network. Control packets are significantly smaller than
data packets, which allows to implement the control network with much less band-
width. This combined with the weak distance dependency of optical data transmission
in terms of latency and energy makes optical links very suitable to implement a global
control network.
Nevertheless, the control network has a critical impact on the overall performance
of the total NoC and must provide global contention-free all-to-all communication to
enable each sender to check the availability of a destination at any given time. The
excessive laser power of global crossbars, however, puts hard limits on the bandwidth
that each node can use to modulate control packets. Performance improvements must
thus originate from smart control mechanisms to overcome this lack of bandwidth scal-
ing on the control network.
The next section first introduces QuT’s control network and destination-reservation
mechanism, followed by the presentation of novel modifications and extensions to this
mechanism in order to improve performance and lower power without resource over-
heads.
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Figure 4.6: Control Network Design of QuT [HJH14]

QuT Control Network

The authors of QuT proposed an all-optical control network based on MWSR buses,
as depicted in Figure 4.6. Their design implements N/16 waveguides, and 16 nodes re-
ceive data from each waveguide which is guided to them using optical splitters. Each
node can send data to every destination by modulating its control packet on the waveg-
uide to which the destination is connected. To do that, each node has modulators placed
on each waveguide in the control network.
The control packets exchanged in QuT consist of requests (REQ), acknowledgements
(ACK), and negative ACKs (NACK). If a node wants to transmit data to a destination,
it modulates a REQ on its assigned λ on the MWSR bus connected to the destination.
Upon reception of a REQ, a destination will either reply with an ACK in case it is
free or with a NACK otherwise. If the sender receives an ACK, it will start with the
data transmission. If a NACK is received, QuT implements a retransmission scheme in
which a subsequent REQ will be sent after the sender has waited for a back-off period
determined by the average number of cycles required to transmit a data packet.
Since 16 nodes receive from each waveguide, the sender must encode the destination
ID into the control packet, which consists of 4 bits (log2 16). In addition, the control
packet type must be encoded, requiring another 2 bits for the three packet types (REQ,
ACK, NACK), leading to a total of 6 bits per control packet. Therefore, each node must
provide buffer space of (N− 1)× 6 bits to be able to receive a REQ from each node
in the NoC simultaneously. Besides, QuT assumes one wavelength for modulating
control packets at each node to keep laser power at acceptable levels.

Amon Control Network

Designing an optical, low-overhead control network for contention-free communica-
tion is challenging, and QuT’s control network based on MWSR buses and splitters is
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an efficient trade-off between number of waveguides and power consumption. Amon
thus adopts the physical implementation of the control network as shown in Figure 4.6.
Although low-power, however, this structure may cause performance bottlenecks: for
instance, in the 64-node case, each node has one waveguide to send REQs, ACKs,
NACKs, and REQ retransmissions to 16 nodes. In traffic patterns (or multicast traffic)
where control messages have to be sent to nodes that are all addressed on the same
waveguide, this would require to serialise all messages on little optical bandwidth (1λ)
since the control network should be low-overhead. Since this architecture is very sus-
ceptible to adversary traffic, the control packet mechanisms should be improved to
reduce latency overheads on the control network.

Removing NACKs and REQ Retransmissions A sender would not request a des-
tination for data transmission if it has already sent out a REQ to this destination for
another packet and has not received an ACK back yet. Therefore, buffer space is ac-
counted for to hold one alive REQ for each potential sender in the NoC, which does
not require much buffering since REQs are small (6 bits). In addition, as described
above, each destination must provide buffer space for just (N-1) REQs because it will
never receive more than one REQ per sender. Based on these conditions, there does not
seem to be a real need to reply to a sender with a NACK. Therefore, we modify QuT’s
mechanism by removing NACKs entirely. Destinations will simply keep alive REQs
in their buffers, and send out ACKs once it is free again. While this does not cause any
overheads to QuT’s scheme, it has two benefits: first, requesters will receive an ACK
at the earliest point possible rather than waiting for a back-off time and retransmitting
the REQ, which may cause unnecessary latency. Second, discarding NACKs and REQ
retransmissions reduces both energy and network contention on the control network
(and in turn latency) as fewer packets are exchanged. Besides, 1 bit can be saved in the
control packets as there are only two packet types now (REQ/ACK).

Parallelising Control Packet Transmission In addition to this described (potential)
improvement, saving 1 bit in the control packets is not significant, and that bit can in-
stead be used to further improve latency on the control network: since the bandwidth
on the data network is fixed, each node knows how long data transmission will take
for a given packet size. This knowledge could be used at the destination to start send-
ing out ACKs in parallel to receiving data: once a destination receives the first flit or
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starting sequence of a packet, it knows how much longer packet reception will take if
it knows the packet size. In addition, it can also estimate how long it takes to transmit
an ACK since bandwidth on the control network is fixed at design time and the ACK
size known. A destination could, therefore, start transmitting an ACK in parallel to
receiving data since the data and control network are two separate networks that do not
interfere with each other. This allows to effectively hide the entire delay that the ACK
packet would incur on the network.
Information about the packet size must be added to the REQ to calculate the transmis-
sion latency of the data packet. NoCs must typically support two packet sizes in CMPs
(coherence traffic and cache line transfers), which would just require one additional
bit in the REQ packets. The control packet size would, therefore, not increase com-
pared to QuT’s mechanism. With this information, ACKs can be sent earlier so that
the requester receives it in the same cycle data transmission as the currently received
packet at the destination finishes. This approach allows to hide the ACK delay com-
pletely and ensures that the current and following data transmissions do not interfere
with each other. This improvement could lower congestion in the NoC, particularly in
traffic patterns in which some destinations receive significantly more traffic than oth-
ers.
The same improvement can be attained by parallelising REQ messages: for instance,
imagine the case in which a node has two packets for the same destination in its output
buffers and just received an ACK for its first packet. Waiting to send the REQ for
the next packet until the data transfer of the first packet is finished causes unnecessary
latencies in this case since the next REQ could be sent out immediately on the con-
trol network while data transmission occurs on the data network. This mechanism is
added to parallelising the ACK messages at the receiver in order to lower latency and
congestion at the senders. Note that the authors of QuT do not mention whether they
parallelise REQs or not, so it may be possible that this mechanism was already con-
sidered in QuT. The effect of parallelising REQs and ACKs on the total performance
will, therefore, be studied separately in the following section.

4.2.4 Evaluation

Methodology

This study compares Amon to QuT as the latter constitutes the most efficient control
network based WRONoC design in literature and was shown to outperform a number
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of previously proposed ONoCs. The goal is to evaluate to which extent Amon can
decrease 1) MR heating power by requiring fewer MRs and 2) laser power by reduc-
ing path losses. In addition, we are interested in how the improvements of the pro-
posed destination-reservation mechanism translate to latency reductions and through-
put gains. To study scalability, we consider both NoCs for 64 and 128 nodes. If electri-
cal interconnects shall be replaced entirely by all-optical NoCs, it must be shown that
the latter is capable of significantly outperforming an aggressive electrical baseline to
justify a complete technology shift. Therefore, this study is complemented with a 2D
electrical mesh topology (2D Mesh) – as it is deployed in many commercial products
(i.a. [VHR+08][BEA+08]), – with 64 bits path width and aggressive latency values of
1 cycle link and 2 cycle router traversal at 5 GHz.
In this study, NoCs were simulated using HNOCs [BIZCK12]. To gain insight into
the NoC’s performance bottlenecks, the NoCs were stressed with various different
synthetic traffic patterns to evaluate latency and throughput behaviour under different
network loads, as well as application traffic traces to study latency on more realistic
network utilisation scenarios.
Synthetic traffic patterns include uniform random, bit complement, hotspot, and neigh-
bour traffic to stress the different corner cases of the topologies. In bit complement
traffic, destination coordinates are the bit-wise inversion of the source coordinates, i.e.
each sender sends all its traffic to one destination. In hotspot traffic, one node receives
30% of all the traffic, while the remaining traffic is uniformly distributed amongst all
remaining nodes. In neighbour traffic, a node randomly sends to one of the adjacent
nodes in a tile-based chip layout. All traffic patterns were simulated for varying injec-
tion rates with an exponentially distributed inter-packet gap. Packet sizes in synthetic
traffic are 256 bit for each data packet.
For realistic traffic, the NoCs were evaluated under applications from the PARSEC
benchmark suite [BKSL08], which represents a collection of heterogeneous multi-
threaded applications for CMPs spanning various application domains (e.g. financial
analysis, media processing, computer vision, etc.) and thus represent diverse work-
loads. Traces were collected with Netrace [HGK10], a tool that gathers traces with de-
pendency tracking in a full-system simulation environment of a CMP with 64 in-order
cores with 32 kB private L1I/L1D caches, a shared 16 MB low-level cache, MESI co-
herence protocol, and for an electrical 2D Mesh NoC with a hop latency of 3 cycles.
Traces of the PARSEC applications were captured during PARSEC defined region of
interest, i.e. the parallel portion of the applications after caches have been warmed up.
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A λ-set consists of eight wavelengths for addressing/data transmission on the data net-
work, and each source has one wavelength for modulation on the control network,
which has been identified as an efficient design point in QuT. We assume a 5 GHz core
clock frequency, 10 Gb/s modulators/detectors, and a tile based layout with 1 mm tile
dimensions (8×8 for 64 nodes, 8×16 for 128 nodes).

Performance

We compare the latency of QuT and 2D Mesh to an Amon implementation with three
different control mechanisms: Amon seq denotes an Amon implementation without
starting ACK transmission in parallel to receiving data packets. This allows to evalu-
ate the benefits of discarding the retransmission scheme in QuT and just keep REQs
and transmit ACKs once the destination is free again. Amon par ack utilises the paral-
lel ACK transmission scheme described in the previous section, and Amon par req ack

parallelises both REQs and ACKs.
Packet latency is measured from the time a packet is injected into the source node until
it is fully received by the destination. Optical transmission delay includes the serialisa-
tion delay in the EO backends, waveguide propagation delay (10.45 ps/mm [HCC+06]),
and delay through the OE backend (1 core clock cycle [KMP+10]).

Synthetic Traffic Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the average packet latency for the syn-
thetic traffic patterns for 64 and 128 nodes, respectively. Packet latency is mainly
determined by the time a packet waits in the output buffers of the sender and by data
modulation, where the latter is the major contributor at low injection rates. With 8λ on
the data network, 5 GHz core clock, and 10 Gb/s modulation speed, a data packet has
a modulation delay of 256/16 = 16 clock cycles. As network traffic increases, so does
contention at the destination nodes, leading to increasingly long waiting times in the
output buffers of the senders.
Amon improves latency and throughput compared to QuT for all traffic patterns and
both network sizes significantly. For low injection rates, the latency benefits are small
since modulation of the data packet requires the most latency, and hardly any retrans-
missions occur in QuT due to low contention on the network; however, for increasing
injection rates, latency gains become more eminent, and the latency reductions on the
control network shifts the saturation point significantly, allowing for higher through-
put on the NoC. Indeed, we observe that parallelising the transmission of the ACK
messages has the most significant impact on the traffic the NoC can sustain. For all
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Figure 4.7: Average packet latency for synthetic traffic for 64 nodes

patterns apart from bit complement, parallelising REQs has little impact as the likeli-
hood of a sender to send two subsequent packets to the same destination is low. Paral-
lelising the REQ messages has a decisive impact in bit complement traffic, where each
node always sends to the same destination, and is mainly responsible for the attained
throughput gains. Parallelising ACKs in this traffic pattern only has little impact since
there is no contention at the destination nodes. For all traffic patterns, Amon improves
throughput by ∼40% compared to QuT for both network sizes, while offering lower
latency for all injection rates (at least 20%).
Hotspot is the most adversarial traffic type for Amon/QuT as a high amount of traf-
fic is sent to just one destination, leading to high contention [HJH14]. Consequently,
network saturation occurs significantly earlier than in all of the other traffic patterns
(for instance, Amon saturates at 3.5 Gbps/node in hotspot, and at 53 Gbps/node in
random traffic for 64 nodes). The suitability of these NoCs for application traffic in
which a lot of many-to-one traffic occurs is therefore questionable, and the most be-
nign case is when traffic is evenly distributed (as this leads to minimal contention at
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Figure 4.8: Average packet latency for synthetic traffic for 128 nodes

the destination nodes). Although Amon’s novel mechanism on the control network
can noticeably improve throughput for hotspot traffic, when compared with QuT’s, the
achieved throughput is still rather low. As we will discuss later on, this has a great
impact on realistic application traffic and requires careful consideration at the archi-
tectural level.
Compared to the 2D Mesh, Amon can provide competitive latency for low injection
rates, but saturates earlier in all traffic patterns. The 2D Mesh is particularly superior
for neighbour traffic as it does not require destination reservation or EO/OE conver-
sions (note that the 2D Mesh saturates at ∼350 Gbps/node).
Both latency and throughput scales well in control network based WRONoCs since
data communication takes place optically: large distances can be traversed within 1-2
clock cycles for the assumed tile widths of 1 mm. In addition, contention occurs at the
destination nodes, and not within routers (as typical in electrical NoCs). We observe
similar latency and throughput levels for both network sizes in all traffic patterns apart
from hotspot traffic in which a higher number of nodes send to the hotspot node as
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Figure 4.9: Average Packet Latency for PARSEC Workloads

the network size increases, which leads to earlier saturation. The 2D Mesh becomes
increasingly inferior for larger network sizes as it requires more hops on average to
reach a destination. Consequently, Amon becomes more competitive in all patterns for
128 nodes; however, apart from bit complement, the 2D Mesh can still provide more
throughput.

Realistic Traffic Figure 4.9 shows the average packet latency results for a number
of PARSEC application traces of the considered NoCs, which are in line with our ob-
servations made for synthetic traffic: Amon improves performance compared to QuT
significantly. When ACKs and REQs are parallelised in the destination-reservation
phase, Amon reduces the average packet latency by ∼75% on average. This under-
lines our assumption regarding the application demands of realistic workloads on the
on-chip network: although the average injection rate over the whole course of execu-
tion is low in these applications [LNP+13], we observe both structural and transient
hotspots when running the simulations, which is the reason why Amon’s control net-
work provides significant improvements to QuT.
Although the 2D Mesh offers lower latency and can sustain higher network loads for
synthetic traffic, Amon outperforms the 2D Mesh in terms of latency on realistic traf-
fic. The main purpose of synthetic traffic is to stress the topology and expose weak
spots, and all packets are unicast, which does not resemble the traffic of realistic work-
loads in which cache coherence protocols require nodes to send out multicast packets
(e.g. for invalidation requests). For multicasts (and/or broadcasts), Amon is superior
to electrical NoCs because it can send to each destination in the NoC independently
(and thus simultaneously in case each destination is free) since each node has injection
channels on which data can be modulated to each destination. In electrical NoCs like
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the 2D Mesh, each node has one injection link into the local router, and must therefore
serialise multicast packets one after another.
When analysing the packet latencies during our simulation, we observed that pack-
ets received at the vast majority of destinations exhibit a low average packet latency;
however, for a few destinations, the average packet latency was significantly higher (5-
10×). Analysing the number of retransmissions in QuT shows that these destinations
send out an order of magnitude more NACK messages than the other destinations,
showing that very high contention occurs at these destinations. In addition, the total
number of packets received at these destinations is not significantly higher than for
the destinations with lower latency, hinting that these contentions are likely caused by
transient hotspots, i.e. phases in which a large number of nodes send to the same des-
tination. This can be observed across all PARSEC applications (to a varying degree).
For such hotspots, the underlying architecture of NoCs like QuT/Amon in which each
destination can only receive data from one node at a time may not be ideal and will
require further optimisations, as the one we propose later on in Section 4.3.
Increasing link bandwidth is the first obvious approach to improve performance; how-
ever, increasing bandwidth by increasing the number of wavelengths per link would
lead to unacceptable overheads in terms of MR count (and thus MR heating) and laser
power for networks of 64 nodes and more (the following section will discuss power
consumption in more detail). Higher modulation rates (e.g. 20 Gb/s or 40 Gb/s) could
improve the link data rate without additional MRs and wavelengths. Modulators of
these speeds have already been demonstrated [LZY+11, LZT+12]; however, these de-
vices currently impose large footprints and high energy consumption. The vast ma-
jority of previous studies has therefore not considered higher data rates than 10 Gb/s.
However, devices mature at a fast pace and it would be interesting to study whether
improvements in link throughput could make control network based WRONoCs more
competitive. For that reason, all NoCs were also simulated for 16λ link bandwidth on
the data network, and results are shown in Figure 4.10.
We make several interesting observations: first, the more efficient the control network
mechanism, the higher the benefits of increasing link data rate from 8λ to 16λ. For
instance, while Amon par’s average packet latency is more than halved, only ∼20%
latency reductions are obtained in QuT (on average), suggesting that contention at
the destination nodes are a decisive factor for determining latency. Second, when
comparing QuT 16λ with Amon par 8λ, we observe that Amon outperforms QuT sig-
nificantly although only having half the link bandwidth. Based on these results, we
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conclude that, while good latency improvements could be achieved with higher mod-
ulation rates, it will not be enough to cancel out the impact of an inefficient control
network. An efficient control mechanism thus seems to be the basis for low latency in
control network based WRONoCs.

Power Consumption

The total power consumption consists of laser, MR heating, dynamic and leakage
power. Laser power dissipated at the off-chip laser source is static. To have a fair
comparison, we use the same model as in QuT, which calculates laser power per wave-
length based on the ILmax from the laser source to the receiver, laser efficiency, and
the receiver sensitivity (see Equation 4.1). QuT’s study does not mention a LPDN,
the number of lasers coupled into the chip, or splitter loss explicitly when calculating
ILmax. The reported laser power values, however, suggest that the authors assumed one
dedicated laser source for each node. We thus assume that ILmax was computed start-
ing from the injection points into the data network. Other studies have taken the same
approach as it allows to study the impact of the switching topology on ILmax in isola-
tion [OOTR+17]. In addition, we assume 20 µW/MR for MR heating. Dynamic power
is dissipated in the EO and OE backends for data modulation/demodulation, which re-
quires 100 fJ/bit and 50 fJ/bit, respectively [BJO+09]. For the 2D Mesh, dynamic
power was extracted for a low-voltage 22 nm technology with DSENT [SCK+12].

Plaser = Nwv×Le×Psense×10ILmax/10 (4.1)
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Table 4.1: Static Optical Power Requirements

QuT Amon Control Network

64 Nodes

ILmax (dB) 16.36 15.31 17
Num. of λ 128 128 64

Laser Power per λ (mW) 3.44 2.7 4
Laser Power (mW) 440.32 346.13 256

Num. of MRs 46336 39014 4288
MR Heating Power (mW) 927 780 85.7

Total Power (W) 1.367 1.126 0.341

128 Nodes

ILmax (dB) 24.11 27.5 21
Num. of λ 256 256 128

Laser Power per λ (mW) 20.5 44.7 10
Laser Power (W) 5.25 11.44 1.28

Num. of MRs 182784 147552 17300
MR Heating Power (W) 3.655 2.951 0.346

Total Power (W) 8.9 14.39 1.626

Laser Power QuT does not provide a layout of their topology and their utilised mod-
elling simulator PhoenixSim [CHB+10] not publicly available. It is thus not possible
to reproduce their reported ILmax accurately since layout can have a tremendous effect
on path lengths and waveguide crossings, and it is fair to assume that their simulator
has done some sort of optimisation. To allow for a fair comparison, we utilise the
technology parameters used in QuT to compute ILmax. Specifically, MR-drop loss (0.5
dB), MR-through loss (0.01 dB), waveguide crossing (0.12 dB), waveguide bending
(0.005 dB), and waveguide propagation loss (0.1 dB/mm) is included in QuT’s ILmax

calculation [HJH14]. Coupling loss (1 dB) is not included in the reported ILmax and
added separately together with laser efficiency (5 dB / ∼30%) to obtain the required
laser power. Finally, the receiver sensitivity Psense (-17 dBm / 20 µW) is multiplied as
shown in Equation 4.1. ILmax for the control network is shown as reported in QuT.
Table 4.1 lists our laser and MR heating power results.
The path with the maximum loss in Amon is between the two nodes in the opposite
corners of the chip. For 64 nodes, ILmax is 15.31 dB. With 1 dB coupling loss, this
translates to 2.7 mW per wavelength. Multiplied by the number of wavelengths, this
leads to 346.13 mW, which is 21% less laser power than in QuT.
Amon induces lower ILmax as it has an improved switching topology. QuT is based on
a ring topology that implements ‘cross links’ spanning across the topology originating
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at each even node ID and ‘bypass links’ that cross the switch designs originating at
each odd node ID (as depicted in Figure 3.4 in Section 3.2.2). While ring topologies
are typically benign to layout in the place&route process due to their simplicity, QuT
has numerous topological properties that make it inferior to Amon in terms of ILmax.
One of them is the large number of cross and bypass links that cause significant num-
bers of waveguide crossings, both within the switch design (up to 3 per switch), and
across switches by crossing each other. In addition, the injection MRs of each node
are placed on one of the two ring waveguides (one per direction), resulting in a large
amount of MR-through loss. Amon provides more spatial-division multiplexing by
implementing one waveguide per row/column in each Submesh, which reduces MR-
through loss, and has a topology tailored to a mesh-layout, which lowers waveguide
crossings. On top of that, between each destination pair in Amon, a wavelength only
has to be dropped from one waveguide to another at most once in the switching topol-
ogy (not including injection/ejection which is required in both QuT and Amon). In
QuT, the optical signal may be dropped multiple times, which adds additional 0.5 dB
to ILmax for each drop.
Interestingly, 128-node Amon actually causes higher ILmax, which translates to twice
the laser power. Theoretically, the excessive number of waveguide crossings and
MR-through losses in QuT should make Amon superior for higher number of nodes.
Amon’s overhead can be explained by two reasons: scaling Amon to 128 nodes re-
quires an 8× 16 layout with 4× 8 Submeshes. This layout is highly imbalanced,
which leads to a network topology that has low ILmax in the vertical connections (only 8
rows), and high ILmax in the horizontal direction (16 columns). Our analysis has shown
that this leads to very large overheads in MR-through losses and waveguide crossings.
Amon should, therefore, be scaled in a balanced fashion (ideally equal number of rows
and columns) to have even paths through the network and low ILmax. A second rea-
son why QuT has lower loss than Amon could be the simulator that the authors used
(Phoenixsim), which may perform layout optimisations. Layout tools were shown to
be able to significantly reduce ILmax in topologies like QuT in which large numbers
of waveguide crossings occur [BRBS16]. Unfortunately, it is not possible to estimate
the extent of layout optimisation that Phoenixsim performs since it is not open-source.
From an analytical point of view, Amon should scale more efficiently than QuT since
QuT inherently has more waveguide crossings, MR-drop, and MR-through losses with
worse scalability.
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Analysing and comparing the data networks of different switching topologies is
useful to identify the most efficient design; however, as discussed before, estimating
laser power based on ILmax through the data network and assuming one laser source
at each injection point is highly optimistic. More realistic designs assume a very low
number of lasers coupled into the chip (ideally one), which requires to factor in a
LPDN for distributing light across the chip into the power model. This has not been
considered in previous control network based WRONoC proposals. In addition, no
information about the injection backend design was provided in recent studies, and
the evaluation results appear to have missed to include the heating requirements of the
modulators. The modulator count, however, is a non-negligible portion of the total MR
count (QuT/Amon needs (N/4×λ)-modulators at each injection channel in each node,
i.e. N× (4× (N/4×λ)−λ)) ( −λ since a node does not need modulators to address
itself). We, therefore, include modulators into the power model, too.
Each node must be provided with (N/4) wavelengths in order to address every other
node in the NoC. In fact, for a link bandwidth of 8λ, each node requires (N/4)×8λ at
each injection channel. Figure 4.5 illustrates the loss that optical signals experience on
a LPDN for a 64-node WRONoC prior to actually entering the data network, assum-
ing one laser source coupled into the chip. Each split introduces losses in the splitter
(0.1-0.2 dB), and, in addition, the signal loses 50% (or 3 dB) of its strength when its
split across two waveguides. As shown in Figure 4.5, for 64 nodes, light needs to be
split six times on the path from the coupler to each node, and then another two times
within each node to distribute the wavelengths to each injection channel. This leads
to 8× (3dB+0.1dB)+0.8dB = 25.6dB , for a splitter loss of 0.1 dB, 0.8 dB waveg-
uide propagation loss (for 0.1 dB/mm and 8 mm path length), and 50% power splitters,
which is more optical loss than in the data networks themselves (see Table 4.1). With
15.31 dB ILmax in Amon, 1 dB coupler loss, and 5 dB laser efficiency, this would lead
to a total path loss of 46.925 dB, which translates to 0.981 W per wavelength laser
power, and a total of 125.56 W for 128λ (N/4×8λ). For QuT (16.36 dB ILmax), this
would translate to 47.96 dB, 1.25 W per wavelength laser power, and a total of 160
W. These power overheads are impractically high and make a scaling above 64 nodes
infeasible since the power requirements are unsuitable for on-chip interconnects and
currently no laser technologies exist that could supply them. Therefore, the studies in
the rest of this chapter will only consider NoCs with 64 nodes.
Fortunately, the loss parameters assumed in QuT do not represent the latest device
technologies – more advanced devices have already been fabricated and verified since
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Table 4.2: Conservative and Aggressive SiP Technology Parameters

Loss Parameter Conservative Aggressive

Waveguide propagation 0.1 dB/mm 0.0271 dB/mm
Waveguide crossing 0.12 dB 0.04 dB
Waveguide bending 0.005 dB/ 90 0.027 dB/ 90◦

MR-through 0.01 dB 0.001 dB*
MR-drop 0.5 dB 0.5 dB
Splitter 0.1 dB 0.1 dB
Coupler 1 dB 1 dB

Laser efficiency 5 dB 5 dB
Receiver Sensitivity -17 dBm / 20 µW -21 dBm / 7.94 µW

QuT’s publication in 2014 – and devices are widely expected to mature over the next
few years. Table 4.2 lists the technology parameters utilised in QuT (‘conservative’)
and more aggressive technology parameters of more advanced SiP devices. Silicon
hybrid rib/strip waveguides of 460 nm width have been demonstrated with propaga-
tion losses of 0.0271 dB/mm and bend losses of 0.027 dB/90◦ [BS11], and so have
CMOS compatible waveguide crossing arrays that decrease crossing loss down to 0.04
dB [LSZP14]. Photodetectors with better sensitivity than -17 dBm have also been
demonstrated, and receivers can exhibit sensitivities of -21 dBm at 10 Gb/s [BRNB16,
MNM+12]. In addition, numerous studies expect MR-through loss of 0.01 dB to de-
crease down to 0.001 dB or even 0.0001 dB [ZAU+15, BSK+10, JBK+09, LBGP14].
Table 4.2 lists these improvements under ‘aggressive device parameters’. The asterisk
(*) indicates device projections/speculations rather than demonstrated devices (only
MR-through loss).
In order to assess the impact that these improvements have on designs like Amon, it is
necessary to analyse what contributes the most to ILmax in these networks. For Amon,
waveguide crossings and MR-through losses are the major contributors for the utilised
conservative parameters in the previous section. Figure 4.11 presents a breakdown of
the losses contributing to ILmax for the conservative (cons) and aggressive (aggr) tech-
nology parameters of Table 4.2 for Amon’s data network and LPDN (note that, for
the sake of clarity, waveguide bending losses are omitted in these charts due to their
negligible contribution to ILmax).
Our first observation is that Amon’s data network benefits significantly from more ad-
vanced device technologies – all improvements translate to noticeable reductions of
ILmax in Amon’s topology. In particular, we observe that the technological improve-
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Figure 4.11: ILmax breakdown of Amon and the LPDN for 64 Nodes

ments have a large impact on MR-through and waveguide crossing loss. The overall
ILmax is reduced by ∼ 4×. The second observation is regarding the LPDN: the most
losses to the optical signal actually occur in the LPDN. Losses caused due to low laser
efficiencies of current technologies and loss for coupling light from a fibre into the chip
are unavoidable and would occur even if light did not have to be distributed; however,
the vast majority of the optical loss stems from splitting, i.e. distributing, light across
the chip to each node. Splitting loss includes loss within the splitter (0.1 dB) and 3 dB
for a splitting ratio of 50% down each path of a 1:2 split, where the latter is the deci-
sive loss factor. Advanced technologies have no impact on the fact that optical power
needs to be split when being distributed. Technological advances only provide slight
improvements regarding the waveguide propagation loss in the LPDN. Note that QuT’s
laser power requirements would decrease as well, however, not to an extent to which
it would be superior to Amon as its switching topology is inherently less efficient (as
discussed earlier).
Table 4.3 lists the total ILmax of the entire optical NoC (Amon + LPDN) from the point
light enters the chip to all receivers for both conservative and aggressive technology
parameters for 64 nodes. While Amon requires impractical amounts of laser power for
conservative parameters, advanced technology parameters have a large impact and can
actually reduce the total laser power to an acceptable level. Improvements in laser ef-
ficiency, advanced coupling devices, and higher receiver sensitivities could lower this
value even further. In summary, with advanced technologies, Amon could be a suit-
able alternative for CMPs with high network utilisation demands. In particular, apart
from the devices already demonstrated, MR-through loss projections are crucial in the
future to enable power-efficient WRONoCs.
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Table 4.3: Total power results for Amon with LPDN for 64 Nodes (dynamic power is
listed for uniform random traffic prior to network saturation)

Amon + LPDN (cons) Amon + LPDN (aggr)

ILmax (dB) 46.925 34.580
Laser power per λ (W) 0.985 0.0574
Total Laser Power (W) 126.08 2.918

Num. of MRs (Modulators + Filters) 71270 71270
MR heating power (W) 1.43 1.43

Total Static Optical Power (W) 127.51 4.35
Dynamic Power (W) 0.587 0.587
Leakage Power (W) 0.091 0.091

Total Power (W) 128.06 5.02

The exponential relationship between laser power and ILmax shows how important it is
to reduce path losses through smart network architectures and advanced technologies;
however, ultimately, losses to distribute light across the chip will remain to dominate
the ILmax due to the physical properties of splitting light, which will effectively limit
the power efficiency of WRONoCs for larger scale NoCs.
From an architectural point-of-view, core clustering can reduce the number of injection
points in the NoC, leading to less light splitting and thus large laser power reductions;
however, each node would only have half the bandwidth, and contention at the des-
tination nodes, which already poses a performance challenge for realistic traffic (as
revealed in Section 4.2.4), would increase even further in this case, possibly leading
to unacceptable latency overheads. However, when considering the injection points of
Amon, and in fact most control network based WRONoCs in literature, we observe
that each node has injection channels which allows to send a packet to every node in
the network simultaneously at any given time. The question arises whether this is ac-
tually necessary to provide sufficient network performance, or whether fewer injection
channels can satisfy the performance demands, too. For instance, reducing the num-
ber of injection channels to one would allow to discard two splits on the optical path
without requiring core clustering. This would reduce ILmax by 6.2 dB, which would
reduce the total laser power to 30.25 W and 0.881 W in the conservative and aggressive
case, respectively. Section 4.4 will present an approach to achieve these reductions and
evaluate its efficiency.
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MR Heating Power Amon’s topology allows for fewer MRs than QuT, particularly
as network size increases, and in turn saves MR heating power, showing that improved
topologies can save both power and resources. Table 4.1 lists the MR requirements of
Amon and QuT. Amon’s topology requires fewer MRs than QuT with better scalability:
Amon requires 16% and 19% fewer MRs than QuT for 64 and 128 nodes, respectively,
thus decreasing the total MR heating power consumption by the same percentage.

Dynamic Power Figures 4.12a and 4.12b report the dynamic power consumption
for packet buffering, modulation, detection, and in the EO/OE backend circuitry for
the different considered synthetic traffic patterns (prior to network saturation of QuT)
for 64 and 128 nodes, respectively. Note that we only consider Amon with the control
mechanism that parallelises both REQs and ACKs as the differences between Amon’s
control mechanisms in terms of dynamic power were negligible.
Our control network mechanism reduces dynamic power compared to QuT because
neither NACKS nor REQ retransmissions are required. As dynamic power is mea-
sured slightly before network saturation of QuT, contention at the destination nodes is
high, leading to more NACKs and REQ retransmissions in the control network. In ad-
dition, each control packet is received by 16 nodes in the control network as the optical
signal is distributed using splitters. Therefore, each control packet consumes dynamic
power for detection and in the OE backend circuitry in 16 nodes, which explains the
large extent of power savings by discarding NACKs. The amount of QuT’s power
overheads thus stem from the number of additional NACKs and REQ retransmissions,
which depend on the contention at the destination nodes, which in turn depends on
the traffic pattern and injection rates. For instance, in bit complement traffic, each
node sends to a different unique destination, leading to no contention and in turn no
dynamic power overheads. The biggest difference is observed in the pattern with the
highest contention – hotspot traffic – which, however, also exhibits the lowest abso-
lute dynamic power since these NoCs saturate very early. On average, the absence of
NACKs and REQ retransmissions saves ∼45% and ∼55% for the 64 and 128 node
case, respectively.
Dynamic power savings compared to the 2D Mesh vary significantly based on the traf-
fic pattern due to its sensitivity to distances on chip (transmitting to destinations far
away from the source causes high numbers of hops and, in turn, more energy con-
sumption for each router and link traversal). In optics, data communication itself is
very low power once the power for the laser and MR heating is paid for. This explains
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Figure 4.12: Dynamic Power Consumption for Synthetic Traffic

the dynamic power savings of Amon/QuT compared to the 2D Mesh, which are on
average 8% and 23% for 64 and 128 nodes, respectively.

Leakage Power We assume buffer space for 24 × 64 bits at the output buffers at
each node which corresponds to the buffers space in the 2D Mesh at each input port
of a router. In addition, we apportion buffer space for one cache line (576 bit) at each
ejection channel since each destination can only receive data from one sender at a time,
which can be at most the size of a cache line. Our evaluation has shown that leakage
power in WRONoCs plays an insignificant role, attributed to the absence of buffering
at intermediate routers. In fact, many WRONoC studies do not even explicitly include
leakage power in their power model [KH12] [HJH14]. In addition, Amon does not
incur any additional overheads compared to QuT since both NoCs have the same buffer
requirements; however, for a fair comparison to electrical NoCs, at least the input and
output buffer power values should be included. In total, leakage power in WRONoCs
contains leakage power in the input and output buffers, the EO and OE backends, and
driver circuits in our model. Compared to the buffer requirements of electrical NoCs
in the routers, however, these are low (see Table 4.4).

Total Power Table 4.4 compares the power consumption of Amon and QuT to the
2D Mesh. Power values include the entire NoCs, i.e. the data network, the control
network, and the LPDN. Dynamic power represents the dynamic power dissipated
prior to network saturation of QuT for uniform random traffic. Power for the control
network in the aggressive case was computed based on the ILmax reported in QuT with
the conservative parameters, but with an aggressive receiver sensitivity of -21 dBm.
The power of the control network is therefore slightly overestimated in the aggressive
case; however, note that the power consumed for that receiver sensitivity is 100 mW
and is therefore only a very small contribution to the overall laser power (< 1%) –
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Table 4.4: Total Power Consumption of 64-node NoCs

Power QuT (Cons) Amon (Cons) Amon (Aggr) 2D Mesh

Laser 160.256 126.336 3.018 -
MR heating 1.66 1.51 1.51 -

Leakage 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.41
Dynamic 1.158 0.587 0.587 0.8

Tota Power (W) 163.16 128.5 5.2 1.21

most power is consumed on the data network. For the conservative parameters of QuT,
Amon reduces power compared to QuT by 21%. However, both WRONoCs are not
competitive compared to an aggressive 2D Mesh at 22 nm. Although most of the
power is consumed at the laser source which is off-chip, the overall system efficiency
would be seriously decreased. For aggressive parameters, results look more promising,
although 5.2 W is still well above the 2D Mesh (1.21 W).
Dynamic power, however, increases significantly faster in the electrical NoCs, and the
dynamic power in Table 4.4 was extracted at QuT’s saturation point, which is fairly
low. Amon, however, can sustain higher network loads and optical NoCs become
increasingly efficient as injection rates increase. The highest dynamic power savings
of Amon compared to the 2D Mesh are therefore at the saturation point of Amon,
which is at 65 Gbps/node. At this point, Amon consumes just 0.88 W whereas the
Mesh consumes 1.2 W dynamic power.

Resource Requirements and Area

QuT was shown to be the design with the lowest area requirements compared to a num-
ber of alternative WRONoCs, thus a comparison of Amon with QuT allows to assess
how Amon can compete amongst these proposals. Area requirements of WRONoCs,
however, are typically difficult to estimate in a meaningful way for various reasons.
Based on whether integration is envisioned to be monolithic or on a separate die and
3D integrated, placement constraints vary. Since integration is widely envisioned to be
performed on a separate die, placement of the components depends on the locations
of the TSVs, and placement of the on-chip components (cores, caches, etc.), and thus
varies between designs. Also, the layout of the SiP components requires consideration
of spacing between them to avoid crosstalk. On top of that, place&route tools can
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Table 4.5: SiP Resource Requirements

QuT Amon Control Network

64 Nodes

Num. of MRs 46336 39014 4288
Num. of Waveguides within NoC 130 64 4

Num. of Injection Waveguides 256 256 -
Num. of Ejection Waveguides 128 240 64

Total Num. of Waveguides 514 560 80

128 Nodes

Num. of MRs 182784 147552 17300
Num. of Waveguides within NoC 258 96 8

Num. of Injection Waveguides 512 512 -
Num. of Ejection Waveguides 256 480 128

Total Num. of Waveguides 1026 1088 144

change the total required area through optimisation. Nevertheless, the MR and waveg-
uide requirements of a topology are typically a good first indicator to estimate the area
overheads of a WRONoC topology.
The resources requirements of Amon and QuT are listed in Table 4.5 for 64 and 128
nodes, and are categorised into waveguides necessary to perform the switching within
the data network, and waveguides required to inject and eject optical signals into the
switching topology. Both Amon and QuT require four injection waveguides to inject
data into the network. Amon needs more ejection waveguides because optical signals
must be ejected from each cardinal direction, while QuT is a bidirectional ring and
only needs to eject signals from two directions. Since optical signal injection/ejection
occurs within the switch design of the local node, these waveguides are much shorter
than the waveguides connecting the switches. The impact on the overall area is there-
fore most likely low. Therefore, although Amon needs more waveguides than QuT
overall, the waveguides required in the switching topology are actually much fewer
(less than half), most likely leading to less waveguide area requirements overall. In
addition, the number of MRs, as reported in the previous section, is lower in Amon
than in QuT, which further reduces area.
Note that the control network consists of MWSR buses on which data is directly mod-
ulated onto the bus and is not injected into the network like in WRONoCs. Therefore,
no injection waveguides are necessary. Ejection waveguides on control network are
normally not necessary on MWSR buses neither since photodetectors are placed right
behind the ejection MRs; however, QuT’s control network utilises splitters, which re-
quires one additional waveguide per split to guide the optical signals to the local node,
which results in N ejection waveguides.
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In both designs, the number of waveguides is ∼500 and ∼1000 for 64 and 128 nodes,
respectively. To put this into perspective to VLSI layout: waveguides of 470 nm width
have been successfully fabricated. In order to avoid high crosstalk between two adja-
cent waveguides, they should be spaced 0.5-3 µm from each other [PD10]. Therefore,
often a total (pessimistic) waveguide pitch of 4-5 µm is assumed in the scientific lit-
erature (e.g. in [LBGP14] or in the technology library of DSENT [SCK+12]), which
enables a compact implementation. In addition, MRs can be as small as 3 µm [NFA11].
From a layout perspective, such dimensions are thus within the feasible design range.

4.2.5 Discussion

WRONoCs based on control networks are likely the only viable solution to implement
all-optical NoCs without excessive static power consumption. Although QuT outper-
forms numerous state-of-the-art proposals in terms of power consumption, advanced
designs such as Amon can improve power efficiency even further. In fact, Amon re-
duces power consumption by 21% for 64 nodes compared to the topology QuT.
In terms of performance, our results confirm our hypothesis that contention in the
control network is the decisive performance delimiter for NoCs like Amon/QuT, and
even doubling the link bandwidth on the data network cannot hide inefficiencies on
the control network. Parallelising ACKs and REQs to data transmission and removing
NACKs from the control mechanism reduces contention on the control network, hides
arbitration latency, and decreases dynamic power significantly. This alleviates most of
QuT’s shortcomings and improves throughput on synthetic traffic by up to 45% and
reduces packet latency on PARSEC traces by 75% (on average). In addition, Amon
outperforms aggressive electrical baseline 2D Mesh by similar margins on realistic
traffic (70% on average).
Despite the laser power reductions of Amon compared to QuT, the total laser power is
still too high even for the most advanced SiP devices. This significantly decreases its
power efficiency compared to electrical baselines and must be further addressed. Be-
sides, neither QuT nor Amon includes non-linear effects in their power model. Non-
linear loss of ∼0.35 dB for ∼100 mW optical power in a 10 mm waveguide has been
reported [LBGP14], which is fairly low. However, the 64-node Amon for aggressive
SiP devices requires ∼3 W at the laser source, and although this power is halved at
each split in the LPDN, this could lead to considerable non-linear losses. One possi-
ble solution to this problem is to simply utilise more laser sources and couple them
into the lower branches of the LPDN, which would reduce the power per laser source
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and in the waveguides and in turn non-linear losses. The trade-off is that more laser
sources are required in the system. Reducing laser power is therefore not only impor-
tant to design efficiency, but also to keep non-linear losses at levels at which they only
have little impact on the total laser power consumption. Later on in this chapter (see
Section 4.4), we will discuss an architectural improvement to the injection back-end
which substantially reduces the number of laser splits required to drive the signals into
the injectors.
We will move on, first, into tackling the performance degradations arising from com-
munication hotspots, which are common in emerging workloads and, as we just dis-
cussed, one of the weakest points of Amon/QuT. In order to avoid latency overheads
and make these NoCs more robust against these kinds of traffic patterns we present
an architectural modification to the ejection backend that reduces the contention at the
receiving nodes by increasing the number of ejection channels.

4.3 Deploying Multiple Ejection Channels

The availability of a single ejection channel at the nodes can generate unnecessary
contention scenarios, which can be especially pathological under transient hotspots as
those arising from realistic workloads. The incidence of such hotspots depends on the
CMP system architecture and applications but is typically low (one or two hotspots in
the PARSEC traces used in our study), meaning that only a very small fraction of the
nodes in the NoC must be provided with higher ingress bandwidth or different access
patterns. Unfortunately, light (i.e. the wavelengths for modulation) is distributed to the
injection channels of the nodes in NoCs like Amon/QuT, which makes a destination-
based bandwidth scaling impossible to manage in real-time.
Improved control mechanisms, however, can have a large impact. When analysing
Amon’s switch design, one can observe that the design of the ejection channels can be
modified to accept data from more than one sender at the same time, which could take
off some of the contention on the control network and improve performance. While one
benefit of control network based WRONoCs compared to contention-free WRONoCs
is the reduced number of receivers at a destination (1 vs. N−1), increasing the number
of receivers at a node from 1 to 1 for each cardinal direction will likely not elimi-
nate these benefits. In fact, switches in Amon have incoming links from either 3 or 4
directions, which is still much less than N−1 in contention-free WRONoCs.
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(a) Original Amon Switch 33 with one ejec-
tion channel

(b) Amon Switch 33 with OE backends at
each ejection channel

Figure 4.13: Switch Design with OE Backends at Each Ejection Channel

4.3.1 Deploying Multiple Ejection Channels in Amon

A possible improvement that does not require additional MRs or bandwidth on the
links is to allow nodes to receive data from more than one sender at a time. Fig-
ure 4.13a shows the design of Switch 33 in the original 64-node Amon design, and
Figure 4.13b our proposed modification. Each switch in Amon receives optical signals
from each cardinal direction and ejects these signals with its MR filters, which will
then be combined to the same waveguide and absorbed by the photodetector. Instead
of combining these waveguides, each ejection waveguide – which is already provi-
sioned for – could guide its optical signals to its own, separate photodetector. This
would enable a node to receive from three senders at the same time (rather than one),
just by adding two additional photodetectors and backend circuitry. These overheads
are very small, and will not even lead to higher MR heating power since no MRs are
added.
The destination-reservation mechanism must be adjusted because the access rights to
such destinations change: instead of allowing only one node to send to a destination at
a time, a destination can now grant access to one sender per cardinal direction simul-
taneously provided their optical signals enter from different cardinal directions so that
they are ejected to different photodetectors. Since switching in WRONoC topologies
is static/deterministic, each destination knows the cardinal direction from which opti-
cal signals will enter the switch based on the sender ID. In Amon, for instance, this
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Figure 4.14: Example of Simultaneous Data Reception from Three Different Senders

depends on the relative location of the sender to the destination. Figure 4.14 exempli-
fies this for Switch 34. Node 17, 32, and 58, can all send to Node 34 at the same time
because their optical signals are entering Switch 34 from different cardinal directions
and are thus absorbed by different photodetectors.
Structural or transient hotspots may be known at design time. For instance, in embed-
ded systems or systems-on-chip, the application domain and communication patterns
are known a priori and will not change over the lifetime of a system [JP09]. In these
cases, it is possible to just equip the hotspot nodes with multiple ejection channels
which would allow for very low overhead modifications. However, in many other do-
mains, such as server computing or data centres, applications and workloads change
and the operating system may execute the same program on different resources. In
these cases, it may be desired to have one ejection channel for each cardinal direction
at each node in the NoC, provided that the total overheads are acceptable. Therefore,
we evaluate the overheads and drawbacks of both designs in the following. We expect
the overheads to be small in either case because, even if multiple ejection channels
exist, each ejection channel can only receive data from one sender at a time, therefore
requiring only very limited buffering (e.g. for one cache line).

4.3.2 Evaluation

PARSEC workloads were simulated in order to identify the hotspot nodes in each appli-
cation, which were then equipped with the backend modifications described above. In
all applications, it was mainly one destination that constituted a significant hotspot. It
should be noted, however, that the hotspots are also determined by the cache hierarchy
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and coherence protocols, and not necessarily by the applications only, so for different
microarchitectures the hotspot nodes may differ. One hotspot destination leads to a de-
sign in which the modified switch design is added to only one node in Amon, denoted
as Amon multiple ej 1. Similarly, we evaluate Amon with multiple ejection channels
at each destination, denoted as Amon multiple ej each. We utilise the most efficient
control mechanism of the previous section, which is the design in which both REQs
and ACKs are parallelised to data transmission. We compare our design to the standard
Amon with one ejection channel per node and the same control mechanism. For our
evaluation with synthetic traffic, we only compare Amon to Amon multiple ej each
since it is not possible to identify hotspots in these traffic patterns (or hotspots may not
even exist). Both studies only consider NoCs with 64 nodes given the lack of scalabil-
ity in terms of laser power exposed in the previous section. We include QuT and the
2D Mesh to the evaluation to show the improvements both in relation to the standard
Amon and the alternative NoCs.

Performance Analysis

Figure 4.15 depicts the latency results for synthetic workloads. Latency and throughput
improvements are very promising, with throughput doubled for most traffic patterns.
Latency and throughput remain unchanged in bit complement traffic in which each des-
tination receives traffic from only one sender, therefore more ejection channels have
no impact on performance. Throughput is improved to a point at which Amon can
now compete with a 2D Mesh. In summary, using multiple ejection channels improves
throughput for all traffic patterns, and is competitive to the 2D Mesh (apart from neigh-
bour traffic).
Figure 4.16 shows the latency results for PARSEC workloads. Adding three photode-
tectors and OE backend circuitry to each ejection channel in one node has tremendous
performance benefits across all applications. On average, Amon’s packet latency is
halved just by adding our modification to one node. In fact, adding multiple ejection
channels to each destination does not lead to significant further latency reductions in
these workloads (∼4%). Another interesting observation is that the previous section
showed that doubling the link bandwidth on the data network to 16λ also halves the la-
tency on average, which means that adding more ejection channels has the same effect
as doubling link bandwidth. The difference, however, is that doubling link bandwidth
would lead to unsustainable laser power overheads, whereas adding ejection channels
causes only very little overheads (as we will see in the following). Compared to QuT
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Figure 4.15: Average packet latency for synthetic workloads: Multiple Ejection Chan-
nels

and 2D Mesh, the latency improvements are now even higher than before, making our
design the far superior choice in terms of performance. Note that QuT could tech-
nically also be extended to function with multiple ejection channels, but its topology
would only allow this approach to a limited extent since it consists of a bidirectional
ring and thus only receives data from two directions (rather than 3 or 4 in Amon). Nev-
ertheless, performance gains of this approach could likely be attained in QuT, too, just
to a lower extent.

Power Overheads

Figure 4.17 shows the power breakdown of the standard Amon, Amon with only one
destination with multiple ejection channels, and Amon with all destinations having
multiple ejection channels. The power overheads include leakage power of the ad-
ditional input buffers, photodetectors and drivers, and OE backend circuitry for each
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Figure 4.17: Power Overheads of Implementing Multiple Ejection Channels

ejection channel. We apportion each receiver with 576 bits input buffer space, which
corresponds to one cache line. Leakage power in optical NoCs is widely known to have
a very small impact on the overall power, which is also reflected in our power results.
Therefore, the total leakage power overheads, which are ∼40% when each destina-
tion has multiple ejection channels, translate to negligible power overheads overall (<
0.5%). The latency and throughput improvements of our approach, therefore, come
with very little overheads.

4.3.3 Discussion

Implementing multiple ejection channels turns hotspot sensitive control network based
WRONoCs into high-speed NoCs that outperform state-of-the-art all-optical and ag-
gressive electrical baselines for realistic traffic patterns. In addition, contention at the
destination nodes is alleviated, which makes Amon robust towards various different
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traffic patterns at fairly uniform latency and throughput levels, which is a desirable
property in many-core architectures [JBK+09]. Power overheads of additional ejec-
tion channels are negligible, even if implemented at each node, making this a well-
rounded architectural optimisation which could be incorporated to future or other ex-
isting [KAH11][KH12][HJH14] all-optical NoC designs.

4.4 Leveraging MR Tuning to Reduce Splitting Losses

As shown in the experiments and discussed before, the power requirements – particu-
larly at the laser source – are still too high to make WRONoCs a viable candidate to
replace electrical NoCs. As identified in Section 4.2.4, the LPDN is a main contributor
to the total laser power since light distribution degrades the signal by 3 dB for each
50:50 split (+ 0.1 dB splitter loss). Any reduction in the amount of splitting would,
therefore, allow for large laser power savings. The first obvious approach to reduce
splitting is to decrease the number of switches by deploying clustering, i.e. two nodes
are connected to one switch through which they enter the network; however, this would
also halve the bandwidth per core. Ideally, we would reduce splitting without causing
significant bandwidth losses.
When investigating QuT’s and Amon’s switch design, the question arises whether the
number of injection channels, in particular, the number of destinations that data can
be transmitted to simultaneously, is actually necessary to support the NoC’s traffic
demands. With the current architecture and assuming that each destination is free,
a node can send to every other node in the NoC simultaneously (i.e. broadcast) as
they are addressed by different λ-sets on different injection channels. We argue, that
this is rarely the case as most cache coherence protocols in large-scale CMPs deploy
directory-based protocols, which exhibit (typically) low fan-out multicast traffic, but
not broadcast [JP09]. Indeed, most operations for data communication are of unicast
nature. For this reason, decreasing the number of injection channels may not have a di-
minishing impact on performance in realistic systems but could save two splits (1 vs. 4
injection channels) and thus huge amounts of laser power. This section will present the
injection backend proposal with a single injection channel which allows for substantial
power savings with little performance overheads that are more than compensated by
the other proposed optimisations discussed above.
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4.4.1 MR Tuning to Reduce the Number of Injection Channels

If the four injection channels are reduced to one injection channel, it must still be en-
sured that each node can inject data on all the waveguides to reach each destination in
the data network. Figure 4.18a shows a backend design in which one injection channel
is connected to all required waveguides (for example Switch 33 of a 64-node Amon),
providing all necessary injection points into the network. Injection filters are basically
chained one after another on the injection waveguide.
Since one injection channel is now connected to each injection point, some sort of ar-
bitration must occur prior to data transmission since four MR filter banks respond to
the same λ-set (four destinations share the same λ-set for addressing). For instance, in
Figure 4.18a, if data shall be injected into the Intermesh link to the west, it would be
filtered by a MR filter responding to the same λ-set to the Submesh south before that
optical signal could ever reach the Intermesh west injection point. Luckily, MRs can
be dynamically tune/detuned by integrated heaters to respond to a certain wavelength
channel or not (as discussed in Section 2.3.2). Therefore, we propose to perform MR
detuning of all injection filters responding to the λ-set that shall not inject into the net-
work prior to data transmission. This is shown in Figure 4.18b: data shall be injected
into the Intermesh west waveguide. Therefore, all injection MRs responding to the
injection λ-set are detuned prior to data transmission (grey) and only the injection MR
on the Intermesh west waveguide is tuned in, ensuring correct data injection into the
network. Unfortunately, this approach does not only have a decreasing effect on power
consumption, but also a negative effect on latency and thus requires a detailed analysis
of its benefits and drawbacks.

Impact on Performance

Two factors may degrade performance: i) delay for MR tuning prior to data transmis-
sion, and ii) bandwidth reductions due to fewer injection channels.
i) Previous studies assumed tuning delays of one core clock cycle [Van10], and devices
of at most 500 ps have been demonstrated [PTDS16]. Besides, MR tuning could be
performed in parallel to the delay through the EO backends during data transmission.
We, therefore, assume one core clock cycle of additional delay caused by MR tuning
in our model.
ii) The previous design with four injection channels allowed to send data to each of
the destinations in the NoC simultaneously since there was one injection channel per
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Submesh, and one λ-set to address each destination within a Submesh (N/4 λ-sets in
total per injection link). In our design with one injection channel, a sender can only
transmit to N/4 different destinations simultaneously. For instance, if a node wants to
send data to two destinations that are addressed with the same λ-set, it would have to
transmit data one after another since only one injection channel is available.

Impact on Power

From a power perspective, as described earlier in this chapter, reducing the number
of injection channels would reduce the splitting requirements by 6.2 dB. Connect-
ing one injection waveguide to all injection points, however, will lead to higher path
losses in the NoC due to more MR-through losses (the worst-case λ now has to pass
(3×(N/4)×λ) additional MRs. For 8λ link bandwidth and 64 nodes, this would result
in additional 384 MR passings, which would result in additional 3.84 dB (for conser-
vative 0.01 dB) and 0.384 dB (for aggressive 0.001 dB) MR-through loss. In either
case, the savings in splitter loss outweigh these overheads, and, in the aggressive case,
the MR-through loss overheads are insignificant compared to the splitter loss savings.
Apart from savings in ILmax, MR heating power is also saved: as we only require
one injection channel now, the number of required modulators is sliced by four (see
Figure 4.19). Since these reductions take place in each node, the savings in MR heat-
ing could be significant. In addition, design complexity is reduced as much less EO
backend circuitry is required. The question that remains is: can these power savings
actually provide a more power-efficient solution, or will the performance degradation
outweigh the power savings? We aim to provide an answer to this question in the
following.

4.4.2 Evaluation

Methodology

This approach is applied both to the standard Amon (one ejection channel per node)
and to the Amon with multiple ejection channels at each node proposed in the previ-
ous section. ‘4Inj’ indicates four injection channels per node (standard Amon), and
‘1Inj’ the proposed one-injection-channel approach. All Amon NoCs utilise the most
efficient destination-reservation mechanism in which both REQs and ACKs are par-
allelised. We evaluate these NoCs both under synthetic and realistic workloads and
provide a power comparison.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: Backend modification example Switch 33: one injection channel is con-
nected to all waveguides. MR filters are tuned/detuned prior to data transmission to
allow the optical signal to enter the network into the correct waveguide

Figure 4.19: Amon Backend: One vs. Four Injection Channels

Performance Analysis

Figure 4.20 shows the latency results for synthetic traffic. Reducing the number of
injection channels from four to one only increases packet latency by a very small per-
centage, and the network saturates slightly earlier when only one injection channel is
used. In bit complement traffic, each source has only one destination, so a source will
never have to send packets to two different destinations that share the same λ-set. The
same applies to neighbour traffic since two destinations with the same λ-set would be
located in different Submeshes far away from each other on the chip. In these two
cases, the performance differences are caused by the latency for MR tuning only. In
hotspot traffic, contention at the injection channel can occur; however, performance
is mainly limited by the contention at the hotspot destination node, leading to small
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Figure 4.20: Average Packet Latency for Synthetic Traffic: One vs. Four Injection
Channels

latency and throughput differences. In uniform random traffic, latency is very similar
for low-to-moderate injection rates, but Amon saturates 13% earlier with one injection
channel. One possible explanation for this is that the likelihood of two subsequent
packets in a source node to be sent to a destination with the same λ-set is actually quite
low since only four (out of 64) nodes share the same λ-set in Amon.
Figure 4.21 shows the latency results on PARSEC workloads. Average packet latency

is increased on all of the workloads, and on average by 20%. For realistic workloads,
these modifications may thus lead to some latency drawbacks; however, in none of the
workloads to a diminishing extent. Compared to the 2D Mesh and QuT, the latency
savings are still large. The question is whether these latency overheads are justified by
the power savings, which is analysed in the following.
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Figure 4.21: Average packet latency normalised to the standard Amon design with four
injection channels and one ejection channel for PARSEC workloads.

Power Analysis

Table 4.6 lists laser and MR heating power for conservative and aggressive technology
parameters for the data network and LPDN. Reducing the number of injection chan-
nels to one per node results in 34% fewer MRs and in turn less MR heating power. The
reductions in ILmax lead to 42% laser power reduction for conservative parameters,
and to ∼87% for aggressive parameters. In total, utilising four injection channels per
node leads to 1.71× and 4.11× higher power consumption for the conservative and
aggressive case, respectively; however, even with one injection channel, conservative
parameters will not be able to deliver sufficiently low power levels to be competitive to
the 2D Mesh. The results for the aggressive parameters, on the other hand, are promis-
ing, particularly as most of them are demonstrated devices and not speculations.
Table 4.7 compares the power values to the 2D Mesh when factoring in the control

network and dynamic and leakage power. In addition, in order to compare power ef-
ficiency, we compute and compare the throughput per Watt (TPW), which is the max-
imum sustained throughput (in Gbps/node) divided by the consumed power (in our
study for uniform random traffic). We only compare Amon to the 2D Mesh for aggres-
sive technology parameters, since the conservative ones lead to an order of magnitude
higher power consumption due to overheads at the laser and is thus unlikely to make
designers consider it for replacing electrical NoCs.
The power savings of utilising only one injection channel combined with its low per-
formance degradations lead to significant improvements in terms of power efficiency.
Compared to the four-injection-channel case, the one-injection-channel design im-
proves power efficiency by 1.95× and 1.66× for one and multiple ejection channels,
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Table 4.6: Static optical power consumption comparison of Amon (data network +
LPDN) with one and four injection channels for conservative and aggressive technol-
ogy parameters

Conservative Aggressive

Amon: 1 Inj. Amon: 4 Inj. Amon: 1Inj. Amon: 4 Inj.

ILmax 44.565 46.925 28.764 34.580
Laser Power per λ (W) 0.572 0.985 0.00597 0.0228
Total Laser Power (W) 73.23 126.08 0.765 2.918

Num. of MRs 47206 71270 47206 71270
MR Heating Power (W) 0.944 1.43 0.944 1.43

Total Power (W) 73.17 127.51 1.71 4.35

respectively. Although power efficiency can be significantly improved with our ap-
proach, only the design with multiple ejection channels and one injection channel –
the most efficient Amon design of all – can seriously compete with the 2D Mesh in
terms of TPW (though the 2D Mesh is still 17% more power-efficient).
Note that this does not necessarily mean that the 2D Mesh is always the preferred
choice over Amon. In fact, there are numerous reasons why Amon is actually the most
efficient design. Firstly, the technology library of DSENT for the 2D Mesh is likely
very aggressive, particularly clocked at 5 GHz. Other studies in literature or future
projections often assume significantly higher power values (i.a. [LBGP14][HJH14]).
Secondly, although the 2D Mesh can sustain higher network loads than Amon for
synthetic traffic, it is less efficient for realistic traffic with multicast traffic, in which
Amon reduces the average packet latency significantly. Besides, latency in the 2D
Mesh is highly dependent on the traffic pattern due to latency at intermediate hops,
whereas Amon shows constant performance levels across all traffic patterns (apart
from hotspot). Thirdly, although laser power should be included in the total power
consumption to assess energy efficiency in a meaningful way, the power dissipated at
the laser source is off-chip and has, therefore, no impact on the thermal design power.
For CMPs in which the on-chip fabric is stressed, Amon would thus impact the power
budget less as it has much lower dynamic power consumption than the 2D Mesh.
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Table 4.7: Total Power Breakdown and Throughput per Watt of All Amon Designs vs.
The 2D Mesh

Power (W) Amon 4Inj Amon 1Inj Amon mult ej 4Inj Amon mult ej 1Inj 2D Mesh

Laser 3.018 0.865 3.018 0.865 -
MR heating 1.51 1.024 1.51 1.024 -

Leakage 0.091 0.0766 0.14 0.126 0.41
Dynamic 0.88 0.84 1.9 1.8 2.6

Total Power 5.5 2.63 6.57 3.64 3.01

Throughput 70 65 163 150 145

TPW 12.73 24.76 24.82 41.27 48.17

4.4.3 Discussion

Our results show that exploiting MR tuning to reduce the number of injection chan-
nels per node improves power efficiency significantly compared to the four-injection-
channel case by allowing for large power savings with low performance degradations.
The results for aggressive parameters are particularly encouraging: at a total power
consumption of 2.63 W, WRONoCs could actually be more power efficient than elec-
trical NoCs, especially as the vast majority of the devices used in the aggressive case
have already been demonstrated to be viable. Our injection backend solution is a step
forward to making WRONoCs like Amon more power-efficient. In addition, our archi-
tectural findings, i.e. the power saving potential of utilising MR tuning to reduce the
number of injection channels, can also be applied to other WRONoC architectures that
also over-provision the injection bandwidth per node (e.g. [KAH11][KH12][HJH14]).

4.5 Summary

This chapter introduced Amon, a novel WRONoC topology that reduces the static op-
tical power consumption compared to the state-of-the-art topology QuT by decreasing
the number of MRs for wavelength-routing and optical path losses. In addition, we
avoided the use of NACK packets and REQ retransmissions which enables reductions
in both contention on the control network and dynamic power. REQs encoding the
packet length can be leveraged to forecast the duration of data transmission which al-
lows destinations to send out ACKs to requesters while receiving data packets at the
same time. This novel control scheme improves both performance and dynamic power
significantly. In total, Amon saves 21% of power, improves throughput by up to 45%
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for synthetic workloads, and reduces latency by 75% on PARSEC traces (on average.)
Our study revealed that the standard practice of having a single ejection channel per
destination makes WRONoCs particularly susceptible to traffic hotspots, which arise
frequently in realistic multi-threaded workloads and might thus lead to large latency
overheads which, in turn, increases execution times. Equipping Amon with photode-
tectors and backend circuitry to eject optical signals from each cardinal direction in the
topology can largely resolve this issue: while this modification introduces negligible
power overheads (< 0.5%), they double throughput on most synthetic traffic patterns
and decreases latency by ∼50% on PARSEC traces (on average) compared to the one-
ejection-channel design.
Although our architectural proposals improve the efficiency of WRONoC consider-
ably, our study showed that, without further modifications, Amon cannot compete with
an aggressive 2D electrical mesh baseline in terms of power consumption, even for
most recent SiP devices. The main reason for this is the high static power consumption
at the laser source and for MR heating. In addition, scaling WRONoCs above 64 nodes
requires either core clustering or significant improvements in SiP devices such as lower
device losses, higher laser efficiencies, and improved receiver sensitivities. Although
not solving the scalability problem entirely, we take a step forward towards low-power
WRONoCs for 64 nodes by proposing to reduce the number of injection channels to
one and control the injection waveguide by tuning/detuning MR filters responsible to
inject optical signals into the NoC. Although that leads to latency overheads (∼20%),
it roughly halves power consumption, thus improving the overall power efficiency sig-
nificantly.
We close this chapter by highlighting that the most power-efficient Amon design, i.e.
with one injection channel and ejection channels for each cardinal direction, has a 21%
higher power consumption than the 2D Mesh baseline prior to network saturation, but
also decreases latency by ∼5.5× on PARSEC traces on average. For CMPs that stress
the on-chip network, Amon may, therefore, become the preferred choice when a high-
performance NoC is required, especially if the dynamic power of the 2D Mesh exceeds
the thermal design power limit when dealing with high network loads.



Chapter 5

Combining Electrical and Optical
Links

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 showed how optical data transmission can be utilised to overcome the en-
ergy inefficiencies of electrical interconnects for long distances, and how sophisticated
network architectures like Amon can largely reduce power consumption in all-optical
NoCs; however, the static power overheads to enable all-to-all optical communication
are still considerable, and the overheads of signal conversion for short distances detri-
mental compared to electrical links. As discussed in Section 3.3, recent literature is
replete with proposals that combine electrical and optical links in the NoC’s topology
which demonstrate that discarding electrical interconnects in NoCs altogether leads to
unnecessary inefficiencies. In the current state of electronics and SiPs, electrical links
are actually superior in terms of performance and power consumption if distances are
short enough.
Our analysis and comparison of electrical and optical interconnects in Section 2.4
showed that the properties of these technologies are somewhat complementary: while
electrical links are efficient for short-distance communication, optical links suffer from
latency overheads for EO/OE; however, as distances grow, electrical interconnects be-
come increasingly power-hungry as they require repeaters. Optical links, on the other
hand, do not, and can leverage propagation delay of light with only marginal energy
overheads even for long distances. Depending on the technology used, the cross-over
point (with regard to on-chip distance) at which optical links become more efficient
than electrical links varies. Previous proposals used approximate distances based on

110
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intuition rather than detailed analysis [BP14] [KMP+10][PKK+09], which may not
result in the most efficient design and possibly limit the potential of this approach. A
detailed analysis would explore the cross-over distance Pdist , and a NoC would ideally
route packets on electrical links for distances ≤ Pdist , and optical links otherwise. At
the same time, optical links could be leveraged to decrease the average hop count in a
NoC – two measures that would result in very low dynamic power.
As discussed in Chapter 2, static optical power scales proportionally to link bandwidth;
however, this relationship is exponential and could, depending on the bus architecture,
grow sharply. This chapter discusses this issue in more detail for the R-SWMR bus, on
which laser power is particularly susceptible to link bandwidth due to high path losses.
Therefore, although R-SWMR buses are a very efficient design, bandwidth scaling is
critical.
As many application domains underutilise the on-chip network, the question arises
whether high-bandwidth optical links are necessary to satisfy the communication de-
mands of a system, or whether link bandwidth can be lowered to avoid static power
being wasted in low-utilisation phases. Although utilising low-bandwidth links in-
evitably results in performance degradation, they could still be superior compared to
an electrical NoC if the distances for which optical links are used are large enough.
The serialisation delay imposed by low-bandwidth optical links needs to be studied in
relation to the latency of packets if routed through an electrical NoC (i.e. hop latency,
serialisation and contention delay) to identify the distances at which the optical links
are superior.
This chapter analyses electrical and optical interconnects with respect to latency and
power consumption based on the distance on chip, and proposes a novel topology
‘Lego’ that adopts a distance-based combination of these two interconnect technolo-
gies and aims to lower power consumption while maintaining performance levels. In
particular, it makes the following novel contributions:

• A detailed study of optical interconnects for current SiP devices and a compar-
ison to electrical interconnects for a 22 nm technology which reveals that laser
power can be reduced by implementing higher numbers of low-bandwidth op-
tical links rather than few high-bandwidth links. Inserting higher quantities of
low-bandwidth optical links into a topology can thus provide similar bisection
bandwidth at lower laser power.

• The NoC design ‘Lego’ that implements higher quantities of low-bandwidth op-
tical links in its topology to reduce laser power, and utilises a distance-based
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routing approach where a simple electrical NoC is used for distances lower than
a parameter Pdist and optical links otherwise. This approach hides the serialisa-
tion delay imposed by low-bandwidth optical links, deploys both interconnect
technologies at distances where they are most energy-efficient, and offers low
average hop counts.

• Lego exhibits 3.25× and 2× higher TPW compared to an electrical 2D mesh
and the hybrid NoC Meteor [BP14]. Compared to an all-optical mesh topology
like LumiNOC [LBGP14], Lego decreases packet latency by 70% on realistic
workloads while consuming slightly less power. For current technologies, Lego
is particularly suited for CMPs that require high network utilisation as its low
dynamic power is maintained even for very high injection rates.

5.2 Optical vs. Electrical Links

Deciding on when to utilise optical and electrical links depends on a number of de-
sign trade-offs affecting latency and power consumption. This section discusses these
implications and identifies their benefits and drawbacks.

Power Consumption

Optical Links As discussed in detail in Section 2.4.1, static power consumed at the
laser source and for MR heating dominates the power consumption of optical intercon-
nects, which necessitates to keep the numbers of MRs and ILmax low. The number of
wavelengths on an optical link not only impacts the laser source itself but also ILmax:
the more wavelengths are used to transmit data on a waveguide, the more modulators
and MR filters are required, which in turn increases MR-through loss. Depending on
the number of wavelengths and the number of receivers on a bus, this can lead to large
laser power overheads.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 plot the laser power consumption for a 10 mm SWSR and a SWMR
bus, respectively (values modelled with DSENT [SCK+12] with SiP technology pa-
rameters of Table 5.1). For the SWSR bus, laser power grows only slightly greater
than linearly with the number of wavelengths, suggesting that the additional losses on
the waveguide are not considerable with only one receiver. Crosstalk within a waveg-
uide, which also increases along with the number of wavelengths, also does not seem
significant in this configuration.
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Table 5.1: SiP Technology Parameters (loss values based on measurement values of
a recently demonstrated SiP link in 45 nm silicon-on-insulator technology [OMS+12,
GMS+14, LSZP14]

Loss Parameter Value Loss Parameter Value

Splitter 0.2 dB MR-through 0.01 dB
Coupler 1 dB Waveguide propagation 0.3 dB/mm
MR-drop 0.5 dB Photodetector 0.1 dB
Waveguide crossing 0.04 dB

Laser efficiency 25% MR heating 20µW/MR
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For a SWMR bus, however, the impact of increasing number of wavelengths are much
more significant as the number of receivers increases (note that Figure 5.2 plots a
SWMR unicast bus, i.e. only one receiver will draw power from the laser source at any
time, all other receivers are switched off (like in the R-SWMR bus in Section 2.3.2)).
The plots illustrate that both the number of wavelengths and the number of readers
must be apportioned carefully to avoid excessive laser power, particularly as SWMR
buses are much more suitable than SWSR buses to design optical NoCs (as discussed
in Section 2.3).
MR-through loss is the main reason for this exponential relationship. Its impact on
laser power on a SWMR bus depends on the absolute through-loss value per MR and
the losses of other devices on the link. For instance, the laser power results in Fig-
ures 5.1 and 5.2 assume 0.3 dB/mm waveguide propagation loss; however, loss values
of 0.1 dB/mm or even 0.0271 dB/mm have already been demonstrated (as discussed in
the previous chapter). The lowest demonstrated MR-through loss is 0.01 dB/mm (to
the best of our knowledge), and although lower values have been assumed in recent
studies, these values are speculations rather than demonstrated devices.
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for different waveguide (WG) propagation losses found in the literature.

Lower waveguide propagation values increase the impact of MR-through loss on ILmax

on a SWMR bus. Figure 5.3 illustrates this by plotting the ILmax breakdown for 16λ

SWMR buses consisting of 1) two 8λ buses and 2) one 16λ bus. Note that the total
device loss values in black do not differ between the different designs. Implementing a
16λ SWMR bus using two 8λ buses requires an optical splitter that adds 0.2 dB 1 loss
to the critical path (assuming both buses are supplied with one laser source (rather than
one for each 8λ bus) to keep the impact on chip packaging the same). The main obser-
vation is that savings in MR-through losses on the 8λ buses outweigh the splitting loss
overheads compared to the 16λ bus (which does not require splitting). The loss savings
of the 2×8λ bus increase as waveguide loss decreases since MR-through loss becomes
more important to the overall ILmax, and ranges from 8% in the 0.3 dB/mm case to 14%
in the 0.0274 dB/mm case. In either case, although incurring area overheads, imple-
menting a higher quantity of low-bandwidth links is more laser power efficient. As
the laser power plots in Figure 5.2 suggest, these savings would be even larger for link
bandwidth higher than 16λ. The previous chapter discussed that waveguides and MRs
are compact structures, therefore area overheads would probably not lead to infeasible
layouts. A more detailed analysis of this will be provided in the following section.

Electrical Links The analysis in Section 2.4.1 showed that electrical links are more
energy-efficient for short distances as they do not require EO and OE conversion; how-
ever, for link lengths > 0.5 mm, the relatively-distance-independent energy consump-
tion of optical data transmission outperforms electrical links (for the used 22 nm tech-
nology). From an energy perspective, it is therefore only beneficial to utilise electrical
links for destinations < 0.5 mm, which is a short distance for typical tile dimensions

10.2 dB splitter loss is a conservative assumption and allows us to assess our approach pessimisti-
cally. Optical splitters of less than 0.1 dB have been demonstrated [WGWS15] and would favour our
approach even further.
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Table 5.2: Core Clock cycles (EO + tprop + OE) for transmitting 64, 256, and 576 bit
packets at different optical bandwidth. For simplicity we assume tprop = 1 and OE = 1.

Number of
Wavelengths

Packet Size
64 Bits 256 Bits 576 Bits

4λ 10 (8+1+1) 34 (32 +1+1) 74 (72 +1+1)
8λ 6 (4+1+1) 18 (16 +1+1) 40 (36+1+1)

16λ 4 (2+1+1) 10 (8 +1+1) 20 (18+1+1)
32λ 3 (1+1+1) 6 (4+1+1) 11 (9+1+1)
48λ 3 (1+1+1) 5 (3+1+1) 8 (6+1+1)
64λ 3 (1+1+1) 4 (2+1+1) 7 (5+1+1)

of 1-2 mm (e.g. [VTL+16] [BSP+16]). This cross-over point will increase for smaller
technology nodes (e.g. 14 nm, 7 nm) since, although electrical interconnects do not
scale nearly as well as transistors, energy is still decreased compared to larger nodes.
Besides, the energy required to traverse a router adds up for every hop, mainly for
buffering and crossbar traversal. These energy overheads must be considered when
comparing electrical to optical connections.

Latency

As shown in Section 2.4.2, large distances on chip can be traversed optically within
one 5 GHz clock cycle, which is much lower than electrical signal propagation on
a repeated wire (10.45 ps/mm vs. 131 ps/mm), and data transmission is less distance-
dependent in terms of energy. Although all optical components add to the optical delay,
the major contributor is data modulation, i.e. the time it takes to serialise a packet based
on the available bandwidth. Table 5.2 further outlines this by listing the impact on the
delay of common packet sizes in NoCs for varying number of wavelengths, assuming
link propagation delay of 1 cycle for simplicity, 10 Gb/s modulators and 5 GHz clock
frequency. These values are an important guideline to trade-off power and latency. For
instance, increasing link bandwidth from 16λ to 32λ decreases latency only by one
clock cycle, but more than doubles laser power (see Figure 5.1). Bandwidths lower
than 8λ introduce too much latency and are unsuitable to satisfy on-chip bandwidth
demands.
As discussed before, electrical NoCs can satisfy current communication demands in
CMPs for small to moderate core counts (< 32), but become increasingly energy-
inefficient for larger sizes due to transferring data packets over large distances. Optical
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Figure 5.4: Latency for transmitting data in electrical vs. optical NoCs (5 GHz core
clock, 10 Gb/s modulators, and 3 cycles per hop in an electrical NoC with 64-bit flits)

links, however, are ideal for these distances both in terms of energy and latency. Al-
though lowering the bandwidth on optical links increases serialisation delay, latency
and throughput can be maintained compared to electrical links – with higher energy ef-
ficiency – if distances are large enough. This reduces static power on optical links due
to lowered optical bandwidth, and at the same time maintains (and for sufficiently large
distances even improves) the latency and throughput properties of electrical NoCs.
In order to combine electrical and optical links with this approach efficiently, optical
delays must be studied in detail and compared to the delay in electrical NoCs. Al-
though electrical links do not need EO and OE conversions, the only energy-efficient
way of reaching distant cores is through several hops in a topology, which includes
router delay. If we assume aggressively pipelined routers that can be traversed in two
clock cycles, one hop would take 3 cycles (assuming no contention). While this delay
adds up for each additional hop to reach a destination, hardly any delay is added on
optical links when the distance increases (assuming direct connections).
Figure 5.4 illustrates this comparison for a range of different optical bandwidths on
an optical link with an electrical NoC for common packet sizes (64 bits for coherence
traffic and 576 bits for cache line transfers, with 256 bit being a rough average). The
charts assume zero load in the network, and latency is measured from the time a packet
leaves the output port of the source router and arrives at the input port of the destination
router, e.g. sending to a direct neighbour would require one link traversal, to a node in
two hop distance two link and one router traversal, etc. Note that latency (in cycles)
in the electrical NoC and optical links also depends on the clock frequency; however,
the trends would remain the same as both the electrical NoC (lower frequency allows
for fewer pipeline stages in routers/links) and optical links (lower frequency allows to
modulate more bits in one clock cycle) would speed up similarly.
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For small-sized coherence traffic (64 bits), which comprise ∼70% of the total mes-
sages in a large number of multi-threaded applications [LNP+13], the cross-over dis-
tance (Pdist) at which optical links are superior to electrical links is quite small (< 2
hops for 8λ). As cache line transfers (576 bits) require larger throughput, Pdist can be
up to 10 hops compared to 8λ. Although this seems quite large, these distances are not
necessarily uncommon, e.g. the average hop count in a 2D mesh for 64 or 256 nodes
is 5.3 and 10.6, respectively. In addition, sending packets through an electrical NoC
imposes further latency due to buffer and link contention.
Therefore, a topology could improve performance and power consumption by com-
bining low-bandwidth optical links for large distances with an electrical NoC for short
distances. The cross-over distance Pdist could be determined based on the bandwidth
demands of the application and latency and energy values of the used technology. The
optical links would allow to maintain the zero load latency properties of the electrical
NoC if distances are large enough and would 1) lower energy/dynamic power signifi-
cantly (no hops, no repeaters) and 2) take load off the electrical NoC, thereby decreas-
ing contention delay. The following section presents the novel topology ‘Lego that
adopts this approach.

5.3 LEGO: A Locally-Electrical Globally-Optical NoC

Lego is a NoC comprising topology, layout, and routing algorithm that exploits the de-
sign principles discussed above to lower laser and dynamic power, and packet latency.

5.3.1 Topology

Lego implements higher numbers of low-bandwidth optical links to reduce laser power
and utilises them for larger distances to hide serialisation delay and to deploy optical
data transmission where it is most energy-efficient. Optical links are paired with an
electrical NoC that is only utilised for communication with nodes at small distances
to reduce energy and latency. Figure 5.5 illustrates Lego’s topology, which combines
an electrical 2D mesh (electrical links in green) with optical links in its rows/columns.
Each node can transmit to every other node in the same row/column using its opti-
cal link if the destination is further away than the cross-over distance parameter Pdist ,
which determines whether packets are routed over the electrical or optical links.
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Figure 5.5: Lego Topology for 64 Nodes

5.3.2 Routing Algorithm

Our routing algorithm aims to minimise link traversals and always chooses the link/in-
terconnect technology that offers the lowest energy and latency to keep dynamic power
and latency as low as possible. Therefore, based on the relative position of a sender
and its destination, the former either sends on an optical link, electrical link, or a com-
bination thereof. If the number of hops required to reach the destination node is greater
than Pdist , a sender would choose to transmit over the optical links in Lego, and on the
electrical links otherwise. Routing is classified into four cases based on the location of
a sender S and its destination D:

1. Case 1 (Figure 5.6a): D is in ≤ Pdist distance to S: S routes its packets over the
electrical mesh to D.

2. Case 2 (Figure 5.6b): D is in≥ Pdist distance to S, but in either the same row or

column group of S: S routes its packets over its optical link to D.
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3. Case 3 (Figure 5.6c): D is≥ Pdist away from S, but≤ Pdist to a node N that is in

the same column as S: S uses its optical (column) link to route the packet to N,
which will then proceed to route the packet to D using the electrical mesh (since
D is ≤ Pdist to N). Similarly, if D is ≥ Pdist away from S, but ≤ Pdist to a node N

that is in the same row as S: S uses its optical (row) link to route the packet to N,
which will then proceed to route the packet to D using the electrical mesh (since
D is ≤ Pdist to N).

4. Case 4 (Figure 5.6d): D is ≥ Pdist away from S and ≥ Pdist to every node that is

in the same row/column as S: S uses its optical (row) link to route the packet to
the node that is in the same column as D, which will then proceed to route the
packet to D using its optical (column) link (since D is ≥ Pdist to N).

Effectively, with this routing algorithm, the maximum number of hops that a packet
has to travel is 1+Pdist (Case 3), which is highly efficient in terms of dynamic power,
particularly as this routing algorithm – in combination with Lego’s topology – always
chooses to route a packet over the interconnect technology that requires the lower
energy for data transmission (i.e. electrical links for short, optical links for long dis-
tances).

Optical Router Groups

All nodes that belong to the same optical router group, i.e. nodes within the same row
or column, are connected to each other in a crossbar fashion, with one R-SWMR bus
for each node. Figure 5.7 gives a close-up to an optical router group with 8 nodes. For
simplicity, the figure only shows the buses of a few nodes, and only the data buses (as
described in Section 2.3.2, every R-SWMR bus requires an additional control bus to
notify destinations to tune/detune their MRs). Every node has its own bus for sending.
Router groups adopt a U-shaped ‘double-back’ waveguide layout proposed by Li et al.
[LBGP14] which allows nodes to reach every other node by modulating data on the
transmit side of the link (red). All receiving nodes filter out the optical data on the
receive side (green). In total, 16 waveguides are required in each optical router group
(8 data buses, 8 control buses).
Note that the optical router group in Figure 5.7 shows the layout without the underly-
ing electrical NoC. As described, the proposed routing algorithm chooses the optical
link only if the destination is ≥ Pdist away. This, in turn, means that nodes do not need
to place MR filters on the R-SWMR buses of other nodes that are within Pdist to them
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2

(c) Case 3 (d) Case 4

Figure 5.6: Routing cases in 6×6 a Lego with Pdist = 1 (green links indicate hops over
electrical links, blue links over optical links)

since these nodes would use the electrical links to transmit data to them. Fewer MRs
placed on the buses reduce laser power (fewer MR-through losses), and MR heating.
Therefore, routing based on Pdist is not only more efficient from a latency/energy point
of view, it also allows to reduce the resources on the optical links.
Each node in the router group owns one SWMR control bus for its SWMR data bus.
Both buses have the same layout, merely the number of wavelengths, and thus modu-
lators and MR filters, differ. In accordance with the functionality of an R-SWMR bus,
transmitting data over optical links thus obeys the following process:

1. Initially, all nodes are detuned and do not filter the wavelengths.

2. When a node wants to send data, it first sends out a control packet containing the
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Figure 5.7: Optical router group layout. The control network has the same layout but
is omitted for simplicity. Nodes modulate data on the tx path (red) and receive on the
rx path (green).

destination node and packet size on the control network to all receivers.

3. The destination node tunes in and all other nodes keep their MR filters on the
data bus detuned. The packet size indicates the duration of which MR filters
have to stay tuned/detuned.

4. The sender transmits its data.

Control packets are very small since only destination ID and packet length must be
encoded to notify nodes about the destination and duration of data transmission, and
therefore require low bandwidth. NoCs having to support two packet sizes (64 bit and
576 bit for coherence traffic and cache line transfers, respectively) require just 1 bit.
log2(N) bits are necessary to encode the destination for N receivers on the bus. N
depends on the router group size and Pdist since nodes in ≤ Pdist receive data on the
electrical NoC. In a 64-node (8× 8) Lego, a sender has at most 6 receivers (corner
node for Pdist = 1). Therefore, a control packet in a 64-node Lego can be at most 4 bits,
which requires just 2 wavelengths to be modulated in one core clock cycle.

Layout

Implementing ONoCs with SiPs requires a careful consideration of layout and de-
vice technologies. Targeting low laser power by providing a larger number of low-
bandwidth links rather than few high-bandwidth links only decreases laser power if the
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higher number of waveguides does not lead to a higher number of waveguide cross-
ings, which could increase ILmax and possibly diminish some of the power savings. In
Lego’s layout, waveguide crossings occur when optical links located in the columns
cross the ones in the rows. For that reason, we assume 3D-integration with the optical
circuitry of row and column router groups placed separate photonic layers to eliminate
in-plane waveguide crossings [BPH+11].
An optical router group requires 16 waveguides for the data and control buses. Al-
though current technologies allow waveguide dimensions of 520 nm width [BCB+14],
sufficient clearance is needed to avoid optical signal interference and crosstalk, which
can conveniently be ensured with a waveguide pitch of 5 µm [PD10]. MRs with a 5
µm diameter are often considered in the literature [LBGP14] and with 5 µm clearance
needed between the buses, this adds up to 15 µm width per bus [LBGP14]. For 16
waveguides per router group, this layout requires < 0.25 mm for all optical links in
the rows and column router groups. Conventional die sizes of 225 mm2 would allow
common tile sizes of 1 mm2 for 64 nodes while providing sufficient area for interfacing
and placement of the SiP devices in the topology’s rows and columns. Lego is there-
fore technologically feasible and allows to be conveniently integrated into conventional
CMPs.

5.4 Evaluation

5.4.1 Methodology

This study aims to investigate how the introduced approach of combining electrical and
optical links in a NoC topology compares to other designs proposed in the scientific
literature in terms of performance, power consumption, and area, and compare Lego to
a both an electrical, hybrid, and all-optical NoC. In addition, it identifies which choice
of the distance parameter results in the most efficient design.

Experimental Set-up

This study was conducted with Graphite [MKK+10], a distributed parallel simulator
infrastructure that allows for fast simulation and modelling of NoCs within a large-
scale multi-core environment. For estimating power consumption, Graphite integrates
DSENT [SCK+12], the state-of-the-art NoC modelling tool capable of modelling both
electronic and SiP components, as well as their interaction. The tiled CMP modelled
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in this study is the standard configuration of Graphite in which each tile has private
L1I/L1D (16/32 kB) and L2 (512 kB) caches, and a memory controller with 5 Gb/s
bandwidth. Caches implement the MSI full-map directory-based cache coherence
protocol. Graphite was configured with a 22 nm low-voltage technology library of
DSENT, 5 GHz core, router, and link clock, 10 Gb/s modulators/detectors, and 1 mm
tile dimensions (square tiles). Table 5.1 lists the technology parameters used to esti-
mate laser power and MR heating. All NoC topologies are simulated with 64 nodes
with an 8×8 layout.

Alternative NoCs and Configuration

Several ONoCs utilising optical links for long-distance and electrical links for short-
distance communication have been proposed in the recent literature. We compare Lego
to different design approaches of combining these two technologies to evaluate its ef-
fectiveness. In particular, we compare Lego to the topologies Meteor and LumiNOC,
as well as an aggressive baseline 2D electrical mesh (2D Mesh).
We study three different distances in Lego that denote the cross-over point at which op-
tical links will be used for communication. Lego dist1 denotes a Lego implementation
in which electrical links are utilised for nodes within 1-hop distance (i.e. direct neigh-
bours), and optical links otherwise. In the same token, Lego dist2 and Lego dist3
denote Lego implementation in which packets are routed on the electrical mesh if a
destination is at most 2 and 3 hops away, respectively. This allows to study the effects
of putting more emphasis on the optical or electrical network, as well as distances for
which low-bandwidth optical links are the most effective. Lego implements R-SWMR
buses with eight wavelengths (8λ) as our study showed that 8λ could be an efficient
design point in terms of laser power consumption and serialisation delay. In addition,
R-SWMR buses have control buses with 2λ on the control bus to allow 1-cycle modu-
lation, and each row/column group is supplied with one laser source.
Meteor [BP14] is a topology that implements a 2D electrical mesh and overlays it with
an optical network that can be accessed through hub routers. Photonic Regions of In-
fluence (PRI) determine the grouping of nodes to the hubs. With an 8×8 layout, their
study shows that grouping 16 nodes to each PRI is the most efficient design variant.
We divide the 8×8 layout into four square 4×4 submeshes and place the hub router in
the middle of each submesh for the highest efficiency. For inter-hub communication,
each hub is equipped with 32λ SWSR buses – one separate bus to each hub. Meteor
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thus constitutes a topology in which multiple nodes share a small number of high-
bandwidth optical links for long-distance communication.
LumiNOC [LBGP14] utilises the same topology as Lego, but does not include elec-
trical links in its topology, i.e. data communication is optical only. This topology is
often referred to as ‘optical mesh’ in the literature and performs XY-routing to forward
packets to their destinations, leading to a maximum number of two hops through the
network. LumiNOC utilises a shared optical bus to connect rows and columns; in this
study, we are interested in the effect of combining electrical and optical links and are
only interested the topologies rather than shared bus arbitration mechanisms. There-
fore, to have a fair comparison, LumiNOC’s row/column connections are the same as
Lego’s, i.e. 8λ R-SWMR buses (with 2λ on the control bus). Chapter 6 will discuss
shared optical buses, as proposed in LumiNOC, in much greater detail.
2D Mesh is an aggressive baseline electrical mesh with two cycle router and one cycle
link traversal delay. Packets are routed based on XY-routing. We include this NoC to
reveal the benefits and trade-offs of adding optical links to electrical topologies, and
whether this approach can outperform existing designs in the industry [Ram11].
All NoC were simulated with 64-bit flits and one-flit path width through the routers
and electrical links. Graphite simulates NoCs with virtual-cut through switching and
models output link contention. All NoCs are modelled with a router traversal latency
of two cycles, and electrical link traversal latency of one cycle.

Workloads

We evaluate all NoCs under both synthetic and realistic workloads.
For synthetic workloads, we apply uniform random, bit complement, and tornado traf-
fic to stress different corner cases of the topologies. Neighbour traffic is not included
in this study since Lego, Meteor, and 2D Mesh all utilise the same electrical links to its
neighbours, and thus exhibit similar performance. LumiNOC does not include electri-
cal links, and the simulation results in the previous chapter has shown that ONoCs are
inferior to electrical NoCs for neighbour traffic due to EO/OE overheads. Synthetic
traffic packets are 256 bits.
For realistic workloads, we simulated a range of different applications from the SPLASH-
2 [WOT+95] and PARSEC [BKSL08] benchmark suites, which are the most widely
used applications in the scientific community, and represent diverse workloads of
shared-memory, multi-threaded applications.
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Figure 5.8: Average Packet Latency for Synthetic Traffic

5.4.2 Performance

Synthetic Workloads

Figure 5.8 depicts the average packet latency for different injection rates. Changing
the distance parameter in the Lego NoCs does not have a large impact on latency or
throughput; however, increasing the parameter can have an impact on packet latency
for low network loads, as the results for uniform random traffic show: packet latency
is the lowest for the distance parameter set to 3, indicating that using optical links for
destinations < 3 is not the most efficient design point.
All Lego implementations saturate significantly later than Meteor and the 2D Mesh.
The higher abundance of optical links combined with the very low average hop count in
Lego allows it to sustain higher network loads. LumiNOC saturates at similar injection
rates; however, LumiNOC is inefficient in terms of latency as it almost doubles packet
latency compared to all other NoCs (for low/moderate injection rates). This is likely
because LumiNOC relies on low-bandwidth optical links only, which is inefficient for
short distances. To combat this, bandwidth on LumiNOC’s links could be increased;
however, this would also increase power consumption significantly as the previous
study has shown.

Realistic Workloads

Figure 5.9 illustrates the average packet latency for a range of SPLASH-2/PARSEC
applications normalised to the 2D Mesh baseline. The throughput improvements of
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Lego in synthetic traffic do not translate to average latency reductions for realistic traf-
fic. In fact, only Lego dist3 can provide similar packet latency as the 2D Mesh (on
average). This may be due to the packet sizes sent in realistic traffic and the bandwidth
on the optical links: cache lines can be much larger than the 256-bit packets in syn-
thetic traffic and are thus more bandwidth critical. While Lego is efficient for smaller
packet sizes that do not require much bandwidth (i.e. coherence traffic), lowering the
bandwidth to reduce laser power on optical links makes Lego inefficient for cache line
transfers. Both 2D Mesh and Meteor only have high-bandwidth links in their NoCs
(i.e. 64-bit wide) and can thus transfer large cache lines faster. The highest impact on
this can be observed in the latency results of LumiNOC, which exhibits the highest
overheads as it relies on low-bandwidth links only. Lowering the bandwidth of optical
links should thus be considered carefully for realistic traffic; however, if distances are
large enough, the serialisation overheads can be hidden (e.g. Lego dist3). In this case,
lower bandwidth links can provide power savings without increasing latency notice-
ably.
Figure 5.10 shows the impact that the average packet latency has on the overall execu-
tion time of the applications (note that the y-axis begins at 0.85). Compared to the 2D
Mesh baseline, the packet latency overheads of Lego translate to at most 1% overheads
in execution time (for Lego dist1). Meteor shows the lowest execution time (1% less
than 2D Mesh). The overheads imposed by LumiNOC illustrate that relying just on 8λ

is not sufficient to compete with electrical NoCs in terms of performance.
In summary, combining electrical links with low-bandwidth optical links does not
translate to overheads in the execution time (on average) if the distance parameter
is large enough (i.e. three), showing that 8λ link bandwidth can satisfy the demands
of the sample applications (to a varying degree) as long as they are combined with
electrical links for short distances. The amount of (dynamic) power that can be saved
by this approach will be discussed in the following.

5.4.3 Power Consumption

Synthetic Workloads

Figure 5.11 plots the dynamic power consumption versus the injection rate. The results
confirm the hypothesis that Lego – thanks to its very low average hop count and utilis-
ing electrical and optical links in cases where they are more energy-efficient – requires
significantly less dynamic power than the alternative NoCs. Only LumiNOC consumes
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Figure 5.11: Dynamic Power vs. Offered Load for Synthetic Traffic

less dynamic power as it utilises low-energy optical data transmission only; however,
as previously discussed, LumiNOC cannot compete in terms of latency. Figure 5.12
shows the power breakdown of the different NoCs. To have a fair comparison, we
assume that the same amount of buffering for each NoC is equally distributed across
the input ports to estimate leakage power. In particular, we model a typical amount of
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Figure 5.12: Power Breakdown (dynamic power represents the power consumed for
uniform random traffic at the saturation point of Meteor)

buffering for a 2D Mesh NoC, which is buffered for 6 virtual channels per input port,
each 4-flit deep with 64-bit flits [SCK+12].
Laser power and MR heating consume a significant amount of Lego’s power. Meteor
relies more on electrical links than Lego and implements fewer optical links, therefore
its laser and MR heating power is lower; however, this also results in much earlier
network saturation for all workloads in synthetic traffic. As shown in Section 5.2, con-
servative waveguide loss parameters like the ones assumed in this study (0.3 dB/mm)
de-emphasise MR-through loss and therefore the effectiveness of using higher quan-
tities of low-bandwidth optical links. The same applies to advanced splitter technolo-
gies. If higher loss values for waveguide and splitter loss were used, Lego would likely
perform much better compared to Meteor in terms of laser power.
Note that dynamic power in Figure 5.12 represents the power consumed at the satura-
tion point of Meteor, which is at a fairly low injection rate. Leakage power consumes
a considerable amount of the total power for this (low) network load. Therefore, the
absolute dynamic power in all NoCs is low; however, dynamic power will get more im-
portant for higher injection rates, particularly for the 2D Mesh (see Figure 5.11). For
instance, the 2D Mesh consumes 0.4 W dynamic close to saturation, whereas Lego just
consumes 0.19 W. The 2D Mesh could provide more competitive throughput compared
to Lego by extending link widths and paths through the routers to e.g. 128 bits, but the
rate at which dynamic power increases in the 2D Mesh would make it consume large
amounts of power at higher injection rates. Moreover, more leakage power would be
consumed by the additional circuitry. Therefore, Lego would significantly outperform
the 2D Mesh for applications that have high utilisation rates and require large network
bandwidth. The same holds true when comparing Lego to Meteor.
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In addition, the off-chip laser is not part of the on-chip power budget, so for applica-
tions that stress the on-chip network, Lego is actually the preferred design as it has
less of an impact on the thermal design power. Besides, as revealed in the previous
chapter, the technological assumptions with regard to device losses are pessimistic and
advanced devices could further reduce laser power.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the TPW (highest injection rate before network saturation di-
vided by the consumed power at this point). All Lego implementations more than dou-
ble TPW compared to Meteor and 2D Mesh because Lego saturates significantly later
and becomes increasingly power-efficient with growing injection rates. If the networks
are utilised at high rates, Lego is the preferred choice. LumiNOC offers TPW values
similar to Lego; however, it also doubles packet latency which makes it a less attractive
candidate. In summary, laser and MR heating power overheads of Lego make it less ef-
ficient for very low injection rates. For high network utilisation, Lego improves power
efficiency significantly (up to 3.25× and 2× higher TPW (on average) compared to
the 2D Mesh and Meteor, respectively) because it can sustain much higher network
loads and consumes only very little dynamic power due to its efficient combination of
electrical and optical links. With advanced SiP technologies and improved MR heat-
ing techniques (ideally athermal MRs), static optical power will become a smaller part
of the power budget, and topologies like Lego that feature very low dynamic power
will become an even more attractive option, particularly for applications that stress the
on-chip network.

Realistic Workloads

Figure 5.14 presents the dynamic power results for the SPLASH-2/PARSEC work-
loads. We make two main observations: firstly, the savings in dynamic power of Lego
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are also present in realistic workloads: Lego reduces dynamic power compared to Me-
teor and 2D Mesh by more than 50%. Similarly, LumiNOC offers the lowest dynamic
power as it is all optical; however, as discussed before, its latency overheads make Lu-
miNOC less competitive. Secondly, the total dynamic power is in the range of 1 mW
for all NoCs, which is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the static power
consumption in these NoCs.
When analysing the injection patterns of the cores into the NoC across these workloads
we noticed that the average injection rate over the entire course of program execution
is significantly lower than the saturation points of the NoCs. In particular, the aver-
age packet injection rate is between 1-2 packets per 1000 cycles per core, which has
also been observed by other studies [LNP+13]. Both benchmark suites provide ap-
plications from the high-performance domain which are computation-intensive rather
than communication-intensive. Although these applications do exhibit phases of high
network utilisation, the average network utilisation is low. Applications from other
domains (such as from servers or clouds) might exhibit much higher average injection
rates, and evaluating these NoCs with such workloads may shift the impact of static
optical power and dynamic power to make Lego the more favourable design.
Next to the communication profile of these applications, some studies suggest that the
network utilisation rate can never be very high (on average) in CMPs because of the
self-throttling effect [MM09]: processors will stall sooner or later (and thus stop in-
jecting packets into the NoC) if their internal buffers that keep track of outstanding
cache line requests (e.g. MSHRs [MM09]) are full. The internal buffer size thus limits
the average injection rate, even for memory-intensive workloads in which processors
may require to issue further memory accesses [LNP+13].
From a power perspective, ONoCs, at the current state of technology, are less suit-
able for these applications as dynamic power plays an insignificant role compared to
static power, which is much higher for optical links. Other applications and CMP ar-
chitectures may make NoCs like Lego more favourable due to its low dynamic power
consumption and competitive latency.

5.4.4 Area

Figure 5.15 illustrates the area breakdowns of the considered NoCs normalised to the
electrical mesh baseline. For the area estimations, we utilised the 22 nm technology
library in DSENT for the electronic components, and 5 µm waveguide pitch and 10
µm2 MR area. All NoCs (apart from LumiNOC) are based on a 2D electrical Mesh
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and therefore require the same electrical link area. Router area is slightly higher in
Meteor and Lego since the number of input ports is higher which causes higher area
of the crossbar within the router (in Meteor this is only the case in the hub routers);
however, since we apportion the same buffer space to each router in each NoC and the
buffers dominate the router area, the overheads are small. The area requirements for
all Lego implementations are almost the same although Lego implementations with a
larger distance parameter take more load off the optical links (as discussed earlier).
This is because the U-shaped waveguides in Lego require much more area than the
MRs, which renders the MR savings insignificant in terms of area. In summary, Lego
does impose area overheads, however, not to an excessive extent (1.8× compared to
the 2D Mesh baseline). It has been suggested that area overheads are acceptable if it
enables higher power efficiency [JBK+09], which Lego provides.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter proposed a novel approach of combining electrical and optical link in a
NoC topology to utilise both interconnect technologies where they are most efficient
to strike both low latency and low power. Analysing the energy and latency properties
of both interconnect technologies in detail allows to identify the on-chip distances at
which it is best to use either electrical or optical links. In addition, laser power con-
sumption on optical links grows significantly as link bandwidth is increased, and we
advocate utilising optical links with lower bandwidth to avoid these overheads. To
mitigate the serialisation overheads of low-bandwidth links, they are used for large
distances only and supplemented with electrical links short distances. The novel NoC
design ‘Lego’ adopts this approach in a topology and shows that performance levels
of aggressive electrical baselines can be maintained at significantly reduced dynamic
power. Although Lego implements a much higher quantity of optical links than other
hybrid topologies (which rely on low numbers of high-bandwidth optical links), its
laser power overheads do not grow to the same extent. In summary, Lego showcases
that a fine-grained, distance-based topology can offer large dynamic power reductions
at low latency and high throughput.
This study showed that laser and MR heating power dominate the power budget for
low network utilisation rates – common in the high-performance domain – which
makes NoCs with optical links inferior to their electrical counterparts. As injection
rates grow, Lego becomes increasingly efficient and is a superior design for NoCs that
must support high network utilisation at low dynamic power. The results suggest that
in order for Lego to be the preferred choice for NoCs with low utilisation rates, ad-
vances in SiPs must be made; however, this study evaluated Lego with conservative
device values, and more advanced devices that have already been demonstrated would
make the approach of using higher quantities of low-bandwidth optical links more
favourable. This is particularly the case for lower splitting and waveguide propagation
losses, which have already been demonstrated. Lower MR-through loss values would
reduce the efficiency of the proposed approach; however, aggressive values assumed
in recent studies are speculative and have not been demonstrated yet. In either case,
the very low dynamic power results of SPLASH-2/PARSEC workloads suggest that
further technological improvements are required before optical links will emerge in
these application domains.



Chapter 6

Efficient Bandwidth Sharing on
Optical Buses

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapters, static power consumption in ONoCs is directly
related to network bandwidth, and much of it is wasted in many realistic applications
due to low average injection rates. Consequently, designs that can efficiently utilise the
available bandwidth are key to power efficiency.
Several recent studies investigated bandwidth sharing mechanisms in which multiple
sender-receiver pairs share the available optical bandwidth through TDM with promis-
ing results (see Section 3.4). While many proposals investigate bandwidth sharing
mechanisms on the NoC level, shared optical buses represent a particularly interesting
design approach due to their modularity and practicality: just like in traditional elec-
trical buses, multiple nodes are connected to a common bus on which an arbitration
mechanism manages bus access. If implemented in a NoC, bandwidth and bus size
can be scaled flexibly according to the NoC’s performance demands and power con-
straints. In fact, many designs utilise buses as the backbone of higher-order topologies
(e.g. [JBK+09][PKK+09]). Therefore, any improvements regarding bus utilisation are
beneficial as they carry over to enhance the efficiency of the NoC as a whole.
Although some critical design points of shared optical buses have been analysed for
different loss values [LBGP14], the scientific literature lacks a thorough investigation
of latency, bandwidth, and power consumption for different bus sizes, bus bandwidths,
and critical SiP device parameters. In addition, bus arbitration and scheduling mecha-
nisms that are more sophisticated than the ones proposed could improve the throughput
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on these buses. Finally, the question arises whether bus arbitration should be performed
on the same bus as data transmission (‘in-band’), or whether performing arbitration in
parallel on a dedicated bus is more power-efficient overall.
This chapter explores all of these research questions and makes the novel following
contributions:

• A detailed analysis of the shared optical bus studying ILmax, laser and MR heat-
ing power for different bus sizes and bandwidth. MR-through loss is identified as
the critical loss factor and limits bandwidth on a bus to 32λ for current SiP tech-
nologies. Device predictions forecasting reductions in MR-through, however,
would result in more than 50% laser power reductions.

• Splitting the optical bandwidth into subchannels, enabled by tuning MRs in
groups, to allow parallel transmissions over the same waveguide and, in turn,
to reduce the latency overheads of sequential scheduling.

• A low-overhead scheduling algorithm that allocates transmissions to resources
in both time slots and subchannels. The proposed algorithm is adaptable to any
bus bandwidth and size, number of subchannels, and flow control mechanism.

• Both a centralised and distributed arbitration mechanism to illustrate that sub-
channel scheduling can be implemented efficiently in shared optical buses.

• A study evaluating and comparing parallel arbitration to in-band arbitration, in-
cluding the design of a parallel arbitration bus to support subchannel schedul-
ing and an efficient mechanism to parallelise arbitration that aims to maximise
throughput.

• An evaluation of all proposed shared buses when implemented as the backbone
into a realistic NoC topology for 64 and 256 nodes.

Compared to the state-of-the-art sequentially-arbitrated bus LumiNOC [LBGP14], sub-
channel scheduling improves throughput up to 2× with both arbitration schemes (cen-
tralised and distributed) for in-band arbitration. Although exhibiting higher arbitration
complexity, these approaches do not incur any power overheads; however, for very low
injection rates, latency is increased by 10-20% (depending on bus bandwidth).
Performing bus arbitration in parallel on a separate bus makes subchannel scheduling
even more beneficial to LumiNOC since arbitration latency overheads can partially
be hidden. Compared to in-band arbitration, throughput per Watt is doubled because
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power overheads of the additional arbitration bus are less than 10% and throughput
improved by more than 2×. In addition, parallel bus arbitration offers higher de-
sign flexibility as bandwidth on the arbitration and data bus can be scaled indepen-
dently, suggesting that parallel bus arbitration is overall a more power-efficient design
point. When implementing buses as the backbone of realistic NoCs all these benefits
carry over, and the throughput gains can be leveraged to either provide high-bandwidth
NoCs, or low-power NoCs by utilising clustering.

6.2 The Shared Optical Bus

Li et al. [LBGP14] proposed the shared optical bus (see Figure 6.1) in which N nodes
are connected to one waveguide on which they share the available optical bandwidth
(λ0..λ63). As discussed in Section 2.3, this reduces laser power compared to other bus-
based crossbars significantly as it decreases the total number of wavelengths which can
now be scaled independently from the number of nodes. Furthermore, it just requires
one waveguide and allows for more efficient bandwidth utilisation.
Enabled by a U-shaped waveguide, each node modulates on the transmit side (tx path,
in red) and receives on the receive side (rx path, in green). In contrast to a contention-
free crossbar, this approach requires TDM to avoid data corruption of simultaneously
transmitting nodes. Therefore, shared optical buses work in two phases: 1) an arbi-
tration phase in which nodes request the bus and are granted access by an arbitration
mechanism and 2) a data transmission phase in which nodes transmit their data. If
multiple senders request the bus simultaneously, bus arbitration is required and con-
tending nodes must be scheduled sequentially for data transmission.
Sharing wavelengths through TDM on the same waveguide is enabled by MR tuning,
which allows to dynamically switch on/off modulators and MR filters by shifting their
resonance wavelengths (as discussed in Section 2.3.2). Figure 6.2 exemplifies a use
case in which Node 0 and Node 15 own the bus for communication, thus tuning in
their modulators and MR filters, respectively. All other nodes detune their modulators
and MR filters to prevent interfering with the data transmission. If another sender-
receiver pair is scheduled subsequently on the bus, all nodes tune/detune their MRs
accordingly to enable correct TDM utilisation of the bus.
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Figure 6.1: Shared Optical On-chip Bus: Layout

Figure 6.2: Data Transmission Example on a Shared Optical Bus

6.2.1 Challenges

Next to all the benefits of shared optical buses, their implementation requires to address
a number of design challenges to assess its suitability and power efficiency for current
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SiP device technologies. Optical bandwidth on the bus must be apportioned sensibly
and put into relation with ILmax and laser power. Since SiPs are a quickly evolving
technology, analysing the critical device losses and their impact on laser power for
both conservative and speculative loss values is of high interest to assess the poten-
tial benefits and drawbacks of shared buses. In addition, the power consumed for MR
heating must be considered carefully as every node on the bus requires one modulator
and one filter for each wavelength. This section identifies critical design parameters
in shared optical buses and analyses the power requirements for successfully demon-
strated technologies as well as future device forecasts to identify the current state and
future potentials.

6.2.2 Insertion Loss

This study analyses the critical device losses and their dependency on the number of
wavelengths (i.e. optical bandwidth) on shared optical buses and their impact on laser
power. The ILmax path on a shared optical bus is the path to the receiver that is the
furthest away from the laser source. For instance, in Figure 6.1, that would be the
path to Node 15. While all SiP devices contribute to ILmax, MR-through loss is the
most critical contributor in shared buses. Although low in absolute value relative to
other device losses, the number of MRs a signal passes on a shared bus is high as
each node connects both modulators and filters on the whole range of wavelengths on
the bus. Future device speculations suggest very low MR-through loss values per MR
(0.001 dB/0.0001 dB) [JBK+09, LBGP14]; however, the most recent demonstrated
prototypes exceed these values by 10× (0.01dB) [GMS+14]. Although reporting the
impact that higher MR-through losses per MR can have, previous studies base their
laser power results mainly on optimistic loss values [LBGP14]. Evaluating ILmax for
both conservative and speculative parameters would, therefore, cast light on both cur-
rent and potential future power requirements.
Shared buses with optical bandwidth of 32λ and 64λ are commonly considered in
literature (e.g. [LBGP14] [BP14] [PKK+09]) and will, therefore, be analysed in the
following. Figures 6.3a and 6.3b depict ILmax for varying MR-through loss values and
bus sizes. Other than for MR-through losses, we assume the technology parameters
listed in Table 5.1 (see the previous Chapter).
MR-through loss is a major contributor to ILmax for demonstrated MR devices with
loss values of 0.01 dB, particularly as the number of wavelengths and nodes increases.
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Figure 6.3: Insertion Loss Analysis of a Shared Optical Bus

For both 32λ and 64λ, device improvements to 0.001 dB MR-through loss would de-
crease the overall ILmax significantly compared to 0.01 dB (for all bus sizes). These
benefits increase along with the number of wavelengths on the bus and the number of
nodes since both of these factors determine the number of MRs that have to be passed.
Once these device predictions are in place, waveguide loss would dominate ILmax for
losses of 0.3 dB/mm; however, waveguides with 0.0271 dB/mm loss have already been
demonstrated [BS11], which would decrease waveguide loss by more than 10×, and
thereby reduce the total impact of waveguide loss in the shared bus, too. Nevertheless,
the potentially achieved reductions of advanced MR-through losses are very promis-
ing. Improvements from 0.001 dB to 0.0001 dB MR-through loss has only a small
impact on shared buses of the considered bandwidth values and sizes.
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6.2.3 Power Consumption

To determine the power requirements of a shared optical bus, the key questions are how
changes in ILmax for different MR-through loss values translate to laser power, and
what the ratio between laser and MR heating power on shared buses is. Figures 6.4a
and 6.4b show the power breakdown for the considered bus sizes and wavelengths.
One can observe the same trends for laser power as for ILmax for different MR-through
loss values: laser power savings of more than 50% could be achieved by more ad-
vanced technologies (for buses with more than 8 nodes). Similarly, improvements
from 0.001 dB to 0.0001 dB MR-through loss are small. MR heating contributes less
to the total power than the laser, although the number of MRs on the buses is high (each
node needs λ modulators and MR filters); however, it will gain more significance as
MR-through losses decrease. The previous chapter revealed that the relationship be-
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Figure 6.4: Static Optical Power Requirements of a Shared Bus

tween the number of wavelengths and laser power is exponential on R-SWMR buses,
mainly due to MR-through losses. Shared optical buses further exacerbate this laser
power problem because each node places modulators next to the waveguide (vs. only
one node on a R-SWMR bus), which leads to almost twice the number of MR pass-
ings. For instance, for 8 nodes and 0.01 dB MR-through loss, laser power more than
triples as bandwidth is increased from 32λ to 64λ. For the lower MR-through loss
cases, doubling the bandwidth has a more linear relationship to laser power, although
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not perfectly linear due to MR-through losses and higher crosstalk. This underlines the
impact that MR-through loss has on laser power on shared buses, and the importance
of advanced SiP devices with lower MR-through losses.
Increasing the bandwidth on shared optical buses, particularly for the current device
technologies with 0.01 dB MR-through losses, is achieved with much less laser power
by implementing two buses with 32λ rather than one bus with 64λ. Although phys-
ically implemented as two separate buses, logically all nodes would transmit data on
the bus as if it was one. From a layout perspective, this approach would most likely
not pose any major obstacles because shared buses are already very layout-friendly
(only one waveguide). Light can be provided to two buses by either coupling one more
laser source into the chip or by utilising optical splitters to distribute the optical sig-
nals. Although splitters introduce further losses, the previous chapter identified that
these overheads are relatively small compared to the MR-through losses incurred by
providing the same bandwidth on just one waveguide.

6.2.4 Discussion

This study confirms the significance of MR-through losses to laser power in shared op-
tical buses, particularly as the number of nodes and wavelengths on the bus increases.
While the outlook of laser power reductions with more advanced devices and lower
MR-through loss is very promising, no clear roadmap for SiPs exists, and it is diffi-
cult to estimate when exactly these technological advancements will be in place. The
following studies of this chapter will, therefore, stick to 0.01 dB MR-through loss to
provide a more realistic assessment of the current state of SiPs.
For 0.01 dB MR-through loss, the power overheads of implementing 64λ buses with
one waveguide are large, and even become unsustainable for buses with more than 8
nodes. Therefore, the rest of this chapter assumes 32λ on one waveguide, and increas-
ing the bandwidth on the optical buses is achieved by adding 32λ buses. For instance,
a (logical) 128λ bus would consist of four physical 32λ buses.

6.3 Subchannel Scheduling

State-of-the-art shared optical bus proposals schedule nodes that simultaneously re-
quest the bus sequentially on the entire optical bandwidth. Communicating nodes
thereby tune in their MRs for the duration of their assigned time slot, and detune
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them otherwise [LBGP14]. Rather than performing strict sequential scheduling, large
throughput improvements could be achieved by allowing multiple sender-receiver pairs
to utilise the bus both sequentially and in parallel by logically dividing the available
optical bandwidth into subchannels. Leveraging subchannels on the same physical
channel is a concept well-known in electrical interconnects (i.a. [DNSD13, VSG+12])
and could also be adopted in shared optical buses since MRs can be tuned/detuned indi-
vidually by their integrated heaters. For shared optical buses, this has not been studied
by the scientific community yet, but could have great potential to improve throughput
and power efficiency.
This section will first explain the idea of logically splitting a bus’ bandwidth into sub-
channels, followed by introducing a low-overhead scheduling algorithm that assigns
simultaneously requesting nodes to both time slots and subchannels. Subsequently, it
presents two different arbitration mechanisms – one centralised and one distributed –
that enable subchannel scheduling on a bus, followed by a simulation study comparing
the proposed approaches to the state-of-the-art timeslot-only mechanism.

6.3.1 Efficient, Light-weight Subchannel Scheduling

The fact that MRs are typically tuned/detuned individually or in groups by either in-
tegrated or co-located heaters [GLM+11] allows to schedule requesting nodes both
sequentially and in parallel on different λ-subsets – subchannels. Extending sequential
with parallel scheduling adds to the complexity of computing a correct and efficient
scheduling of requesting nodes, which may result in latency, power, and resource over-
heads. To tackle this issue, this section presents a subchannel scheduling approach
that attains high bus utilisation while allowing for a simple scheduling mechanism
that should allow to compute time slots and subchannels fast and with low resource
requirements. Besides, we briefly review the components that add to the latency in op-
tical data transmission on shared optical buses, and analytically show the superiority
of subchannel to timeslot-only scheduling.

Bus Splitting into Subchannels

Subchannels are formed by splitting the optical bandwidth available on the bus logi-

cally into non-overlapping subsets. This allows multiple sender-receiver pairs to com-
municate simultaneously on the same bus by utilising different subchannels. For in-
stance, in Figure 6.5, Node 0 sends to Node 8 on Subchannel 0 and 1, while Node 7
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Figure 6.5: A Shared Optical Bus during Data Transmission with Subchannels

sends to Node 15 on Subchannel 3, and Node 8 to Node 0 on Subchannel 2. This is
enabled by each node tuning in sets of modulators (red) and filters (green) according
to their assigned subchannel(s), while detuning all other MRs (grey). In this example,
this optical bandwidth of 32λ would be divided into four subchannels with 8λ each.

Minimising Bus Utilisation Cycles

As discussed in previous chapters, optical data transmission includes 1) EO data con-
version through modulation, 2) signal propagation delay on the waveguide, and 3) OE
data conversion through detection, where 1) depends on core and link data rate, 2) on
link length and propagation delay, and 3) on detector and OE backend speed (typically
one core clock cycle). Chapter 4 discussed tuning speeds of MRs – i.e. the time it
takes to shift and stabilise their resonance wavelength – which have been subject to
extensive research [SBC08, PTDS16, TLY+16]. This study assumes a tuning delay of
one core clock cycle at 5 GHz like previous studies [Van10]; however, as we will see in
the following, longer tuning delays would further increase the efficiency of subchan-
nel scheduling compared to sequential scheduling as in total fewer consecutive tuning
cycles are required compared to sequential scheduling without subchannels.
These latencies are illustrated in Figure 6.6, which depicts how bus time slots are
utilised for transmitting several 64-bit packets. The leftmost example demonstrates se-
quential data transmission over one subchannel comprising the entire bandwidth. Each
packet (P0, P1, etc.) occupies the bus for 4 cycles (including MR tuning delay between
the packets). Note that, for a 64-bit packet, only 32λ are needed for modulating it in
one clock cycle, effectively wasting half of the bandwidth in this case – one of the
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Figure 6.6: Data transmission phase on a 64λ bus for 64-bit data packets with varying
numbers of subchannels (SC).

weaknesses of strict sequential scheduling. As we increase the number of subchannels
to 2, 4, and 8 we notice a positive effect on the total utilisation cycles. Halving the
bandwidth of each subchannel from e.g. 32λ (2 subchannels) to 16λ (4 subchannels)
leads to twice the modulation latency, so the overall modulation time in parallel and
sequential scheduling is the same; however, propagation, detection, and MR tuning
overheads are parallelised, which leads to large latency savings overall. For instance,
in the 8 subchannel case, propagation/detection/tuning delay of each packet is only
impacting the total latency once, while e.g. in the 1 subchannel case, this latency is
added up for every single packet scheduled on the bus. The ideal case, from an an-
alytic perspective, is to provide one subchannel for each node connected to the bus
(i.e. maximum number of simultaneous requests), with a total bus bandwidth that is
divisible by N (to avoid uneven subchannel widths).
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Figure 6.7: Scheduling Multiple Packet Sizes on Subchannels

Subchannel Scheduling Algorithm

Since scheduling computation is performed in the arbitration phase, it should ideally
take only one cycle to determine an efficient scheduling of the incoming requests.
While computing the minimal latency for nodes requesting the bus for the same packet
size is simple, this is not the case if the bus is requested for multiple packet sizes,
e.g. 64 bits and 576 bits, which makes the task of finding the ideal scheduling with
minimum bus utilisation cycles more complex and in turn possibly causes significant
latency overheads.
Figure 6.7 shows a simple example of this: assume the bus is requested for one 576-bit
packet (P0) and four 64-bit packets (P1-P4) and that four subchannels are available
(on the right). On the left, sequential scheduling takes 24 cycles in total. The top
right figure depicts the ideal scheduling of these packets which schedules packets of
different sizes in parallel and minimises the latency down to 12 cycles. This requires
to determine all possible combinations of these packets on all possible time slots and
subchannels, leading to a computation complexity that has factorial growth with the
number of requests.
Grouping requests according to the packet sizes they are requesting the bus for and
parallelising only packets of the same size tremendously simplifies the scheduling al-
gorithm and only leads to small bus cycle overheads that are likely neutralised by the
latency saved during scheduling computation in the arbitration process. The bottom
right figure in Figure 6.7 illustrates this scheduling, which, in this example, sends the
576-bit packet on the entire bandwidth and parallelises the 64-bit packets subsequently,
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resulting in just one additional cycle. While this is a simple example for illustration
purposes, this trend holds true for higher quantities of requests and combinations of
packet sizes.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithmic definition of the allocation circuitry. This extends
to multiple packet sizes by having a separate queue for each and applying the allocation
separately. At this point, we make no assumption on which packet sizes should go first,
and leave this for future analysis as our focus is on maximising bus utilisation. Our
greedy algorithm attempts to schedule as many packets in parallel as possible. If there
are more requests than subchannels, each subchannel is assigned to a different packet,
and the remaining packets will be scheduled in the next time slot. The pointer to the
starting point of the time slot in Algorithm 1 is the ‘slot start cycle’ variable, which
is determined by the time occupied by the current (and all previous) time slots (‘cur-
rent slot duration’) based on the packet size and number of wavelengths, subchannels,
and requests. For instance, in the ‘2 Subchannels’ example in Figure 6.6, the first slot
would start at cycle 0, the second at 4, the third at 8, etc. Prior to time slot and sub-
channel allocation, the incoming requests are stored in a queue (‘sorted reqs’) based
on their priorities/credits. This ensures that the flow control mechanism is obeyed by
ensuring that priorities are maintained. If there are fewer requests than subchannels,
i.e. not all subchannels can be filled with requests, the optical bandwidth must be as-
signed evenly to minimise bus latency. The number of subchannels assigned to each
requester (‘#SC’) is thus the total number of subchannels divided by the number of
requests. For instance, if only one request remains it will use all subchannels, if there
are < #subchannels/2 requests each will use two subchannels, < #subchannels/4 re-
quests each will use four subchannels, etc. Each allocation is executed by the function
assign(request, subchannel-range, starting slot).

6.3.2 Bus Arbitration Mechanisms

The arbitration phase is the default state of the bus and is entered by each node once
data transmission is over and the bus is free again. Arbitration can be centralised or
distributed, with both approaches entailing different opportunities and trade-offs. In
both cases, the exchange of arbitration packets manages bus access. After the arbi-
tration phase, each node must know the time slot and subchannel(s) on which it 1) is
allowed to send its data (in case it contended for sending on the bus), 2) has to tune in
its MR filters (in case it is a receiver), 3) has to keep its filters detuned, and 4) when
the next arbitration round begins.
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ALGORITHM 1: Subchannel and Slot Allocation

Queue sorted reqs = sortReqsBasedOnCredits(requests in);
while (!sorted reqs.empty()) do

if (num reqs >= num subchannels) then
num current reqs = num subchannels;

else
num current reqs = sorted reqs.size();

#SC = num subchannels / num current reqs;
for (int i = 0; i < num current reqs; i++) do

assign(sorted reqs.pop(), C(i*#SC, #SC*(i+1)-1), slot start cycle);
end
slot start cycle += current slot duration;

end

Arbitration packets should be small while carrying all information to enable correct
scheduling of time slots and subchannels. The previous section showed that sequen-
tial scheduling is inefficient in terms of bus utilisation; however, it simplifies arbitration
since allocation is unidimensional (time slots only, no subchannels). This section intro-
duces both a centralised and distributed arbitration scheme for subchannel scheduling
that exhibit low overheads compared to the sequential approach.

Centralised Arbitration for Subchannel Scheduling

In centralised arbitration, an arbiter computes the scheduling and notifies all nodes
about when and how they can access the bus, implemented by exchanging request
(REQ) and acknowledgement (ACK) packets between the nodes and the arbiter. The
arbiter is connected to the optical bus as illustrated in Figure 6.8. We adopt the ap-
proach of LumiNOC, which performs both arbitration and data transmission on the
same optical bus, referred to as in-band arbitration [LBGP14], thus allowing to reuse
optical resources.
Implementing a central arbitration unit often led to a challenging layout, energy over-
heads, and synchronisation problems when communication was performed electrically
due to varying distances between the nodes and the arbiter. With optical links, how-
ever, these issues are not as severe due to the signal propagation of light and almost
distance-independent energy consumption.
At the beginning of the arbitration phase, nodes request the bus by simultaneously
sending a REQ to the arbiter on a unique subset of (bus width/N)- wavelengths. For
instance, in Figure 6.8, a bus of 32λ bandwidth and 16 nodes would provide each node
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Figure 6.8: Optical Bus During Centralised Arbitration

with 2λ for modulating its REQ (λ0/λ1 for Node 0, λ2/λ3 for Node 1, etc.). The arbiter
has filters to receive REQs from each node tuned to the according λ-subsets. REQs

sent from the nodes to the arbiter contain fields indicating the packet’s destination ID
(Dst) and length (Len). The source ID is implicitly known by the arbiter as each node
sends on a unique set of λs. For N nodes and S packet sizes, Dst is log2(N) and Len
log2(S) bits. Once the arbiter received all REQs, it knows all senders, receivers, and
packet sizes – all the information needed to compute the subchannel and time slot as-
signment. This allows for a very compact REQ size that can be modulated quickly
with little optical bandwidth.
ACKs are sent from the arbiter to each node on their assigned λ-subsets upon schedul-
ing computation in order to notify senders about the subchannels and time slots on
which they are scheduled for transmitting, and receivers about when and to which sub-
channels they must tune/detune their MR filters. In addition, all nodes are informed
about when the next arbitration phase begins. If a node is neither a sender nor a receiver
in the data transmission phase, it will simply detune its MRs until the next arbitration
phase starts.
An ACK contains different fields based on the node’s role in the transmission phase:
Senders: ACKs contain 1) a subchannel bitmap with the assigned subchannel(s) set to
‘1’ and 2) the time slot when they have to start sending.
Receivers: ACKs contain 1) a subchannel bitmap, 2) the time slot to tune in, and 3)
the packet length used by the receivers to compute the duration of the time slot, i.e.
how long their MR filters must stay tuned in.
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Figure 6.9: Packet exchange in centralised arbitration with all possible REQ/ACK
fields for 4 subchannels, 2 packet sizes, 16 nodes, and 32λ bus bandwidth.

Nodes both sending and receiving within the same arbitration round will receive all
info appended. Similarly, if a node is receiving i packets, i receiver fields are appended.
The sender fields will always be sent first as each node knows if it is a sender (which
allows to interpret the received packet fields). As many receiver fields as needed are
appended to the sender fields.

Arbitration Packet Fields Figure 6.9 shows example REQ/ACK packets for a 16-
node bus. The shown example ACK encodes a node sending and receiving one packet.
While REQs have a constant size, the ACK size depends on whether a node is a re-
ceiver, sender, or both in the data transmission phase. With the information contained
in the ACKs, every node knows when and on what subchannel(s) it can send, and when
and to which subchannel(s) it has to tune in its filters. During the data transmission
phases, the arbiter detunes its MRs to avoid filtering the optical signals, and only tunes
them in again for the next arbitration phase.
The ‘max cyc’ field is appended to indicate when the next arbitration phase starts and
will be sent to every node. For instance, for 16 nodes, 4 subchannels, and 32λ band-
width, this could be up to 78 cycles if each node requests the bus for a 576-bit packet,
in which case this field would be 7 bits. In case none of the nodes sends a REQ in an
arbitration phase, the arbiter sends an ACK to each node with the ‘max cyc’ field set to
‘0’, indicating that the next arbitration phase can start immediately (and will continue
doing so if it does not receive a REQ in the following arbitration round).
A separate arbitration unit imposes hardware overheads. A possible arbiter design is
depicted in Figure 6.10. Keeping arbitration packets small is not only key to low-
latency arbitration, but also reduces buffer area in the arbiter. Moreover, each node is
allowed to request the bus for only one packet in each arbitration round to keep the
buffer requirements low. Assuming REQ sizes of R bits and N nodes, this would thus
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Figure 6.10: Arbiter design. Slots and subchannels are computed based on the incom-
ing requests and assigned based on scheduling/flow control credits.

require (N×R)-bit buffer space, which is negligible for relevant bus sizes (e.g. 8-16
nodes). The scheduling computation unit outputs the ACK packets for each node and
must, therefore, provide the same amount of buffers as for the REQs. Receiving and
sending data on the optical bus also requires MRs and EO/OE backend circuitry.
Note that, during the arbitration phase, a situation could occur in which two receivers
per wavelength are tuned in: the receivers at the arbiter and at the bus nodes. Such
a situation would require the laser source to output more power than during the data
transmission phase in which only one receiver per wavelength is driven at any time
(only one receiver on each subchannel). To avoid unnecessary laser power overheads
in the arbitration phase, the arbiter will detune its MR filters upon reception of the
REQs from the nodes so that only one receiver draws laser power at any time during
the arbitration phase, too. This is done in parallel to the scheduling computation and
does, therefore, not introduce additional latency overheads.

Distributed Arbitration for Subchannel Scheduling

Distributed arbitration does not require a separate arbiter and in turn saves area and
leakage power. Not having a centralised unit, however, makes the implementation of
sophisticated arbitration schemes more challenging as more information has to be en-
coded in the arbitration packets, potentially increasing arbitration latency and energy.
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Li et al. [LBGP14] propose LumiNOC with an efficient distributed arbitration mecha-
nism for bus scheduling that leverages the transmission of bitmaps to detect multiple
requesters in an arbitration round: each node is synchronised at the beginning of the
arbitration phase and transmits a bitmap representing the source addresses on the bus,
e.g. for 8 nodes on a bus, the bitmap would consist of 8 bits – one for each node. A
node modulates the source bitmap field with its bit set to ‘1’ to request the bus. Each
node will receive this arbitration packet and will detect bus contention if more than
one bit is set to ‘1’ in the source bitmap field, in which case a dynamic scheduling
phase will be entered. Although efficient, LumiNOC’s mechanism is merely capable
of scheduling nodes in time slots, and not subchannels. Our mechanism provides an
efficient extension of LumiNOC for both while aiming to minimise arbitration packet
sizes. In particular, it leverages the bitmap creation approach of LumiNOC to propa-
gate information about the senders and subchannels as described in the following.
Like in the centralised approach, each node is assigned to its unique set of λs in the
arbitration phase, receives arbitration packets from other nodes on its own λ-set, and
modulates its arbitration packets on each of the other nodes’ λ-sets, broadcasting it
on the bus. This is illustrated in Figure 6.11. Arbitration packets are based on 1-hot
encoded bitmaps where each bit represents one node. To provide each node with the
necessary information to perform scheduling, two arbitration packets are sent subse-
quently in two phases:

1. Ctrl 1: [Src Bitmap | Length Bitmap]: Each node wishing to send broadcasts
Ctrl 1 on the bus with its bit set to ‘1’ in the Src Bitmap field. At the same
position in the Length Bitmap field, it sets its bit to ‘1’ to indicate a 576-bit
packet, and leaves it to ‘0’ for a 64-bit packet. All nodes must be synchronised
and must send Ctrl 1 simultaneously so that correctly overlapping bitmaps are
created (as described in LumiNOC [LBGP14]).

2. Ctrl 2: [Src Bitmap]: Every node wishing to send modulates a packet con-
taining the same Src Bitmap field once again right after it sent Ctrl 1, but this
time it will only modulate it on the λ-set assigned to its receiver, rather than
broadcasting it. This allows receivers to identify their senders because a node A
only receives Ctrl 2 from a node B if B wants to send data to A in the following
data transmission round. As each receiver already knows the scheduling of the
sending nodes from phase 1, it can look at this scheduling to see when it has to
tune/detune its MR filters to receive data from the nodes it received Ctrl 2 from.
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Figure 6.11: Example shared bus (4 nodes, 16λ) during distributed arbitration for sub-
channel scheduling. Each node is assigned to a distinct λ-subset for receiving arbitra-
tion packets. Ctrl 1 is broadcasted on the bus by requesters by modulating a copy of
Ctrl 1 on each λ-set (note that, in the figure, the modulators of the last λ-subset are
off because this is Node 3’s own subset). Ctrl 2 (not shown) is a simple unicast to the
future receiver of the packet.

In phase 1, each node receives a bitmap that contains all sending nodes (‘Src Bitmap’)
and another bitmap to indicate their packet sizes (‘Length Bitmap’), which suffices to
compute the scheduling algorithm at each node, allowing each node to know the time
slot and subchannels for sending. In addition to that, information is required at each
receiving node to know when MR filters have to be tuned/detuned. This information is
provided in phase 2.
After phase 1, each node knows the starting slot of each sender, the subchannel(s) it
will send on, and the duration from the packet sizes. At this point, however, the re-
ceivers are still unknown. This information is obtained in phase 2, where each destina-
tion will receive another ‘Src Bitmap’. If one or more bits are set to ‘1’, each receiver
can identify its senders as each bit is assigned to one node on the bus. Receivers can
now look up the senders’ allocated time slot and subchannel(s) in the scheduling re-
sults computed after phase 1. If a node does not receive a Ctrl 1 with bits set to ‘1’ it
keeps its MRs detuned (as it will not receive packets in this data transmission phase).
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This arbitration mechanism should save static power as no centralised arbiter with ad-
ditional MRs and EO/OE circuitry is required, thereby reducing static optical power
requirements. However, broadcasting of arbitration packets and larger packet sizes
compared to the centralised arbitration scheme could lead to higher dynamic power
which might decrease the benefits of saving static power. Besides, if a NoC had to
support more than two packet sizes, this would increase the ‘Length Bitmap’ in phase
1, potentially leading to considerable arbitration latencies. In this case, the centralised
approach would offer higher efficiency and flexibility.

6.3.3 Evaluation

Methodology

This study compares both distributed and centralised arbitration mechanism for sub-
channel scheduling to the state-of-the-art time slot only approach LumiNOC [LBGP14]
in terms of performance and power consumption.
LumiNOC was shown to significantly outperform a large number of recently proposed
ONoCs as well as aggressive electrical baselines. It uses a distributed arbitration ap-
proach in which each requesting node broadcasts a bitmap with its respective source
address bit set to ‘1’ to request the bus, along with a destination and packet length
field to notify the receiver to tune in. Leveraging a bus layout like in Figure 6.5, each
requester receives its own arbitration packet and detects, based on the bitmap, whether
there are other nodes requesting. If multiple nodes requested the bus (which is de-
tected by multiple bits set to ‘1’ in the source bitmap field), all nodes enter a dynamic
scheduling phase in which the requesters – one after another – broadcast an abbre-
viated arbitration packet followed by the actual data transmission. This abbreviated
arbitration packet contains the destination ID and packet length, which is used by the
nodes to identify the future receiver and the transmission duration, respectively. To
reduce arbitration latency in the case of an uncontested bus, LumiNOC proposes a
speculative data transmission approach in which each sender starts sending the data
packet right after transmitting its arbitration packet. Upon receiving the arbitration
packet, it will either abort data transmission if other nodes want to use the bus too or
keep on transmitting in the uncontested case. A comparison to LumiNOC allows to
identify both the overheads of more complex arbitration schemes and the benefits of
subchannel scheduling.
Both the centralised and distributed arbitration proposals for subchannel scheduling
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Table 6.1: Experimental Set-up

Modelling tools
HNOCS [BIZCK12] for performance simulation
DSENT [SCK+12] for power and area estimations

Frequency and data rates
5 GHz core/router clock,
10 Gb/s modulators/detectors

Packet size / injection
256-bit packets injected with an exponentially-
distributed inter-packet gap

Traffic Pattern Uniform Random Traffic
Technology library 22 nm low-voltage library of DSENT
SiP Technology Parameters Laser and MR heating power based on Table 5.1
Buffer space 32 bits buffer space for each arbitration packet

Other
1 mm tile dimensions, 10.45 ps/mm signal
propagation of light, 1 cycle OE and tuning delay

will be compared to LumiNOC for different relevant on-chip bus sizes (i.e. 8, 12, 16)
to investigate different design points for their implementation in realistic NoCs and to
study scalability. For each bus size, we consider 32λ, 64λ, and 128λ bandwidth on
the bus (consisting of multiples of 32λ buses as described in Section 6.2). Nodes are
scheduled on the bus based on round-robin scheduling.
Table 6.1 lists a summary of the experimental set-up describing the used modelling
tools, traffic generation, and technological assumptions regarding latency and power.

Isolated Bus Evaluation

Latency and Throughput Figures 6.12a, 6.12b, and 6.12c illustrate the average
packet latency for buses utilising centralised (Centr) and distributed (Distr) arbitra-
tion and LumiNOC for varying bus bandwidth (i.e. the number of wavelengths (λ)).
‘SCh’ indicates the number of subchannels. The proposals were simulated for two
subchannels to show the effect of the potential minimum improvement, as well as for
N subchannels (N being the number of nodes) which is expected to provide the highest
throughput based on the analysis in Section 6.3.
Subchannel scheduling becomes increasingly beneficial for larger numbers of wave-
lengths and subchannels. Throughput benefits grow along with the bus size. For 12
nodes and 32λ, however, it actually provides less throughput, likely because bandwidth
for arbitration is unevenly split between the nodes (32 is not divisible by 12), leading
to bandwidth being wasted in the arbitration phase. This has a higher impact on the
arbitration mechanisms for subchannel scheduling than on LumiNOC since arbitra-
tion phases feature larger arbitration packets. In addition, bandwidth is wasted during
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Figure 6.12: Average Packet Latency: In-band Arbitration

the data transmission phase because the number of wavelengths is not divisible by the
number of subchannels (32 and 12). Therefore, bus size should be divisible by the
number of wavelengths.
Similarly, the more optical bandwidth is offered to the bus, the higher the throughput
gains of subchannel scheduling. Bandwidth is also shared during the arbitration phase,
in which each node receives a subset of λs for modulating arbitration packets. Higher
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bandwidth thus leads to higher bandwidth per node in the arbitration phase and is ben-
eficial to subchannel arbitration proposals which exhibit larger arbitration packets. The
overall impact on arbitration latency is thus higher on the subchannel mechanisms than
on LumiNOC, and improves the throughput gains of the former even further.
LumiNOC offers slightly less packet latency for low network loads as its arbitration
mechanism is simpler and features a speculative transmission scheme. Although these
latency benefits can be up to 30% in the worst case at very low network loads (not
including the 12-node bus where bandwidth is not evenly distributed), latency differ-
ences shrink as bus bandwidth increases (down to 10%). The benefits of subchannel
scheduling increase along with the network loads and eliminate the arbitration over-
heads for moderate-to-high loads. Subchannel scheduling can improve throughput by
>1.6× for 64λ and >2× for 128λ for all bus sizes, confirming the assumption that
large throughput gains can be achieved; however, it also reveals that buses with sub-
channel scheduling should be implemented in NoCs so that bus utilisation is kept high
and with sufficient bandwidth to avoid latency overheads for low loads.

Power Consumption As discussed in Section 6.2, bandwidth on the buses is scaled
by implementing multiple physical 32λ buses (logically, all nodes still see the bus as
one bus). Leakage power includes the static electrical power for buffering arbitration
packets and the EO/OE backends at the nodes (and in the arbiter in the centralised
approach). Each node requires buffers for storing one REQ and one ACK packet, and
the centralised arbiter buffers for N REQs and N ACKs (for N number of nodes). As
listed in Table 6.1, pessimistic buffer space of 32 bits is apportioned for each arbitra-
tion packet. Dynamic power was captured at the saturation points of LumiNOC.
Figures 6.13a, 6.13b, and 6.13c show the power breakdowns of 8, 12, and 16 nodes, re-
spectively, for different bus bandwidths. Static power consumed at the laser source and
for MR heating is the major contributor to the total power. SCh Centr exhibits slight
overheads in terms of both these two metrics due to the additional number of MRs
at the arbiter and the associated MR-through losses and heating (at most 5%). More-
over, the circuitry in the centralised arbiter causes higher leakage power. The benefits
of SCh Centr compared to LumiNOC or SCh Distr is lower dynamic power due to
smaller arbitration packets and the absence of broadcasting (apart from the ‘max cyc’
field which is small in comparison). This cancels out some of the static power over-
heads of the centralised arbiter, leading to only very small power overheads overall.
In addition, dynamic power scales much better for larger bus sizes (see Figure 6.13c)
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Figure 6.13: Power Breakdown: In-band Arbitration
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Figure 6.14: Throughput per Watt Comparison of In-band Arbitrated Buses

because arbitration packets are mainly unicast and increase with log2(N) in SCh Centr
(for N nodes), while both LumiNOC and SCh Distr require broadcasting bitmaps of
the source addresses and thus scale with N.
SCh Distr consumes the least power for 8 nodes where the static power overheads
of SCh Centr are more significant than its dynamic power savings. SCh Distr also
consumes less dynamic power than LumiNOC because senders in LumiNOC must
broadcast arbitration packets twice in case of contention (once initially, and one more
time prior to data transmission) while senders in SCh Distr broadcast in phase 1 and
unicast in phase 2. Moreover, for synthetic traffic with just one packet size, the ‘packet
length’ fields are not needed in both mechanisms, which leads to a smaller arbitration
packet size in SCh Distr as it decreases the arbitration packets to (dst id+Src bitmap)

(LumiNOC) and (Src bitmap) (SCh Distr in phase 1). SCh Distr’s dynamic power
benefits might thus decrease when more packet sizes must be supported by the NoC.

Throughput-per-Watt TPW is computed by dividing the maximum injection rate
per node into the bus prior to network saturation by the consumed power. Figure 6.14
presents the TPW results normalised to LumiNOC for the most competitive design
points of the subchannel approaches (i.e. when the number of subchannels equals the
number of nodes). For all bus sizes and bandwidths, subchannel scheduling provides
higher power efficiency than LumiNOC. In line with the observed throughput gains,
both subchannel arbitration approaches become increasingly beneficial to LumiNOC
as the number of nodes and bus bandwidth increases.
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6.3.4 Discussion

This section showed that arbitration mechanisms implementing subchannel scheduling
can be designed efficiently and enable large throughput gains compared to state-of-the-
art sequential scheduling. As bandwidth is increased, bus arbitration can be performed
faster and subchannel scheduling becomes increasingly beneficial. If power overheads
are incurred, they are very small (< 5%), and latency overheads due to higher arbitra-
tion complexity are only noticeable for very low injection rates. However, these over-
heads can become significant if the injection rates and the bandwidth on the bus are
low. For applications that are latency critical (and not bandwidth critical), LumiNOC’s
speculative arbitration approach is superior. If bandwidth is the main requirement,
subchannel scheduling is the preferred choice. Alternatively, a mechanism capable of
switching between these two bus arbitration schemes dynamically based on the current
traffic demands of the NoC would be ideal, especially since many applications exhibit
phases of low and high network utilisation [BKSL08].
One corner case that has not been fully captured by this study is the variability of
the ACK packet size in the centralised arbitration approach; in particular, the case
when one node is receiving a disproportionate number of packets in a data transmis-
sion round which would require to append the fields encoding the subchannel and time
slot for each sender, and potentially lead to large arbitration overheads in extreme cases
(e.g. if a large number of nodes is connected to the bus and each node requests to send
to the same destination). As discussed in previous chapters this behaviour is relatively
common in shared memory applications. Therefore, analysing such adversarial cases
would represent an interesting future study to identify their impact on both arbitration
latency and energy.

6.4 In-band vs. Parallel Bus Arbitration

In this Section, we argue that performing arbitration in-band, i.e. stopping data trans-
mission to perform bus arbitration, limits the maximum achievable throughput because
of the latency overheads of the arbitration mechanism. Implementing a dedicated bus
to perform arbitration independently of data transmission might, at least partially, hide
these arbitration overheads [PKM10]. Indeed, Kakoulli et al. [KSKK15] recently eval-
uated LumiNOC with a dedicated arbitration bus and report promising results.
Although an arbitration bus imposes area overheads, those are expected to be less crit-
ical in future CMPs [JBK+09], particularly as shared optical buses already present
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a layout-efficient architecture (just one waveguide). Besides, power overheads could
actually be kept relatively low since arbitration packets are much smaller than data
packets, meaning that much less bandwidth is required on the arbitration bus (which,
in turn, translates to less power). In addition, bandwidth on the arbitration bus could be
scaled independently from the data bus which is not possible with in-band arbitration
where the same bandwidth is used both for arbitration and data transmission.
The throughput gains of parallelising arbitration could be large enough to outweigh
these power overheads and provide higher power efficiency overall. In particular,
this could be key for the arbitration mechanisms supporting subchannel scheduling
in which arbitration latency is slightly higher due to higher complexity.
This section studies the costs of implementing a parallel arbitration bus and its impact
on subchannel scheduling, and proposes efficient solutions to parallelise the arbitration
mechanisms discussed in the previous section.

6.4.1 Efficient Bus Utilisation With Parallel Arbitration

Parallel bus arbitration should keep the data bus as busy as possible in order to attain
high throughput. Kakoulli et al. [KSKK15] evaluated LumiNOC with a parallel ar-
bitration bus on which the abbreviated arbitration flags that are sent in the dynamic
scheduling phase are transmitted in parallel to the ongoing data transmission. In par-
ticular, senders start modulating flags so that data transmission can begin directly after
the previous sender has finished. For instance, when the time it takes to finish bus
arbitration is arb delay and the cycle at which the bus is free again is t bus f ree, then
bus arbitration should start at cycle (t bus f ree− arb delay). Figure 6.15 illustrates
this: assuming bus arbitration requires six cycles and data transmission on the data bus
is finished after cycle 17, bus arbitration must start in cycle 12 so that the potential
senders requesting the bus can start utilising it in cycle 18.
While this hides the arbitration delay for all arbitration approaches, it has an additional
side effect on the subchannel arbitration approaches proposed in the previous section:
since nodes wait until the last possible moment to perform arbitration, the likelihood
of them actually requesting the bus is the highest because the time a node waits for
packets to arrive is maximised. This minimises the total number of arbitration phases
for a given number of packets in the NoC and should thus provide high throughput. In
LumiNOC, the main benefits are only in the dynamic scheduling phase upon collision-
detection, at which point the arbitration phase has already started and all nodes have
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Figure 6.15: Start of arbitration phase on the parallel bus

to wait for it to finish before being able to request the bus again. This is because Lu-
miNOC has basically several small arbitration phases (one for each requester) in the
dynamic scheduling phase in which future receivers are notified by the senders, while
in the proposed subchannel approaches one (bigger) arbitration phase computes all the
scheduling information for each sender-receiver pair in one step.
All arbitration mechanisms discussed in the following (LumiNOC, distributed and cen-
tralised arbitration) perform parallel bus arbitration according to this approach.

6.4.2 Parallel Bus: Centralised Arbitration

In both SCh Distr and SCh Centr each node is assigned to a distinct λ-subset during
arbitration. In SCh Centr, however, nodes use their subsets to communicate with the
centralised arbiter and do not require a broadcast mechanism at each sender. This sim-
plifies the arbitration bus since each node only needs modulators for their λ-subset, and
not for the entire set of wavelengths on the bus. Merely the centralised arbiter requires
modulators and filters for all wavelengths. Figure 6.16 exemplifies a parallel arbitra-
tion bus for centralised arbitration for four nodes and one wavelength per node. The
information encoded in the arbitration packets does not differ from in-band arbitration
introduced in the previous section.

6.4.3 Parallel Bus: Distributed Arbitration

The design of an efficient parallel arbitration bus requires an analysis of the communi-
cation pattern of the arbitration mechanism, and should cause as little overhead as pos-
sible. The arbitration mechanisms of LumiNOC and SCh Distr does not change from
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Figure 6.16: Parallel Arbitration Bus: Centralised Arbitration

Figure 6.17: Parallel Arbitration Bus: Distributed Arbitration

the in-band arbitration case introduced in the previous section since the required infor-
mation at each node to compute the scheduling remains the same. Both LumiNOC and
SCh Distr have to broadcast the arbitration flags by modulating them on the λ-subsets
of each node connected to the bus. Therefore, modulators are required on the entire
optical bandwidth of the arbitration bus; however, other than on the data bus, each
node only needs MR filters on their own λ-subset during arbitration, leading to a total
of ((N + 1)× λ)-MRs on the bus (for N nodes). This decreases the total number of
MRs and MR-through losses compared to a shared optical bus, and, in turn, reduces
laser and MR heating power. Figure 6.17 illustrates an example of this arbitration bus
design for four nodes and one wavelength per node.
As described above, each arbitration round starts at cycle (t bus f ree− arb delay) at
which point all nodes start broadcasting their arbitration packets to correctly produce
the bitmap-overlapping that detects multiple requesters. After the arbitration phase,
each node knows about the senders and receivers, as well as their packet lengths, which
allows each node to compute the number of clock cycles the data bus will be utilised,
and based on that the starting point of the next arbitration round.
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6.4.4 Evaluation

Methodology

This study uses the same experimental set-up as the in-band arbitration study in the
previous section (see Table 6.1). The arbitration bus provides two wavelengths to each
node for transmitting arbitration packets, which is an efficient design point for a low-
power arbitration bus that does not incur large latency overheads (for the investigated
design points). Like in the previous section, buses of different sizes (8, 12, and 16
nodes) and bandwidths (32λ, 64λ, 128λ) are considered to study a range of design
points and scalability.
The designs with parallel buses that utilise subchannel scheduling are denoted with
‘SCh Centr’ and ‘SCh Distr’ for centralised and distributed arbitration, respectively,
and are compared to the sequential scheduling in LumiNOC. The number after ‘SCh’
indicates the number of subchannels used (e.g. SCh8 Centr for 8 subchannels in the
centralised approach), which we restrict to the most efficient design points revealed in
the previous section (the number of nodes equals the number of subchannels in most
cases). In the studies comparing the parallel arbitration approaches to the in-band
arbitration approaches, ‘ Par’ and ‘ InB’ is added to the names to denote parallel and
in-band arbitration, respectively.

Latency and Throughput

Figures 6.18a, 6.18b, and 6.18c depict the average packet latency for varying injection
rates and bus bandwidth for 8, 12, and 16 nodes, respectively. Generally, we ob-
serve the same trends as with in-band arbitration: subchannel scheduling offers large
throughput gains, particularly with increasing number of nodes and bus bandwidth.
For 64λ and 128λ, throughput is more than doubled for all considered bus sizes. In
addition to that, the latency benefits of LumiNOC for low network loads are decreased
compared to the in-band case, suggesting that the latency overheads of more complex
arbitration schemes can be reduced by performing bus arbitration in parallel rather than
in-band. SCh Distr can sustain higher injection rates than SCh Centr for 8 nodes; how-
ever, both show very similar latency curves for 12 and 16 nodes since SCh Distr relies
on transmitting source bitmaps in the arbitration phase which grow linearly with the
number of nodes – its performance benefits compared to SCh Centr therefore shrink.
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Figure 6.18: Average Packet Latency: Parallel Bus Arbitration

Power Consumption

Parallel Arbitration Approaches The first concern of utilising a separate arbitra-
tion bus is how much power overheads it incurs in comparison to the data bus. Com-
pared to in-band arbitration, an arbitration bus entails power overheads that include
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Figure 6.19: Power Overheads of the Parallel Arbitration Bus

leakage power in the EO/OE backend circuitries required for the modulators and re-
ceivers, laser and MR heating power. Figure 6.19 illustrates the static overheads for
the considered bus sizes and widths. We omit dynamic power in these charts since
the arbitration mechanisms do not change compared to the in-band case, i.e. the same
arbitration packets are exchanged, leading to the same dynamic power. The charts
normalise power consumption to the data bus, i.e. the data bus equals one and the ar-
bitration bus represents its overheads when added to the data bus.
The contribution of the arbitration bus to the total power is less than 10% in all cases.
As bandwidth on the data bus and bus size increases, so does laser and MR heating
power of the data bus which renders the power on the arbitration bus insignificant in
relation to the total power.
Differences between LumiNOC, SCh Distr, and SCh Centr in terms of power con-
sumption stem from the different arbitration bus designs (distributed vs. centralised),
and differences in dynamic power from the different arbitration packet sizes and ex-
change patterns in the arbitration stage. Figures 6.20a, 6.20b, and 6.20c show the
power breakdown of the different bus designs for the bus sizes under investigation.
Dynamic power has been extracted before the saturation point of LumiNOC.
Although requiring separate arbitration circuitry, SCh Centr consumes the least power
out of all approaches because its arbitration bus has fewer MRs and lower optical path
losses due to less MR-through loss on the data path. In LumiNOC and SCh Distr, each
node has modulators for each wavelength on the bus, which leads to a large number
of MR passings of the optical signal, which, in turn, leads to increasing laser power
as the number of nodes increases. In SCh Centr, on the other hand, each node has
modulators only on its λ-subset and only the arbiter has modulators and filters for each
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Figure 6.20: Power Breakdown: Parallel Bus Arbitration

λ on the bus. The number of MRs and MR-through losses in SCh Centr is thus lower
and scales better, which reduces laser and MR heating power. In addition, as observed
in the previous section, fewer arbitration packets are exchanged in SCh Centr, leading
to lower dynamic power. These savings outweigh the power incurred by the circuitry
overheads of the centralised arbiter.
SCh Distr saves power compared to LumiNOC for the same reasons it does with in-
band arbitration: fewer arbitration packets with smaller packet sizes are exchanged
when only one packet size is considered. For two packet sizes, these savings are likely
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Figure 6.21: Static Power Comparison: In-band vs. Parallel Arbitration

to decrease since LumiNOC only requires to exchange a field of log2(pkt sizes), while
SCh Distr requires to exchange a bitmap.

In-Band vs. Parallel Arbitration Approaches Figures 6.21a, 6.21b, and 6.21c de-
pict a comparison of the in-band and parallel arbitration designs. LumiNOC and
SCh Distr utilise the same arbitration bus, therefore the overheads of parallel arbi-
tration are the same. The general trend can be observed that with increasing number of
wavelengths on the data bus, the overheads of the arbitration bus lose significance and
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Figure 6.22: Throughput per Watt: Parallel Bus Arbitration Approaches

become relatively smaller. In the worst case (32λ/16 nodes), the power overheads of
the parallel arbitration bus are 27%; however, they can be as small as 5% (e.g. 128λ/8
nodes).
The power results of SCh Centr seem unintuitive at first because, with a parallel ar-
bitration bus, the power consumption is actually lower in most cases. This is because
the arbitration bus has 2λ per node, which results in fewer MRs in the arbiter (in most
cases). For instance, for 16 nodes, a total of 32λ are on the arbitration bus, which
would lead to the same number of MRs in the arbiter as in the 32λ in-band bus case.
Effectively, in these cases, less bandwidth is available for the arbitration phase on the
parallel bus than in the in-band case (e.g. for 8 nodes and 32λ, each node has a λ-subset
of 4λ). Clearly, power overheads would be imposed if the parallel arbitration bus had
the same number of wavelengths per node as in the in-band case.
This observation reveals another weak point of performing arbitration in-band: band-
width for the arbitration round is fixed and dependent on the bandwidth required for
data transmission, which leads to an inflexible design and over-provisions the bus ar-
bitration phase in which small arbitration packets may not need that much bandwidth.
Although the authors of LumiNOC propose to use some of the bandwidth during arbi-
tration for credit return of the flow control mechanism, this is unlikely to fully utilise
the entire bandwidth efficiently if, for instance, 128λ are needed on the bus. Parallel
arbitration, on the other hand, offers a good opportunity to reduce these costs as it
allows to adjust the bandwidth on the arbitration bus independent from the data bus.

Throughput-per-Watt

Parallel Arbitration Approaches Figure 6.22 shows the TPW for the different par-
allel arbitration buses normalised to LumiNOC. Dynamic power is reported at the sat-
uration point of the different buses. Generally, parallelised subchannel scheduling
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Figure 6.23: Throughput-per-Watt: In-band vs. Parallel Arbitration

improves power efficiency tremendously compared to the sequential scheduling of Lu-
miNOC. In most cases, TPW is more than doubled, with up to 3× the TPW for 16
nodes/128λ for SCh16 Centr. The proposed arbitration mechanisms supporting sub-
channel scheduling not only improve throughput, but also consume slightly less power,
making it the overall superior design choice. The trends with regard to bandwidth scal-
ing on the data bus are similar to the in-band case: the higher the bandwidth on the data
bus, the greater the benefits of subchannel scheduling.

In-band vs. Parallel Arbitration Approaches Figure 6.23 compares the TPW of
the different arbitration approaches to their in-band counterparts. All of the designs are
more power-efficient when bus arbitration is parallelised. With regard to subchannel
scheduling, TPW improvements are considerable, especially as the number of nodes
and bandwidth on the buses increases. Another indication of the efficiency of subchan-
nel scheduling can be observed when comparing SCh InB Centr and SCh InB Distr
to LumiNOC par: in all cases, subchannel scheduling with in-band arbitration outper-
forms LumiNOC although its bus arbitration is parallelised.
For 32λ and 12/16 nodes, the power overheads of the parallel arbitration bus outweigh
the throughput gains in LumiNOC and SCh InB Distr. This suggests that, if the band-
width on the data bus is too low, parallelising bus arbitration does not improve power
efficiency in these cases. Parallel arbitration is, therefore, particularly beneficial if high
bandwidth is provided on the data bus.

Area Overheads

Implementing a parallel arbitration bus naturally imposes certain hardware overheads.
Figure 6.24 shows these overheads for the considered bus sizes and widths. Note that
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Figure 6.24: Area Overheads: In-band vs. Parallel Arbitration

the area results are normalised to the data bus in each case, i.e. the overheads represent
the area for the arbitration bus. Area values were extracted with DSENT using its 22
nm technology library for electronic components, 5 µm waveguide pitch and 10 µm2

MR area. For the in-band buses, we only consider those with centralised arbitration,
in which case the area refers to the resource requirements of the arbiter. In distributed
in-band buses, there is no area overhead for arbitration (buffers for REQs/ACKs are
negligible compared to SiP components in terms of area). In fact, the obtained results
during this study showed that area required for the electrical backends and buffers in
the arbiter is negligible in all cases.
The overheads for parallelising arbitration are the highest for the 32λ buses because
the data bus also consists of just one waveguide and has in total relatively few MRs
compared to 64λ and 128λ buses. In these two cases, one and three more 32λ buses
are required, respectively, which renders the area overheads of the control bus less
significant. For 12 and 16 nodes, the control bus becomes insignificant compared to
the data bus for 64λ and 128λ.

6.4.5 Discussion

Performing bus arbitration in parallel to data transmission on a separate arbitration bus
is a more efficient design point compared to in-band arbitration where wavelengths are
re-used for both arbitration and data transfer. This is particularly the case with increas-
ing bandwidth and number of nodes on the data bus as it de-emphasises the overheads
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of the arbitration bus. The benefits with regard to power efficiency of parallel bus ar-
bitration decreases compared to in-band arbitration for low bandwidth on the data bus.
Bandwidth on the arbitration bus can be provisioned flexibly and does not depend on
the bandwidth of the data bus like in the in-band case. This allows for light-weight
designs since 1) arbitration packets are smaller than data packets and thus require
less bandwidth and 2) arbitration delay can partly be hidden by performing arbitra-
tion simultaneous to data transmission. Finally, performing bus arbitration in parallel
amplifies the throughput gains of subchannel scheduling with in-band arbitration com-
pared to LumiNOC. This is because, while bus arbitration takes longer for subchannel
scheduling compared to LumiNOC, it has a less limiting factor on throughput and
latency when parallelised.

6.5 Scaling up to Larger NoCs

The previous sections have revealed the superiority of subchannel scheduling both for
in-band and parallel arbitration on a single, shared optical bus. A study investigating
how these improvements translate to NoCs of realistic sizes that rely on these buses
would allow to estimate their overall impact and could provide interesting insights.

6.5.1 Topology

This section studies the impact of utilising subchannel scheduling with the different ar-
bitration schemes when implemented in the topology proposed by Li et al. [LBGP14],
which is depicted in Figure 6.25. In this NoC, shared buses are implemented in the
rows and columns, and dimension-order XY-routing is performed if destinations can-
not be reached within one hop (i.e. if the destination is not in the same row or column).
In that case, a packet would be sent on the row bus to an intermediate node that resides
in the same column as the destination.
The results of the previous study indicate considerable throughput gains by performing
bus arbitration in parallel. Rather than using this additional throughput to improve the
overall NoC performance, this can also be leveraged to implement low-power designs
by using fewer buses with core clustering. In order to identify to which extent this
can be beneficial, we study an additional NoC layout shown in Figure 6.26. In this
NoC, two nodes are clustered at one router. Compared to the NoC in Figure 6.25, this
allows to 1) halve the number of shared buses in the rows and 2) halve the number
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Figure 6.25: 64-node NoC without clus-
tering: shared buses are placed in rows
and columns

Figure 6.26: 64-node NoC with clus-
tering: two nodes are grouped at each
router

of nodes connected to a shared bus in the columns, which allows to reduce power and
resources. This clustered NoC implements the buses with the highest reported through-
put, i.e. parallel-arbitrated and subchannel-scheduled, in order to identify whether the
throughput gains of these buses can enable the power reductions of core clustering
while sustaining performance levels.

6.5.2 Evaluation

Methodology

The experimental set-up is the same as in the previous sections (see Table 6.1); how-
ever, the NoCs are stressed with three different synthetic traffic patterns: uniform
random, bit complement, and tornado traffic. Bandwidth on the buses is studied for
64λ and 128λ, with 2λ per node on the arbitration buses for the parallel arbitrated
buses. Although state-of-the-art NoC router designs enable a packet traversal de-
lay of merely one clock cycle, they run at low-GHz frequencies (typically 1-2 GHz)
[PKC+12] [HDV+11]. Routers clocked at 5 GHz, as assumed in this study, require
deeper pipelines with more stages, which increases the router traversal delay. In ad-
dition, the routers in the NoCs investigated in this study have a fairly high radix (a
router can theoretically receive a packet from each node connected to the bus simul-
taneously), which further complicates the router architecture [JP09]. Therefore, we
assume a more pessimistic router traversal delay of three clock cycles. Leakage power
in the routers was estimated with typical NoC router buffer specifications of 7 virtual
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Table 6.2: Bus and NoC Configuration and Description

Bus Name Arbitration Scheduling NoC Topology
LumiNOC InB In-band, LumiNOC sequential only No clustering (Fig.6.25)
SCh InB Centr In-band, centralised subchannel No clustering (Fig.6.25)
SCh InB Distr In-band, distributed subchannel No clustering (Fig.6.25)
LumiNOC Par Parallel, LumiNOC sequential only No clustering (Fig.6.25)
SCh Par Centr Parallel, centralised subchannel No clustering (Fig.6.25)
SCh Par Distr Parallel, distributed subchannel No clustering (Fig.6.25)

SCh Par Centr C2 Parallel, centralised subchannel 2 Nodes per router (Fig.6.26)
SCh Par Distr C2 Parallel, distributed subchannel 2 Nodes per router (Fig.6.26)

channels per input port, each of which 5 flits deep with a flit size of 64 bits [LBGP14]
(in addition to the buffer space of 32 bits for each arbitration packet). We study the
NoCs with all the shared bus proposals in this section, which are summarised in Ta-
ble 6.2. For all buses utilising subchannel scheduling, we chose the configuration with
the highest throughput, which is when the number of nodes connected to the bus equals
the number of subchannels (as revealed in the previous sections).
We study NoCs with 64 (8× 8) and 256 (16× 16) to evaluate scalability. For these
NoC sizes, buses in the rows and columns connect 8 and 16 nodes for the topology
in Figure 6.25, respectively. In the topology in Figure 6.26 that performs clustering,
column buses connect 4/8 nodes and row buses connect 8/16 nodes for 64/256 nodes,
respectively.

Performance

Figures 6.27a and 6.27b depict the average packet latency for 64 nodes with 64λ

and 128λ bus widths, respectively. NoCs utilising buses with in-band arbitration ap-
proaches (in red) saturate significantly earlier compared to buses with parallel arbitra-
tion for all traffic patterns and bus widths. Moreover, they even saturate earlier than
the NoCs in which clustering is applied (in blue), although the latter implement fewer
total buses – further underlining the throughput benefits of performing bus arbitration
in parallel.
These trends persist as the NoC is scaled up to 256 nodes (Figures 6.28a and 6.28b),
apart from when LumiNOC Par is compared to subchannel approaches with in-band
arbitration, which can sustain higher network loads without requiring a parallel arbi-
tration bus. The throughput and latency benefits of subchannel scheduling, as well as
parallel bus arbitration, thus successfully translate to realistic NoC implementations
with up to 256 nodes.
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Figure 6.27: Average Packet Latency for 64 Nodes

However, the latency overheads compared to LumiNOC for low injection rates trans-
late to the realistic NoC, too. The number of hops through such a NoC is important
in terms of latency since the arbitration overheads are imposed at each bus traversal.
A topology consisting of subchannel scheduled buses only should thus minimise the
average hop count for latency critical applications that exhibit low injection rates. Al-
ternatively, a mechanism switching between LumiNOC and the proposed subchannel
schemes could be implemented (as discussed above).

Power

Static power breakdowns of each NoC are shown in Figure 6.29a and Figure 6.29b
for 64 and 256 nodes, respectively. Laser and MR heating power dominate the power
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Figure 6.28: Average Packet Latency for 256 Nodes

budgets of all NoCs. At 256 nodes, most of the power is consumed by the laser source,
which is in line with the power results of 16-node shared buses in isolation. In gen-
eral, the power results of the shared buses in the previous section translate to NoCs
implementing them. Core clustering reduces the total static power consumption signif-
icantly: for both network sizes, the total static power is more than halved by applying
clustering. This is because of two reasons: first, the number of shared buses in the rows
is halved compared to the non-clustering case. Second, the number of nodes connected
to the buses in the columns is halved, too, which more than halves the power consumed
on a shared bus due to significant reductions in both MR-through loss and MR heating.
Dynamic power plays a minor role in all NoCs since all data communication is per-
formed optically and is thus low-energy. In addition, the utilised topology allows to
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reach any node within two hops, i.e. a packet requires at most 3 router traversals and
2 optical link traversals. As discussed earlier, the consumed dynamic power is very
similar in the in-band and parallel case since the exchanged arbitration packets do not
differ. To put the dynamic power into relation to the static power: our results showed
that SCh InB Distr with 64λ bus bandwidth consumes 0.256 W dynamic power close
to its saturation point, which is just 18% of the total power. Dynamic power plays a
minor role in all NoC utilising in-band arbitration, mainly because of the earlier satura-
tion points. Only for SCh Par Distr and SCh Par Centr, which can sustain the highest
network loads, dynamic power becomes significant as the injection rate approaches the
saturation points (∼40%). In general, as bus bandwidth and NoC size increases, the
contribution of dynamic power decreases and most of the power is consumed at the
laser source and for MR heating – even with core clustering.

Throughput per Watt

Figures 6.30a and 6.30a present the TPW results for 64 and 128 nodes, respectively.
The results confirm the findings in the isolated bus studies: improving the throughput
of shared optical buses through subchannel scheduling and parallel bus arbitration im-
proves power efficiency, which then translates to higher order topologies of realistic
NoCs. For 64 nodes, TPW is improved by more than 2× on average by implementing
subchannel scheduling with parallel bus arbitration for both 64λ and 128λ. Similar
trends can be observed as the network size increases to 256 nodes. Clustering does
not noticeably reduce power efficiency compared to the non-clustering NoC for both
network sizes, which confirms the assumption that the throughput improvements on
the buses can be utilised for both high-throughput NoCs and low-power NoCs. In fact,
the large power savings provided by core clustering makes the clustered NoCs with the
parallel arbitrated buses the most power-efficient design.

6.6 Summary

This chapter analysed the suitability of shared optical buses as on-chip interconnects,
proposed a novel use of optical buses by splitting them into subchannels, leveraged the
use of subchannels with innovative bus scheduling and arbitration techniques to im-
prove throughput and power efficiency, and evaluated the trade-offs between in-band
arbitration and parallel arbitration on a separate arbitration bus.
MR-through loss is the critical contributor to the path losses and, in turn, laser power,
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Figure 6.29: Static Power Breakdown

where the latter dominates the power budget of shared optical buses for current SiP
technology parameters; however, future device speculations forecasting a decrease of
MR-through loss by a factor of 10 would have a large impact on laser power. While
already a highly-efficient architecture, shared optical buses would then represent a
supreme design choice for on-chip interconnects.
As opposed to the state-of-the-art approach that schedules requesting nodes sequen-
tially on the bus, utilising the possibility of tuning MRs individually allows to sched-
ule requesting nodes both sequentially and in parallel on subchannels. This chapter
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Figure 6.30: Throughput per Watt

illustrated that efficient bus arbitration mechanisms can be designed to implement sub-
channel scheduling with low power and latency overheads, while enabling significantly
higher bus utilisation and, in turn, throughput.
Implementing a parallel arbitration bus to perform bus arbitration simultaneous to data
transmission provides large throughput gains and very little power overheads, which
results in much higher power efficiency overall. Moreover, it allows flexible scaling
of bandwidth on the arbitration bus, independent from the data bus. Improvements in
terms of power efficiency were shown to carry over to higher-order topologies that im-
plement these buses as a backbone. Being a modular building block, the shared buses
can then be used to either improve throughput or to lower power by decreasing the
total number of buses in the NoC.
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Although offering higher power efficiency, subchannel scheduling increases arbitra-
tion complexity which leads to latency overheads for low injection rates compared to
timeslot-only approaches. This should be kept in mind if buses are considered for im-
plementation in latency-critical NoCs with low traffic demands. Ideally, a mechanism
would adapt the scheduling scheme to the current traffic demands and switch between
LumiNOC for low, and subchannel scheduling for high injection rates.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

The pace at which SiPs have matured and the opportunities they provide paved the
way for an exciting new research field – optical networks-on-chip – that is widely
considered the prime candidate to maintain future performance and power scaling of
CMPs in the face of the end of Moore’s law. To enable a widespread adoption of
ONoCs in the near future, research on both the technology and architectural levels
is required. This thesis contributes to the architectural level of ONoCs by exploring
novel, more efficient ways of integrating optical links into the on-chip communication
fabric.
This chapter reviews the primary findings of this thesis (Section 7.2) and discusses the
significance of the contributions to the realm of NoCs and CMPs (Section 7.3). Finally,
the presented work offers many intriguing opportunities for future studies, which are
summarised in Section 7.4.

7.2 Summary of Contributions

Before even considering ONoCs, both currently available SiP devices and electrical in-
terconnects need to be studied and compared (as Chapter 2 has). For a low-voltage 22
nm technology library, utilising optical links is only beneficial for sufficiently large dis-
tances due to energy and latency overheads caused by EO/OE conversions; however, if
the trend of increasing number of cores and die sizes maintains, optical interconnects
will become sooner or later the preferred choice. Until then, completely discarding

179
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electrical interconnects leads to inefficiencies and combining both interconnect tech-
nologies in a topology represents the most beneficial approach.
Chapter 4 showed that novel WRONoC topologies can further reduce static optical
power by offering fewer path losses and MRs for optical switching. Amon demon-
strates this by reducing static optical power by 21% compared to the state of the art.
Performance in these NoCs is largely determined by the destination-reservation mech-
anism, and parallelising control packet exchange to data transmission can halve latency
without any power overheads. In order to reduce their susceptibility to traffic hotspots,
implementing multiple ejection channels per switch is an efficient solution that can
offer 50% latency reduction (compared to just using one ejection channel per node)
while incurring less than 0.1% power overheads. Finally, leveraging MR heating to
select the injection waveguide dynamically enables to reduce the number of injection
channels into the NoC, which in turn decreases power by up to 60%.
Chapter 5 revealed that implementing a higher number of low-bandwidth optical links
lowers laser power compared to utilising fewer high-bandwidth links due to lower
overall path losses. Based on this finding, ‘Lego’ was proposed, a novel hybrid NoC
topology that supplies the NoC with a higher number of low-bandwidth links paired
with an electrical 2D mesh for local traffic so that optical links are only used for larger
distances at which serialisation delay can be hidden. This approach offers high bisec-
tion bandwidth without large laser power overheads, competitive latency, and reduced
dynamic power (more than 50% on realistic workloads). Although imposing area over-
heads up to 75%, TPW is more than doubled.
Chapter 6 studies the shared optical bus which aims to efficiently utilise the optical
bandwidth letting all connected nodes use it in a TDM fashion. MR-through loss is the
critical loss parameter for current SiP technologies and advanced devices with lower
loss would make the shared bus a supreme candidate for on-chip communication.
Rather than scheduling simultaneously requesting nodes sequentially on the entire
bandwidth, scheduling them both in time slots and on subchannels decreases the total
bus utilisation time and thus improves throughput. Both centralised and distributed
arbitration mechanisms were shown to be suitable to implement subchannel schedul-
ing. Although increasing arbitration complexity, TPW is improved by more than 50%
compared to the state-of-the-art sequentially-scheduled mechanism LumiNOC without
power overheads. For very low injection rates, however, LumiNOC offer less latency
as its arbitration mechanism is less complex and faster.
Performing bus arbitration in-band (i.e. on the same bus as data transmission) is less
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power efficient than implementing a separate bus for parallel arbitration because the
latter improves throughput by more than 50% while the power overheads of the sep-
arate bus are at most 10%. In addition, when implemented in a NoC, the throughput
and power efficiency gains achieved by subchannel scheduling carry over to a similar
extent when many buses are put together into a larger NoC.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

The low maturity of SiP technologies enforces some limitations to the discussed ar-
chitectural approaches: current laser and MR heating power requirements limit the
bandwidth that can be offered to the NoC. Therefore, on-chip bandwidth should be
considered scarce rather than abundant, and designs must always aim to utilise the
available bandwidth as efficiently as possible, be it in all-optical or hybrid NoCs, or
NoCs consisting of shared buses. As SiP technologies mature, these limitations may
be less severe, but such advances are still speculative at this point.
In fact, for the current state of SiPs, it is questionable whether designers will consider
all-optical on-chip communication in the near future as electrical interconnects are still
superior for short distances. Overheads for EO/OE conversions, laser and MR heating
power cannot be fully resolved by NoC architectures alone, and require of advances in
laser efficiencies, receiver sensitivities, device losses, athermal MRs, or adaptive laser
sources.
Hybrid NoCs are likely the next step to occur to support a NoC with optical links for
large distances where electrical links become inefficient. Based on the results in this
thesis, the most power-efficient architecture to implement this is the shared optical bus
with a parallel arbitration bus, especially with advanced SiP devices offering less MR-
through loss. Such designs offer very high bandwidth at low power budgets, which is
particularly useful in CMPs with high traffic demands.
The trend of increasing die sizes and number of cores combined with the end of
Moore’s law will likely speed up the rise of SiPs for on-chip communication and may
make its adoption inevitable to maintain performance and power scaling in CMPs in
the future. Once manufacturing of SiP devices reaches a point of maturity at which op-
tical links can be reliably integrated into NoCs at large scales, architectures like those
presented in this thesis will determine the most efficient design.
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7.4 Future Work

The contributions of this thesis provide numerous opportunities for future considera-
tions in the field of optical NoC architectures as different key technologies advance.

7.4.1 Adaptive Laser Sources

Although the architectures presented in this thesis improve the power efficiency of the
state of the art, static optical power overheads make electrical NoC favourable for low
injection rates, which are common in multi-threaded applications. While significant
improvements in SiP devices are necessary to reduce the laser power of a static off-
chip laser source to insignificant levels, adaptive on-chip lasers have recently emerged
as a very promising alternative. With reported laser switch on/off times no higher than
2 ns [CACP+12], those would allow to proactively switch the laser on only when data
transmission occurs and thereby to save most of the laser power (62-92%) for small
latency overheads (2-6%) for realistic workloads [DH15b]. While previous work has
demonstrated such adaptive laser control mechanisms only for simple topologies or
crossbars, the architectures proposed in this thesis offer many opportunities, too.
WRONoCs like Amon are ideal to adopt adaptive lasers possibly without any latency
degradation since the latency required for controlling and switching on/off the laser
could technically be hidden: a control mechanism could snoop acknowledgement
packets on the control network and turn on the laser pro-actively for a certain sender.
While this approach would be hardly feasible if just one laser source provides the light
to all senders (like in the LPDN introduced in this study), multiple lasers could be cou-
pled into the chip into lower branches of the LPDN so that the senders being turned
on/off can be controlled in a more fine-grained fashion. A static laser is then only re-
quired for the control network, which requires significantly less laser power than the
data network. Although increasing the number of lasers and moving them into the chip,
recent studies have shown that this leads to large power savings at the laser source and
overall higher energy efficiency [DH15b].
Lego provides similar opportunities as it is based on R-SWMR buses: each sender
has to broadcast a control packet to notify the destinations to tune in/out prior to data
transmission. A control signal turning on/off the laser source on the data bus could
be transmitted in parallel, thereby allowing to hide the laser control delay. Just like in
Amon, only the control bus – which requires much less laser power than the data bus
– would then need a static laser.
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Shared buses could efficiently integrate such adaptive laser mechanisms, too. In-band
arbitrated buses, however, require the laser to be always on since both bus arbitration
and data transmission is performed on the same bus. If arbitrated in parallel, on the
other hand, only the arbitration bus must be provided with light at all times and the
data bus can be shut down if unused.
Adaptive lasers could not only be used to shut down the data bus in idle phases, it
could also be used to dynamically scale the bandwidth of a bus in the design presented
in Chapter 6: since data buses consist of multiple 32λ buses, some data buses could
be shut down if current communication demands do not require high bandwidth. This
would allow to highly-efficient bandwidth utilisation of the optical links, but also in-
crease the number of lasers since each 32λ bus must be provided with its separate
adaptive laser.

7.4.2 Combining Different Architectures

This thesis tackled challenges of different architectural approaches to integrate optical
interconnects into NoCs. These discussed designs, however, are by no means mutually
exclusive. In fact, they could be combined to mitigate each others’ shortcomings.
One obvious drawback of Amon, particularly compared to electrical NoCs, is its la-
tency overheads for local traffic patterns. Imposing the latency on the control network
and for EO/OE data conversion just to transmit data to a neighbouring node is ineffi-
cient both in terms of latency and power. Therefore, combining Amon with electrical
interconnects dedicated for localised traffic – like in Lego – would make sense. In
addition, this would allow to take load off the optical NoC, which could be leveraged
to reduce the optical resources and in turn power consumption. A study evaluating
the extent to which power could be saved and the implications on performance could
provide interesting insights.
Combining Lego with subchannel scheduled buses would be ideal since Lego’s elec-
trical NoC could take some load off the buses by reducing the number of connected
nodes, which would provide large laser power savings due to fewer MR-through losses.
In addition, arbitration latency could be further hidden by using the shared bus only for
large on-chip distances and the electrical NoC otherwise – as in Lego’s distance-based
approach. Chapter 6 exposed that subchannel scheduling improves throughput and
power efficiency, and that bus arbitration should be performed on a parallel control bus
rather than in-band. The results also showed that LumiNOC is actually more efficient
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in terms of latency if injection rates are low since scheduling nodes only in time slots
and not subchannels enables less arbitration complexity. Ideally, a mechanism would
decide dynamically on whether to use sequential or subchannel scheduling based on
the current communication demands. Our evaluation results could give a guideline
on the injection rate at which it is beneficial to switch from LumiNOC to subchan-
nel scheduling. This mechanism would be especially efficient for realistic application
traffic since programs often exhibit computation intensive and communication inten-
sive phases, and would likely result in large performance gains as it would utilise each
arbitration and scheduling mechanism when it is the most efficient.

7.4.3 Further Simulation Studies

Although this thesis rigorously evaluated all NoCs under investigation regarding all
important figures of merit, additional simulation studies exist that could further ex-
plore the suitability of the proposed approaches to different domains and scales.
For instance, Chapter 5 considered Lego only for 64 nodes. Implementing its distance-
based approach of combining electrical and optical links for larger scale NoCs could
improve scalability significantly, especially because our results suggest that using the
electrical mesh with increasing distances provided the highest power efficiency.
Similarly, Chapter 4 identified that Amon does not scale above 64 nodes in a straight-
forward manner due to excessive laser power; however, studying other scaling tech-
niques, such as core clustering, could evaluate whether Amon can provide sufficient
bandwidth for multiple cores connected to an optical switch. For instance, it could be
more efficient overall to scale Amon to 64 cores by using a 32-node Amon with a clus-
tering of two. This approach would reduce power consumption and might be sufficient
to satisfy performance demands of realistic workloads.
Aside from studying different scales, the workloads could also be varied. Although it
has widely been argued that bandwidth demands on the NoC is expected to increase in
the future, the SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmarks do not confirm this observation.
In fact, average injection rates in these workloads are very low. Other application work-
loads outside the high-performance computing domain, such as server or cloud traces,
might have very different NoC usage and could make optical NoCs more favourable.
Although LumiNOC outperforms aggressive 2D mesh baselines on realistic traffic, it
would still be interesting to study how NoCs implementing the proposed buses perform
under realistic workloads. This is particularly the case for the distributed arbitration
approach in which two packet sizes would lead to larger arbitration packets since a
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length bitmap field must be appended. Coherence protocols with multicast messages
could expose a weakness of subchannel scheduling if one node has to contend for the
bus multiple times for small coherence packets, thereby experiencing larger arbitration
delays with minimum throughput improvements. However, extending our approach to
allow a node to request the bus for multiple packets per arbitration round could pro-
vide significant improvements to LumiNOC again since subchannel scheduling could
be leveraged to transmit multicast packets in parallel. Allowing multiple packets per
sender per arbitration round while keeping control packets small is probably the most
challenging task to be tackled by future studies, but might result in large performance
benefits.

7.4.4 Optical Interconnects at the Interposer Level

2.5D integrated chips in which multiple dies are placed on an interposer – a large sepa-
rate die – have gained high interest as it enables heterogeneous integration of different
processors/accelerators and DRAM on the same chip [GPAY17]. Interconnecting the
different dies placed on the interposer is a novel research field on its own, and a num-
ber of recent studies envision this communication to occur optically with SiPs since
distances between nodes on an interposer are much larger than within a single die
[GPABY16][GPAY17].
Constraints of the interposer interconnects connecting dies through an interposer dif-
fer from NoCs for intra-die communication (discussed in this thesis). First, the num-
ber of nodes an interposer interconnect must connect is typically much lower (e.g.
recent studies consider chips interconnecting 16 dies on the interposer [GPAY17]).
Second, area constraints are significantly relaxed: interposers are ∼900 mm2 in area
[KJL15][GPAY17] and can be used nearly exclusively by the interconnect.
Applying and evaluating interconnects for 2.5D integrated chips with the architectures
proposed in this thesis could represent an interesting future study, particularly as the
laser power and MR heating requirements of SiPs do likely not change compared to
intra-die NoCs and the benefits of the proposed architectures are maintained. For in-
stance, designs like Lego that have higher area requirements could benefit from the
relaxed area constraints of interposers and turn out to be an even more efficient design
choice for connecting dies on an interposer than it is for intra-die communication.
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